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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
The main subject of this thesis is the theory of large deviations Because most of my 
friends and relatives are not familiar with this theory, I shall start this introduction with 
a simple and elaborate example that, hopefully, will give them an idea of what I have 
been doing for the last five years This example is followed by a more rigorous for-
mulation of the basics of large-deviation theory, including a discussion of its history 
and relevance Next, the framework for large-deviation theory that was proposed by 
O'Brien and Vervaat (1991) will be sketched Most of this thesis is written within this 
framework The introduction will end with a summary of the contents of this thesis 
1.1 Example 
Suppose a coin is being tossed repeatedly and the number of heads is counted Let 
the outcome of the nth toss be denoted by Xn Thus A7l equals either 0 or 1, each with 
probability -¿ By the strong law of large numbers, when η gets large the proportion of 
heads in the first η tosses will be about 50% In a formal mathematical formulation one 
can write this as 
γ{Χ\ + + Χ,ι) —> \ almost surely, as η —> oo (11) 
For this reason we shall call \ the typical value of \{X\ + + X
n
) Equation (1 1) 
implies that the probability for the proportion of heads to be away from its typical value 
tends to Ü as the number of tosses increases For instance, the probability that more than 
60% of the tosses show heads tends to 0, written 
Щ(Х,+ + Χ „ ) > ^ } — > 0 , a s n ^ œ (12) 
Thestatement ¿(A[ + + Y„) > ^ implies that ±(ΥΊ + +λ'„) is more than yg away 
from its typical value 
1 
2 1.1. Example 
An event where a random variable is some distance away from its typical value is 
called a large deviation. Further examples are {^(Xi + \- X„) € [0, 5) U (|, |]} and 
{ ¿ № H h.Y„) < f}, and even {¿(A^i+ · ·- + A"„) = 1}. The last example is the event 
that no tails come up in the first η tosses. The probability of this event equals ( j) n , so 
that 
P{i(A"i +--- + X
n
) = l} —> 0 exponentially fast. (1.3) 
The exponential speed is 5, in the sense that when η increases by 1 the probability is 
multiplied by | . This number can also be obtained by taking the nth root, that is 
УЩ(Х1+--- + Хп) = 1} = ì. (1.4) 
The exponential speed of convergence occurs rather often, though mostly approx-
imately. For instance, one can prove that for all а > | 
Угі^іХі + ··-+Χ
η
) > а} —• с(а), asn->oo, (1.5) 
where the function с is defined on [0,1] by 
Actually, even a stronger statement holds. For any finite union I = и
г
І
г
 of intervals 
Д С [0,1] 
yP{l(Xi Η hX
n
) e 1} —> sup c(a), asn->oo. (1.7) 
ne/ 
This statement is called a large-deviation principle (LDP) for \{Χγ Η h X
n
), the av­
erage of the first η tosses. Note that c(ì) = 1, so that from (1.7) it follows that intervals 
I that contain £, the typical value, have a probability close to 1, for large n. 
In many more situations LDPs can be proved. Increasingly often, these are used in 
the literature to estimate small probabilities. Not just in mathematics, but also in other 
fields such as physics and engineering. 
Next, an attempt will be made to show how an LDP can be used. This will also serve 
as an introduction to Varadhan's theorem (1966), the first major subject of this thesis. 
Suppose I have a silly job. My most important task is to toss a coin η times a day 
and push a big red button when it shows heads. My payment depends on the number 
of heads that come up, namely, every day I get paid 
Ж 3 А - , + +*„ guilders. (1.8) 
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On a typical day, meaning that Xx + ••• + Xn assumes its typical value \n, I earn 100 · 
2~"-3¿" guilders. This is far less than 100 guilders when η is large. My average income, 
however, equals 100 guilders, since 
E3-A|+ +A„ _ 
k=ü 
2n. (1.9) 
I shall now take ten tosses per day as an example. My salary on a typical day is 23.73 
guilders. The difference between typical payment (23.73) and average payment (100) 
is due to the fact that the payment is so very high in case of extremely many heads. The 
following table shows what the effect of many heads is. For instance, the second last 
line of the table means that the event of 9 heads on a day occurs once every 102 days. 
On that day I get paid 1922.17, which contributes 18 77 to my average income per day. 
number of heads 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
once every 
1024 days 
102 days 
23 days 
9 days 
5 days 
4 days 
5 days 
9 days 
23 days 
102 days 
1024 days 
income 
0.10 
0 29 
0.88 
2.64 
7 91 
23 73 
71 19 
213.57 
640 72 
1922.17 
5766.50 
per day 
0 00 
0 00 
0 04 
0 31 
1.62 
5.84 
14.60 
25 03 
28 16 
18.77 
5 63 
(1.10) 
We see that my average income is for a large part determined by the days with 7 or 8 
heads, even though they do not occur that often. In other words, the average income is 
for a large part determined by the large deviations of ¿(Χι Η \- X
n
). This example is 
of course rather artificial. However, let me assure you that similar formulas do occur 
in many situations, for instance in physics. 
In the above situation we could calculate the average income directly in (1.9), due 
to the simplicity of the probability distribution of X,. However, there is an alternative 
method for estimating E 3 X l + +x", which is based on the LDP for ¿{Xi-\ l· Xn) and 
uses Varadhan's theorem. This runs as follows. 
4 1.1. Example 
I shall not state Varadhan's theorem explicitly right now, but it can be shown that 
one of its consequences is that the expectation 
Ε 3 Λ ' 1 + + λ '" (1.11) 
grows exponentially fast, as η -> oo. More precisely 
ч/ЕЗх>+ +*" —>• sup 3"c(o), asn->oo. (1.12) 
o€[0,l] 
It is no coincidence that (1.12) is similar to (1.7). Evaluation of the supremum in the 
right-hand side of (1.12) is not very difficult. Using (1.6) we calculate its logarithm 
log ( sup З » ^ ) ^ ) 1 - ) 
W[o,i] / 
= sup [alog3 - log 2 — a log a - (1 - a)log(l - a)]. (1-13) 
Q€ [0,1] 
Solv ing£[-] = 0g i v e S 
l o g 3 - l o g a - l + log(l - a) + 1 = 0 (1.14) 
«* l o g ( ^ s ) = l o g i (1.15) 
** а = \ (1.16) 
and substitution shows that 
\/E3-v>+ + A " —>• 2. (1.17) 
We already know that E 3х'+ +Xn — 2", so the estimate given by Varadhan's theo­
rem is indeed correct. Furthermore, it is no coincidence that the supremum is attained 
at α = 2. The interpretation of this fact is that the largest contribution to the average 
payment comes from ¿(ΛΊ + · · · + X
n
) « | . In case η = 10, we know that 7 and 8 
heads give large contributions. These are exactly the outcomes for which the average 
is closest to | (see table (1.10)). 
I hope that I have made clear to the reader that from LDPS, via Varadhan's theorem, 
it is possible to obtain knowledge about asymptotics of some expectations. Sometimes 
this is the only method available, since when Х
г
 has a complicated probability distri­
bution direct calculation may not be possible. 
In Chapter 2 Varadhan's theorem will be proved in the new and highly abstract set­
ting for large-deviation theory that was proposed by O'Brien and Vervaat (1991). 
So far I have silently assumed that the coin I am tossing is a fair coin, i.e., the prob­
ability that it shows heads and the probability that it shows tails both equal | . If this 
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assumption is dropped, then numbers change but the main results remain valid. In­
deed, if the probability of heads equals ρ e (0,1), 
Р{Л'„ = 1} = ρ, (1.18) 
then (1.7) holds with r replaced by rp, where 
<>(«) = ( £ ) B ( H ) ' " e . « 6 [0,1]- (1.19) 
The typical value of ¿(ΑΊ + · · · + A'„) now is p, and the payment on a typical day is 
100 • 2"" • 3pn guilders. The average payment is 100 · 2~n • (2p + 1)", since Ε 3 Λ , + + λ '" = 
(2p+l)n. The estimate that Varadhan's theorem gives for the nth root of this expectation 
is supll6rüil] 3"c;,(a), which equals 2p + 1 and is attained at α = ψ^. Hence 
'•/E3A'1 Ь " —> 2p+ì, a s n - ю о . (1.20) 
The introduction of unfair coins in the above paragraph allows me to give a simple 
example of one of the results in my thesis. Suppose on my working days I have two 
coins in my pocket. Both are unfair. One has probability ρ of showing heads, the other 
probability q. Each time I have to toss a coin, I pick one randomly from my pocket. I 
toss this coin, register its outcome and push the button if it shows heads. Then I put the 
coin back into my pocket and repeat the procedure. The LDP for ¿(ΑΊ + • • · + X„) can 
easily be obtained by direct calculation. However, it can also be obtained by using the 
mixing theorem from Chapter 5. This theorem states that the LDP for ¿(ΑΊ -I 1- X
n
) 
can be found by mixing the LDPs that hold for the two coins separately in an appropri­
ate way. This mixing method works for any number of different coins, even infinitely 
many. It is a completely new method. In Chapter 5 an important application will be 
given. Hopefully the method will prove useful in many more situations. 
1.2 Large deviations 
The theory of large deviations is a part of probability theory. It focuses on the ques­
tion how fast probabilities of improbable events tend to 0 as some parameter (for now 
η e Ν) increases to infinity. To be a bit more specific, let (μ„) be a sequence of probabil­
ity measures on some topological space E. Large-deviation theory aims at finding for 
many events А С E a number 1(A) e [0, oo] such that 
,і„(Л)«<г"'<А>. (1.21) 
This is done by proving that (μ„) obeys a large-deviation principle. 
6 1.2. Large deviations 
Definition. Let E bea topological ьрасе Let (μ
η
)η€Μ be a sequence of probability measures on 
E This sequence obeys a large-deviation principle ÍLDPj if there exists a lower semicontin-
uous function I E —» [0, oo] such that {x e E Ι (χ) < t} is compact for all t € (0, oc), 
hm inf ¿log/*„(G) > - m f / ( r ) (122) 
for all open subsets G С E, and 
hm sup liogßJF) <-mîI(x) (123) 
n->oc " χΖΓ 
for all closed subsets F с E The function I is called the rate function. 
For those events Л С E for which 
inf I{x) = mf I(x) (1 24) 
(where A" and Ä are the topological interior, resp closure of A), it follows from (1 22) 
and (1 23) that 
^Ιοζμ
η
(Α) —• - inf [(τ), as η -» oc (125) 
This is the precise meaning or (1 21) and ìndentifies 1(A) as 1(A) = nifreA I(x) 
Of many specific sequences (μ„) it is known that they obey an LDP Some important 
examples will be described now 
Let (A'
n
)
ne
pj be a sequence of random variables Let μ„ be the law of the average 
¿(„Yi + + Xn) If the sequence (λ'„) is 11 d and some mild further conditions are 
met, then the measures (μ„) obey an LDP This result is known as Cramer's theorem, 
the first version appeared in Cramer (1938) Under the 11 d assumption the laws of 
the empirical measures ^(òx, + + δχ
η
) obey an LDP as well This result is known as 
Sanov's theorem, after Sanov (1957) Modern versions of Cramer's theorem allow the 
random variables to be measure-valued, so that Sanov's theorem becomes a corollary 
In many spaces E, the independence assumption may be replaced by a weaker con­
vergence assumption on moment generatmg functions The measures (μ
η
) then still 
obey an LDP, a result known as the Gartner-Ellis theorem (cf O'Brien and Sun (1994)) 
This, for instance, covers the case where (X
n
) is an irreducible Markov cham 
There is an extensive theory on large deviations in relation to scale transformations 
of stochastic processes, mainly due to Schilder (1966) and to Donsker and Varadhan 
(1976) They apply their results, for instance, to the evaluation of asymptotics of func­
tion space mtegrals, such as expectations of transformations of Brownian motion 
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Freidlin and Wentzell (1970) study a closely related setting. Given is a differential 
equation 
^ = V№), Xo = V, V^Lipschitz, (1.26) 
at 
with deterministic solution X¡ . The addition of a small random perturbation trans-
forms (1.26) into the stochastic differential equation 
dXt = il>(Xt)dt + ah(Xt)dWt, X0 = y, (1.27) 
where α is a small parameter, h is a Lipschitz function and (Wt) is standard Brownian 
motion. Equation (1.27) has a random solution X¿ , which is a stochastic process with 
continuous paths. It can be proved that Λ, ' l ) —> x[° \asn —> oo. Freidlin and Wentzell 
have proved that the laws of X¡ obey an LDP. A modern version of this theorem can 
be found in Varadhan (1984). For an extensive treatment of the theory, see Freidlin and 
Wentzell (1984). 
In applications of large-deviation theory a major tool is Varadhan's integration the-
orem (1966). This theorem states that if the measures (μ
η
) obey an LDP with rate func­
tion I, and a function ƒ obeys some boundedness assumptions, then the integral trans­
forms (ƒ fndßn) obey an LDP, too. The corresponding rate function Ϊ turns out to be 
1(A) = sup
xeA{f(x) — I(x)). A large part of this thesis is devoted to this theorem. 
The reverse statement also holds. Namely, if for enough functions ƒ the integral 
transforms obey an LDP, then the measures (μ„) obey an LDP. This result has been ob­
tained by Bryc (1990) and has been improved by O'Brien and Vervaat (1993). 
1.3 History and relevance 
The roots of large-deviation theory trace back to the beginning of the twentieth century. 
Khinchin (1929) and Smirnoff (1933) worked on refinements of asymptotics in the Cen­
tral Limit Theorem. Their work was motivated by questions from statistics. Eventually 
this line of research led to the important paper by Cramer (1938), in which the author 
proves an early version of what we now know as Cramer's theorem. His results have 
been improved in several papers, such as Chernoff (1952), Bahadur (1971), Bahadur 
and Zabell (1979) and, important for this thesis, Bolthausen (1984). 
Sanov's theorem (1957) came as somewhat of a shock. Some mathematicians even 
questioned its validity. Improvements on Sanov's results can be found in Donsker and 
Varadhan (1976), Groeneboom, Oosterhoff and Ruymgaart (1979), and Bahadur and 
Zabell (1979). In this last paper, Cramer's theorem was strengthened so much that 
Sanov's theorem became a corollary. 
8 1.4. Capacities 
In its early years, the theory of large deviations was developed and applied mainly 
by statisticians, who tried to find methods for determining the quality of statistical pro-
cedures (e.g., Chernoff slope, Bahadur efficiency). Later, another important source of 
inspiration was found in questions regarding asymptotics ot function space integrals 
(such as expectations of functionals of Brownian motion). Schilder (1966), Varadhan 
(1966) and Donsker and Varadhan (1976) initiated this line of research. A fruitful co-
operation between Donsker and Varadhan resulted in a sequence of long and impor-
tant papers. Independently, Freidlin and Wentzell (1970) developed a closely related 
theory, studying small random perturbations of differential equations. 
Varadhan (1966) essentially proposes the definition of LDP (although he does not 
use this name) and proves his integral theorem. In a later book (Varadhan (1984)) he 
gives a concise overview of the main results in large-deviation theory at that time. A 
somewhat earlier overview can be found in Azencott (1980). 
Since then, large-deviation theory has grown to be a major tool in various fields. It 
plays an important role in the study of limit theorems for stochastic processes. It is used 
extensively in statistical mechanics, in order to explain macroscopic behaviour of large 
systems of particles on the basis of simple microscopic laws of interaction. This grow-
ing interest has resulted in the appearance of several books. Ellis (1985) gives an intro-
duction to large-deviation theory from a statistical mechanical point of view. Deuschel 
and Stroock (1989) give a wealth of information, but the book is hard to read. Bucklew 
(1990) aims at engineering applications. Dembo and Zeitouni (1993) are somewhere in 
between. 
1.4 Capacities 
In the definition of LDP there is a lower bound (1.22) on open sets and an upper bound 
(1.23) on closed sets. What is bounded is the power of a measure, written in logarith-
mic form. Since powers of measures do not fall in any standard topological space, the 
statements in (1.22) and (1.23) are the most general that can be reached within stan-
dard theory. However, the similarity between (1.22),(1.23) and weak convergence of 
probability measures suggests that with some effort a higher level of generality and 
abstraction might be reached. Hopefully, this extension also gives new tools to trans-
port well-known results from the theory of weak convergence of probability measures 
to the theory of large deviations. This effort was made by O'Brien and Vervaat (1991). 
Their starting point was the conviction that, apparently, a probability measure is a too 
restricted type of set function in the study of large deviations. It seems more natural, 
from their point of view, to consider a more general type of set function that embraces 
probability measures, positive powers of probability measures, and the limits that oc-
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cur in large-deviation principles It appears that what is needed are capacities, as stud­
ied by Norberg (1986) and Vervaat (1988) There have been denned two topologies on 
the space of capacities In this space an LDP, without its logarithm, is just an instance 
of convergence 
In the space of capacities the definition of LDP is much more general than the stan­
dard one given above This greater generality necessitates that many basic tools in 
large-deviation theory have to be proven anew O'Brien and Vervaat already treat the 
most elementary ones In Chapter 2, Varadhan's theorem will be generalized In Chap­
ter 4,1 shall study the compact-open topology on spaces of capacity-valued functions 
1.5 This thesis 
This thesis consists of two parts The first part embraces Chapters 2-5, the second part 
Chapters 6-7 Each chapter has been written as an article, and is included as such 
Chapter 2 has an extensive list of preliminaries 
In Chapter 2, Varadhan's theorem for capacities, Varadhan's integral theorem is gen­
eralized to the context of capacities To give this generalization its proper form, a the­
ory of integration with respect to capacities is needed This is established in sections 
2 3 and 2 5 Varadhan's theorem is split into several partial results, which appear to 
be useful on their own In Chapter 3, Sanov meets Cramer again, these partial results 
are used to establish a new connection between Cramer's theorem and Sanov's theo­
rem Here the continuous functions that appear m Varadhan's theorem are replaced 
by semicontinuous evaluations of measures Thus, a new method for obtaming LDPs 
is demonstrated by an example This method is presented in full glory in Chapter 5, 
The mixing theorem Three applications are given Chapter 4, Compact-open convergence 
of sequences, surveys the necessary conditions for Chapter 5 
In Chapter 7, Large deviations for ranks, a general large-deviation result for ranks 
is presented Chapter 6, Inverse and composition of non-decreasing upper semicontinuous 
functions, deals with some preliminaries for Chapter 7 
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Chapter 2 
Varadhan's theorem for capacities 
Abstract. Varadhan's integration theorem, one of the corner stones of large-deviation 
theory, is generalized to the context of capacities The theorem appears valid for any 
integral that obeys four linearity properties We introduce a collection of integrals that 
have these properties Of one of them, known as the Choquet integral, some continuity 
properties are established as well 
Key words and phrases Capacities, large deviations, Choquet integral, Varadhan's inte-
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2.1 Introduction 
A large-deviation principle for a sequence of probability measures gives the exponen­
tial rate at which the probability of various sets (or events) tends to 0 A formal state­
ment expresses convergence of vanishing powers of the measures to a lower limit on 
open and an upper limit on closed sets, quite similar to weak convergence of probabil­
ity measures This resemblance was elaborated upon by O'Brien and Vervaat (1991) 
They noticed that the set С of capacities contains the positive powers of tight proba­
bility measures, as well as their limits in large-deviation principles Here, capacities 
are monotone, inner and outer regular set functions on a topological space Capacities 
have been studied by Norberg (1986), Vervaat (1988) and Norberg and Vervaat (1989) 
from the viewpoint of random closed sets and extremal processes Two topologies have 
been defined on С The narrow topology extends weak convergence of measures as in 
Bilhngsley (1968) The vague topology extends vague convergence of Radon measures 
as in Berg, Chnstensen and Ressel (1984) A large-deviation principle can be seen as an 
instance of c°" —» с in C, where а
п
 i 0 Thus the space of capacities is the natural topo­
logical setting for large-deviation theory 
This view on large deviations has been developed further In O'Brien and Vervaat 
(1993) a topological proof is given for some well-known large-deviation results The 
new proofs show the advantages of a topological approach In the same vein we shall 
generalize Varadhan's theorem in this article The main ideas of the capacity approach 
have strongly influenced researchers from fields as diverse as mathematical physics 
(John Lewis and Charles Pfister) and statistics (Paul Deheuvels) 
Varadhan (1966) showed that from a large-deviation principle for probability mea­
sures (μ
η
) the exponential asymptotic behaviour of integral transforms of μ
η
 can be de­
duced He proved that, under certain conditions, it follows from μ°η —» с and ƒ °n —> ƒ 
that 
(jfndßnY^ sup/(e)c({e}), (21) 
where the conclusion may be interpreted as convergence of the indefinite integrals In 
this article Varadhan's theorem is extended to the context of capacities It is presented 
as a combination of one-sided results, which we shall use in later work to prove a gen-
eral mixing theorem for large-deviation principles In turn, this will be used to prove 
large-deviation results for bootstrap quantities and to obtain a generalization of the 
Freidlin-Wentzell theorem (cf Gerntse (1995c)) 
In order to prove Varadhan's theorem for capacities we need a theory of integra-
tion with respect to capacities However, Varadhan's theorem is not demanding as far 
as the type of integral is concerned In the traditional case only four properties of the 
Lebesgue integral are needed, and these will also suffice for proving the generalization 
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Therefore we shall prove Varadhan's theorem assuming solely these properties, with­
out fixing a definition for the integral. This is done is section 2.4. In section 2.3 possible 
definitions for the integral will be given, indexed by ρ g [1, oo]. The Choquet integral 
(p = 1) is the most natural because it extends the Lebesgue integral and is commonly 
used in the theory of random closed sets and in mathematical economics. Under mild 
conditions the indefinite Choquet integral J f deis again a capacity and jointly contin­
uous in ƒ and с This will be proved in section 2.5. 
Holwerda and Vervaat (1993) have shown that С is a complete lattice with the natu­
ral set-wise ordering. In this context O'Brien (1995) observed that for any sequence (c
n
) 
of capacities lim inf c
n
 and lim sup c„ are well-defined elements of С A large-deviation 
principle holds if and only if lim inf c°n and lim sup с"" are equal. We say that a lower 
(upper) one-sided large-deviation principle holds for (c
n
) with limit с if lim inf c°" > с 
(lim sup c°n < c). The results in section 2.4 will be presented in a form that makes them 
applicable to one-sided large-deviation principles. This approach ultimately yields the 
mixing theorem that we already mentioned. 
The results will be derived in the largest possible topological generality. The reason 
for this is that we want them to be applicable to large-deviation principles for random 
capacities, in which case the underlying space is a space of capacities. In general the 
topological properties of С are not very tractable, which is why we try to avoid a Haus-
dorff condition on the underlying space. We shall, however, not be able to avoid this 
all the way. A first use of random capacities can be found in Deheuvels (1994). 
2.2 Preliminaries 
As we showed in the introduction, it is natural to formulate large-deviation principles 
in terms of capacities. Unfortunately, the type of capacity that is needed is not well 
known, and its basic properties are not easily accessible for reference. In this section 
we state the properties that we shall need. Most of them can be found in O'Brien and 
Vervaat (1991). For the others we do give another reference or a proof. 
Our desire to prove the main results with minimal topological conditions creates the 
need for some rather exotic, but weak, topological notions. These will be introduced 
first, together with some notation concerning the underlying topological space. 
Let £ be a topological space. Let Ç denote the collection of open subsets. We shall 
write G[E) instead of Q if it is not clear from the context what the underlying space is. 
A set К С E is called compact if every open cover of К has a finite subcover (also if E 
is not Hausdorff). We shall denote the collections of closed and compact sets by Τ and 
K, respectively. Generic open, closed and compact sets will be denoted by G, F and K. 
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We call E locally compact if for any instance of К с G there are К' compact and 
G' open such that К С G' С К' с G If E is Hausdorff, this simplifies to the usual 
definition (each point has a compact neighborhood) We call E Wilker if for every oc­
currence of К С Gì U G2 there are К
г
 с G, such that К с Κ
λ
 U K2 (cf Wilker (1970)), 
and inheritary Wilker if each subset А с E with the relative topology is Wilker We 
call E first countable for K. if each compact set has a countable neighborhood base (cf 
O'Brien (1992)) 
A function ƒ E —• [0, oo] is called upper semicontinuous (use) if for all χ € (0, cc) 
the set {e € E f (с) < χ} is open If ƒ is USC, then ƒ attains its supremum on compact 
sets Similarly, ƒ is lower semicontinuous (LSC) if {e € E ƒ (e) > ι } is open for all χ 
If ƒ is LSC, then ƒ attains its ìnfimum on compact sets 
We proceed by giving the definition and elementary properties of capacities A ca-
pacity on E is a [0, oo]-valued function с on the subsets of E such that 
c(0) = O, (2 2a) 
r(A) = sup{e(A:) К С A) for all А С E ("inner regularity"), (2 2b) 
( {K) = inf{r(G) G Э Л:} for all К e /С ("outer regularity") (2 2c) 
Choquet (1954) introduced capacities with different regularity conditions The two no­
tions are in general incomparable, but there is a one-one correspondence between the 
subcollections of the strongly subadditive capacities (cf Dellachene and Meyer (1978) 
and Norberg and Vervaat (1989)) 
All capacities have the following properties These follow immediately from the 
definition 
c{A) < c{B) whenever Ac B, (2 2d) 
c(G
n
) î c{G) whenever Gn t G, (2 2e) 
r(K η F
n
) i L{K Π F) whenever F
n
 | F (2 2f) 
A capacity с is subadditive if c(Kl и K2) < ο(Κλ) + c(K2) for all Ku K2 e /С 
It is additive if c{K\ U K2) + c{Kx П K2) = c(K{) + c(K2) It is a sup measure if 
c(K¡UK2)=c(Kl)\/c{K2) A capacity с is Radon if c(K) < oo for all К 6 1С Thesetof 
all capacities on E is denoted by С or C{E) The spaces of all subadditive capacities, all 
additive capacities and all sup measures are denoted by SA, AD and SM respectively 
These subspaces are of special interest Therefore we shall give some more informa­
tion about them, mainly concerning the extension of the defining relation to other than 
compact sets 
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For a capacity г the function e н-> c({e}) is use by (2 2c,d) If с is a sup measure, 
then c(A) = sup{c({e}) e e /1} for all Л с £ Conversely any [0, oo]-valued USC 
function ƒ determines a sup measure r via с(Л) = sup{/(e) e e A} Thus there is 
a one-one correspondence between the set US of all [0, oo]-valued use functions on E 
and SM Closed sets F have use indicator functions l r , which embed Τ into SM (cf 
Vervaat (1988)) 
Subadditivity extends to a much larger class of subsets than the compact sets If E 
is a Wilker space, subadditivity holds for instance for arbitrary collections of open sets 
(ι e, c(U
a
GQ) < Σ α C(GQ)) O'Brien and Vervaat (1994) explore how far subadditivity 
can be extended The following proposition is a corollary of their Lemma 4 3 How­
ever, O'Brien and Vervaat assume E to be Hausdorff In their sections 3 and 4 this is 
needed only to prove the fact that a subadditive capacity on А и В is arbitrarily subad­
ditive on Q(A и В) The Wilker property of А и В guarantees this 
Proposition 1. If E is mhentary Wilker, с is a subadditive capacity and A and В are subsets 
of E such that A is either open or closed in the relative topology on Л и В, then c(A U B) < 
c(A) + c{B) 
On Hausdorff E an additive capacity с is countably additive on the Borei sets and 
is therefore an extension of a measure A finite measure on a Hausdorff space E that is 
first countable for K. is extendable to a capacity iff it is tight (cf O'Brien (1992)) 
We tum to the two topologies on С The vague topology on С is the coarsest topol­
ogy that makes the evaluations с >-> c{A) LSC for open A and use for compact A This 
means that the collection of all sets of the form {r e С с {G) > χ} or {r e С r(K) < χ} 
is a subbase (χ e (0, oo)), and that a sequence (r
ri) in С converges vaguely to с (this will 
be denoted by c
n
 -^-> c) iff 
hm inf c„(G) > c(G) for all С € S, (2 3a) 
hm sup cn{K) < c{K) for all К e 1С (2 3b) 
The subbase for the vague topology consists of two types of sets Two smaller topolo­
gies will be needed as well If С is endowed with the topology generated by the sets 
{e e С c(G) > χ}, it is denoted С î In this topology convergence is character-
ized by (2 3a) Dually, C\. denotes С endowed with the topology generated by the sets 
{e e С c(K) < χ} Convergence is characterized by (2 3b) We shall call convergence 
results in these two topologies one-sided, for obvious reasons 
With the vague topology, С is compact If E is locally compact, then С is Hausdorff 
and the subspaces SA, AD, SM and Τ are closed and compact If E is first countable 
for 1С, then sequences in С have at most one limit (we shall say that С is sequentially 
Hausdorff) and the subspaces mentioned are sequentially closed (cf O'Brien (1992)) 
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Replacing 'compact' by 'closed' gives the narrow topology on С It is the coarsest 
topology that makes с н-> c(A) LSC for open A and use for closed A A subbase is given 
by all sets of the form {c 6 С c(G) > x} or {e e С c(F) < τ) A sequence (c
n
) 
converges narrowly to с (denoted by c
n
 - ^ c) iff (2 3a) holds and 
hm sup c
n
(F) < c{F) for all F e Τ (2 Зс) 
When С is provided with the topology generated by the sets {e e С c(F) < χ}, it 
is denoted С ψ If E is regular and Hausdorff, then С is narrowly Hausdorff and its 
subspaces SA, AD, SM and Τ are narrowly closed 
A set Π of capacities is equitight if there is a net (K
m
) m 1С (a tightening net) such 
that с(КПК
т
) -» c(K) as m -> oo uniformly for К € К and с G Π A capacity с is tight 
if {c} is equitight Let Ct denote the set of all tight capacities and let SAt (AD¡, SM¡, Τι) 
denote the intersection of Ct and SA (AD, SM, Τ) If E is Hausdorff and с is a tight ca­
pacity then (2 2b,c,f) hold with 'K' replaced by 'F' Prohorov's theorem extends to ca­
pacities an equitight set of capacities is narrowly relatively compact and the converse 
holds if E is Polish 
A vague large-deviation principle (VLDP) is any instance of c"n - ^ с where c
n
 e 
SA, с G SM and α
η
 ζ (0,1) such that a
n
 4 0 The assumption on с follows from the other 
assumptions if E is Hausdorff and first countable for K. (Theorem 2 8 in O'Brien (1992)) 
A narrow large-deviation principle (NLDP) IS any instance of r"n - ^ c, where c„, с and 
«„ are as above The assumption on с follows from the other assumptions if E is Haus­
dorff and regular A VLDP (NLDP) holds if inequalities (2 3a) and (2 3b) ((2 3c)) hold 
for (c"n) rather than (c
n
) We say that a one-sided large-deviation principle holds if 
one of these inequalities holds (this is a bit less general than the definition from O'Brien 
(1995) cited in the introduction, but sufficient for our purposes) We want to emphasize 
(again) that for any sequence (c{fr ) two one-sided LDPS hold, possibly with different 
limits 
On С we define an order and an addition by setting ci < c2 iff ci(A) < r2(A) for 
all А с E, and (^ + c2){A) = cy(A) + c2(A) With this order С is a complete lattice, 
and many properties can be given a lattice-theoretical proof (cf Holwerda and Vervaat 
(1993)) The addition is continuous in both topologies 
We end this section with some notational conventions and an elementary proposi­
tion Let τ у be real numbers, ƒ E - > 1 and А с E By χ Ay we denote the minimum 
of χ and у, by χ V у the maximum, by fA(A) the infimum of ƒ on Л and by fv(A) the 
supremum In several proofs the following property of upper limits of sequences of 
real numbers will be needed It is proved by the observation that x
n
 V y
n
 < x
n
 + y
n
 < 
2(i„Vi/„) andhm20"' = 1 
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Proposition 2. Let (i„) and (i/„) be sequences in [0, co] and (a„) a sequence in (0, oo) that 
tends to 0 Т/геи 
hm sup (x
n
 + Уп)"п — lim ыір (i„)°" V lim sup (у
п
)ал (2 4) 
ГС—ЮО Π — > 0 0 T l — Ю О 
2.3 Integration with respect to capacities 
In this section we present possible definitions for the integral ƒ ƒ dc of a [0, oo]-valued 
function ƒ with respect to a capacity с All integrals in this section will have the follow­
ing properties 
¡Axdc = xc{A) for all χ e [0,oo] and all AcE, (2 5a) 
ƒ ƒ dc < J д de whenever ƒ < g, (2 5b) 
ƒ ( ƒ V д) de < ƒ ƒ dc + ƒ 5 dc for semicontinuous ƒ, any 5 and с 6 SA, (2 5c) 
ƒ ƒ d (0 + c2) < ƒ ƒ dei + ƒ ƒ dc2 for all ƒ and all c b c2 (2 5d) 
(Here and in the sequel we use the notation ¡Afdc = ƒ ƒ 1д dc ) In section 2 4 we shall 
prove Varadhan's theorem without referring to a specific definition for the integral, we 
only use properties (2 5a-d), where (2 5a) is actually needed only for A G /С ^7 or ¿7, 
depending on the context 
Choquet (1954) has defined the integral of a non-negative function with respect to 
Choquet capacities His definition can be copied for capacities in our sense For с G С 
and ƒ E —¥ [ϋ, oo] the function i н» c({e e £ j (e) > i}) on (0,00) is non-increasing, 
hence measurable with at most countably many discontinuities Only at these points 
the function t 1—• c({e 6 E f (с) > ¿}) may be different The Choquet integral of ƒ 
with respect to с is 
/
1 Γ Ο Ο ΓΟΟ 
fdc=l c({eeE f{e)>t})dt= t({e e E f{e)>t})dt (26) 
(the '1 ' on top labels the type of integral, it is not a boundary of integration whatso­
ever) If r, restricted to the Borei sets, is a σ-finite measure and ƒ is measurable, then 
the Choquet integral of ƒ with respect to с is equal to the Lebesgue integral, as can be 
seen easily from Fubini's theorem Therefore the Choquet integral is a natural candi­
date for an integral with respect to capacities In section 2 5 it is studied more closely 
For now we restrict our attention to the properties above 
Theorem 1. If E is inhentary Wilker, then the Choquet integral has properties (2 5a-d) 
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Proof. As {e € E .гіл(е) > t} equals A for t < χ and 0 for t > x, equation (2 6) 
gives (2 5a) If f < ц we have {e e E f (e) > t} с {e e E g (e) > t] for every t 
and (2 5b) follows by (2 2d) For all functions ƒ and g and all t 
{e£E {JVg){c)>t} = {eeE f(e)>t}u{e£E g(e) > t} (27) 
If ƒ is use the first set in the right-hand side (RHS) is closed, so (2 5c) follows by sub-
additivity of r and Proposition 1 If ƒ is LSC, we can replace ">' by '> ' and 'closed' 
by 'open' to arrive at the same conclusion Finally, (2 5d) is trivial and holds with 
equality D 
Our second definition is inspired by the RHS in (2 1), which can be seen as an inte-
gral of a function with respect to a sup measure For с e С and ƒ E -> [0, ooj the sup 
integral of ƒ with respect to с is 
fdc = snp{fA(K)c(K) К e 1С} (2 8) f 
If с is a sup measure this reduces to the RHS in (2 1), but in general it will give a larger 
and therefore better lower bound m Varadhan's integration theorem, cf Remark 3 The 
following proposition shows that the sup integral can be seen as the supremum equiv­
alent of the Choquet integral, compare (2 6) Norberg (1986) proves the special case 
r e SM 
Proposition 3. For all f and all с 
/
oo 
fdc = sup tc{{e e E f {e) > ί}) = sup íc({ee£; /(e) > г}) (2 9) 
í>0 í>0 
Proof. We have 
bupí c({e € E /(e) > ί}) 
oo 
= sup{íc(A') t> ü, К С {e e E f{e)>t}} 
= sup {ƒ'Λ(К) с(К) К£>С}, (210) 
where the first equality holds because с is inner regular and the second because К с 
{e e E ƒ (Ρ) > ί} iff fA(K) >t By (2 2d) we have 
sup tc{{e e E f (e) > t}) > sup tc({e e E f {e) > t}) (2 11) 
oo oo 
In order to prove the reverse inequality take χ > 0 strictly smaller than the first 
supremum There exist a t0 > 0 such that χ <t0 c({e e E f (e) > t0}) and a ii < i0 
such that χ < ¿ι c({e 6 E ƒ (e) > t0}) By (2 2d) we have 
Í < Í , C ( { E É £ /(e) Χ Ι } ) < s u p í c ( { e e £ f (e) > t}) (212) 
oo 
Take the supremum over all possible χ D 
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Theorem 2. If E is inhentary Wdker, then the sup integral has properties (2.5a-d). 
Proof. As х1д(К) equals χ if К С A and 0 otherwise, (2.5a) holds. When ƒ < д we 
have /A(A') < дл{К) for all К e /С, so (2.5b) holds. Now copy the corresponding 
part of the proof of Theorem 1, and (2.9) gives (2.5c). For all capacities c\ and c2 we 
have 
/
oo fd(Ci +c 2 ) = sup /А(К)(гл(К) + с2(К)) 
KçK. 
< supfA(K)Cl(K) + supfA(K)c2(K) (2.13) 
KtK KfzK. 
and (2.5d) follows. D 
By adding superscripts 'Γ and 'oo' to the integral symbols we already introduced 
the two extreme elements of a collection of integrals. For ρ G (1, сю) let the p-integral 
of ƒ with respect to с be 
ffdc=(fr>d^l.P (2.14) 
Theorem 3. If E is inhentary Wilker, then the p-integral has properties (2.5a-d). 
Proof. The properties of the Choquet integral imply (2.5a,b). If Jp ƒ V y de is finite 
it is equal to the ^-norm of φ t <-> c({e £ E : (ƒ V д)р(е) > t}). For ƒ USC and с 
subadditive it follows, as in the proof of Theorem 1, that φ is less than or equal to 
i n c ( { e e E : f Ρ (e) > t}) + c({e € E : g"{c) > t}). Now (2.5c) follows by (2.5b) and 
the triangle inequality for the £p-norm. For ƒ LSC the previous holds with all '> ' 
replaced by '> ' . Letci and r2 be capacities and define φ,(ί) = ct({e e E : f{e) > t}). 
If the RHS of (2.5d) is finite, then ψχ and φ2 are both in Cp, so (2.5d) holds by the 
triangle inequality for the £p-norm. Π 
Remark 1. The function ρ н-> J p ƒ dc is continuous on [1, oo) if ƒ and с are sufficiently 
nice. This follows from Theorem 14. Varadhan's theorem as presented in section 2.4 
shows that Jp ƒ dc —> ƒ °° ƒ dc as ρ —» oo, if с is a sup measure. 
2.4 Varadhan's integration theorem 
Throughout this section, c
n
 (n G Ν) and с are subadditive capacities on E, f
n
 and ƒ are 
functions E —> [0, oo], and (Q„) is a sequence in (0,1) tending to 0. Furthermore, we 
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assume that integration of [0, oo]-valued functions with respect to capacities is defined 
in such a way that (2 5a-d) hold 
We shall prove results of the form if c°" and ƒ"" converge, then (ƒ fndcn)"n con-
verges These convergences will be interpreted in several ways, both one-sided (e g , 
ra„ converges in C|) and two-sided (e g , r|J" converges narrowly in C) The one-sided 
results will play important roles in future research 
There are two situations in which results will be obtained To allow a combined 
proof we mtroduce a class В of subsets of E which is either 1С от Τ The two situations 
will be referred to as 'the case В = 1С' and 'the case Β = Τ' E is assumed to be first 
countable for /C in case В = 1С, and regular and Hausdorff in case Β = Τ 
The hypotheses on the convergence of the capacities and the functions in our results 
will be taken from the following collection 
hm mf С (G) > c{G) for all G G Ç, (2 15a) 
hm sup С {В) < с(В) for all В G В, (2 15b) 
hminf (/
π
Λ(Β)Γ" > / Λ (β) for all В e В, (2 16а) 
hm sup (/„ν(ΰ))°' < Г {В) for all В G ß (2 16b) 
Thus (2 15a) and (2 15b) together state that a VLDP (in case В — 1С) or an NLDP (m case 
В — Τ) holds If ƒ is continuous, then (2 16a) and (2 16b) together are equivalent with 
uniform convergence of /°n to ƒ on sets in В (cf Gerntse (1995b)) 
Splitting the convergences allows us to split Varadhan's theorem accordingly The 
advantage is that these results apply to one-sided LDPs, as announced in the introduc­
tion Theorem 4 applies to lower LDPs, Theorems 5 and 7 to upper The first two theo­
rems will each be preceded by a proposition that presents the partial result for which 
the topological assumptions are needed This is done in order to allow easy adaptation 
to other contexts (e g , (c
n
) being a net rather than a sequence (cf Remark 5)) 
Proposition 4. Assume (2 15a) Let G e G and χ G (0, oo) such that c(G) > χ Then there 
is а В G В such that В С G and lim ìnf c°" (B) > χ 
Proof. By (2 2b) there is a compact К С G such that c(K) > χ In case В = К. 
Corollary 2 3 from O'Brien (1992) gives the desired result In case Β = Τ there are 
an open set U and a closed set F such that К С U С F С G Now hm mf c°" (F) > 
hm mf c£" ([/) >c(U) >c(K) > χ D 
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Theorem 4. Assume (2 15a) and (2 16a), and that ƒ is LSC Then for all G 6 Q 
hmmf (f fndcr\" > sup{f*{K)c(K) KeK.,KcG} (217) 
Proof. Let К be a compact subset of G and let χ and y be real numbers such that 
c(K) > χ and fA(K) > y We need consider only the case x, y > 0 As ƒ is LSC 
there exists an open set U D К such that f*{U) > у Now c(G П U) > x, and by 
Proposition 4 there is а В 6 В such that В С G Π U and hm înf c£"(ß) > a: Hence. 
hminfí J fndcnj >liminfi ƒ /„dtnj 
>limmf(/ , í(S)rn(S)) a" 
> l immf( / n A (5 )phminfC(B) 
>fA{B)x > yx (218) 
D 
Remark 2. In case В = Τ, if ƒ is continuous, the conclusion of Theorem 4 holds without 
any assumption on E This has a similar proof, using the fact that by contmuity of ƒ 
(2 16a) extends to open sets 
Remark 3. The RHS in (2 17) is greater than or equal to sup{/(e) c({e}) e € G}, the 
RHSin(2 1) Inequality can occur only for one-sided LDPs, since in case ofa full LDP the 
limit is a sup measure and then the two expressions are equal The following example 
shows that inequality can occur 
Example 1. This is a modification of an example by O'Brien (1995), which exhibits a 
limit m a lower LDP that is not a sup measure Let E = {-1,0,1} with the discrete 
topology Let (β
η
) be positive real numbers such that β
η
 i 0 and ß]Jn -> 1 Let cn be 
the probability measure on E with c„({0}) = 1 - ßn, cn({l}) = ßn if η is even and 
c„({-l}) = β
η
 if η is odd Let с be the capacity that is 0 on the sets 0, {-1} and {1} 
and 1 on all other subsets of E Let ƒ = 1{_¡ ι) and ƒ„ = fn Now all conditions of 
Theorem 4 are met (with с = hminf cxJn and с £ SM) In this case the RHS m (2 17) 
equals /л({-1,1}) с({-1,1}) = 1 and the RHS in (2 1) equals 0 
Proposition 5. Let d be a sup measure on E and let (d
n
) be a sequence of set functions on E 
satisfying (2 2a,b) and such that hmsupd„(B) < d(B)for all В e В Then for each К e 1С 
and χ e (0, oo) such that d{K) < χ there is an open set G D К such that hm sup d
n
{G) < χ 
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Proof. The proof of Lemma 2 2 from O'Brien (1992) does not use the outer regularity 
(2 2c) of capacities, so the case В = К, is covered by O'Brien's Corollary 2 4 In case 
В = Τ there exists by outer regularity (2 2c) of d an open set U э К with d(U) < χ 
By the topological regularity of E there exist an open set G and a closed set F such 
that К С G С F С U Now lim sup d
n
(G) < limsupd„(F) < d(F) < d{U) <x D 
Remark 4. Not requiring (2 2c) for d
n
 makes this proposition applicable to (f%{ -)) a " 
Remark 5. The restriction to sequences is necessary for applying Corollaries 2 3 and 2 4 
from O'Brien (1992) It is not needed in the case В = Τ The stronger assumption that 
E be locally compact allows in the case В — K. proofs for Propositions 4 and 5 similar 
to the ones given for Β = Τ and renders the propositions, and also the Theorems 4, 5 
and 7, valid for nets in general 
Before we can give the hm sup counterpart of Theorem 4 we introduce the upper 
semicontinuous hull of the functions ƒ„ It will be needed in Theorem 5 to avoid prob­
lems arising from the semicontinuity condition on ƒ in (2 5c) Let g E —> [0, сю] be an 
arbitrary function The hypograph of g is the set 
hypo(5) = {(e, x) £ Ε χ [0, со] д{е) > х} (2 19) 
The hypograph of g is closed in the product topology on Ε χ [0, со] iff g is USC The 
upper semicontinuous hull of g is the function g E —• [0, со] given by 
д{е) = mí{h{e) h £ US(£), h > g) (2 20) 
It is the smallest USC function that is greater than or equal to g It is characterized by 
hypo(#) = hypo(5), the closure of hypo(g) in Ε χ [0, co] 
Proposition 6. The upper semicontinuous hull has the following properties 
(ι) if e G G and д(е) > χ, then gv(G) > χ, 
[η) if a e (0, со), then да — g5 
Proof, (г) Set у = д(е), so that (e, у) e hypo(g) There exists a net (e„, y
n
) -> (e, y) 
with (e
n
,y
n
) e hypo(j) For large η we have e
n
 e G and y
n
 > x, and therefore 
</v(G) > g{e
n
) >y
n
>x 
(гг) This easily follows from the fact that a function h is use iff ha is USC D 
Corollary 1. s v ( G ) = 5 v ( G ) 
Proof. For all χ < gv(G) there is an e 6 G such that g(e) > x, thus j v (G) > χ This 
proves 5V(G) > ffv(G) The reverse inequality follows from g > g D 
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Theorem 5. Assume (2.15b) and (2.16b) and that ƒ is USC. Then for all К € К, for which 
fv(K) < oo and c(K) < oo 
lim sup (J }
п
асЛ " < sup {/(e) c({e}) : e G К) . (2.21) 
The same holds with f
n
 replacing ƒ„. 
Proof. Let К be compact (so К G В in either case) and such that fv{K) < oo and 
c(K) < oo. Let χ > sup{ ƒ (e) c({e}) : e 6 К}. For each e 6 A" we can write χ = y
e
z
e 
where y
e
 > /(e) and z
e
 > c({e}), and find by Proposition 5 (applied twice with К — 
{e}) an open set G
e
 Э e such that Hmsup(/^(G
e
))Q"< y
e
 and limsupc°"(G
e
) < z
e
. 
Now X is covered by the collection {G
e
 : e e К}, so there is a finite set I с К such 
that already К с U
e
e/ ^e- By (2.5a,c) and Corollary 1 we have 
/ IndCn < \ m a x { /
n
v ( G
e
) l G e : e € 1} dcn 
JK JE 
< Σ Л е) Cn(G
e
) = Σ / η (Ge) C
n
(Ge). (2.22) 
ее/ eg/ 
Consequently, by Proposition 2, 
l imsupi/ /
n
c/c
n
J < max limsup(/^(G
e
)c
n
(Ge))Q" 
< max y
e
z
e
 = i . (2.23) 
eel 
Now (2.21) follows from the fact that ƒ„ < ƒ„ and (2.5b). D 
Remark 6. The conclusion of Theorem 5 trivially holds whenever the RHS in (2.21) 
is infinite. If E is Wilker and the RHS is finite, then the conditions fv{K) < oo and 
c(K) < oo are equivalent to the seemingly weaker condition that for all e G К the pair 
(f (e), c({e})) does not equal (0, oo) or (oo, 0). 
We shall improve on Theorem 5 in two directions. We shall prove its conclusion 
for closed sets, and we shall weaken the finiteness assumption. The former can be 
achieved by general capacity theory, using the fact that under weak conditions the in­
definite integrals are again capacities. The conclusions of Theorems 4 and 5 together 
state that these satisfy a VLDP. In general, in Hausdorff spaces vague convergence can 
be upgraded to narrow convergence by proving controlledness (cf. O'Brien (1992)). 
We shall present a more direct method that makes no use of the indefinite integrals 
being capacities. 
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Theorem 6. Let E be Hausdorff. Assume (2.15b) and (2.16b) and that ƒ is use. Ut F £ T. 
If there is a net (Km) of compact sets such that 
lim lim f 
771—ЮО 
sup ( / f
n
dc
n
) = 0 , (2.24) 
η-too \JFK'
m
 ) 
and ¡ffw[F) < oo and c[F) < oo, then 
lim sup (J / „ d e ) " < sup{/(e)c({e}) : e € F} . (2.25) 
The same holds with fn replacing fn. 
Proof. For each m 
lim sup (I fn dcn) < lim sup ( J /,Лрк
т
 V / „ l f ^ d c n j 
< lim sup I / f
n
dc
n
+ f
n
dc
n
\ (2.26) 
\JFK
m
 JFK^ J 
< l i m s u p ( / /„(ic
n
J Vl imsupl/ /
n
£/c
n
| . 
The first term is less than or equal to sup {/(e) c({e}) : e e F} by Theorem 5; the sec­
ond term tends to 0 as m —> oo by assumption. D 
Remark 7. The Hausdorff condition is needed to ensure that f
n
lFK
m
 is use and con­
sequently justify application of (2.5c) in the second inequality. In case the integral is a 
p-integral (including ρ = 1 and ρ = oo), the Hausdorff condition can be replaced by an 
extra subadditivity-like condition on c„ (compare the proofs of Theorems 1, 2 and 3). 
A sufficient condition is that all c„ are measures. 
Remark 8. In case Β = Τ, condition (2.24) is satisfied whenever (c£n) is equitight (this 
corresponds with exponential tightness in the literature) and (2.16b) holds with ƒ„ re­
placing ƒ„. Let (K
m
) be a tightening net for (c°") and note that 
limsup Π
 c
 f
n
dc
n
] < lim S up(/ n v (F)) n "limsup<"(A:^). (2.27) 
We need consider only F for which fv{F) < oo, in which case the first upper limit is 
bounded. The second upper limit vanishes by equitightness. 
The finiteness conditions in Theorem 5 and 6 can be replaced by the weaker, and 
global, conditions (2.28) and (2.29) below. For η g N and L > 1 let c^' be the trunca­
tion of c„ given by c
n
L\A) = c
n
(A) Λ Lllan and let c ( L ) be the truncation of с given by 
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o
L\A) = c(A) Λ L It is easy to verify that c(L), ¿^ and cn - ¿^ are capacities on E and 
that (2 15b) holds for {{¿¿])an) with limit ¿L\ whenever it holds for (<£») with limit с 
and also that (2 16b) holds for ((/
n
l[/„t,"<L])°") with limit ƒ л L whenever it holds for 
(fn") W l t h hmit / (here [/„Q" < L] is an abbreviation for {e € E /nQ"(e) < L}) Now 
sufficient conditions for (2 21), resp (2 25), to hold for all K, resp F, are 
lunhmsup / /„dc^' = 0, (2 28) 
L-юо „-,οο \У[/„ •*">/.] J 
lim hm sup (ffndfcn- #Л ) ° = 0 (2 29) 
Condition (2 29) is trivially satisfied if lim sup c
n
(iT) < oo, m particular, if all c
n
 are 
probability measures In this last case condition (2 28) reduces to condition (3 4) in 
Varadhan (1966) In case ƒ"" = ƒ it reduces further to condition (2 1 9) m Deuschel 
and Stroock (1989) 
Theorem 7. Assume (2 15b) and (2 16b) and that f ts use If (2 28) and (2 29) hold then 
(2 21) holds for all К e К 
Proof. Let К e /С For all L > 0 
i fnde* < f fndc^ + / f
n
d(c
n
 - #>) 
JK JK JK 
< ƒ /nlKn[/„°«<Li V fnl[f.->L]d<iL) + ¡E hd{cn - #>) (230) 
We can apply Theorem 5 to the first term for the sequences (ЛЛ[/„ •"•<£,]), with up-
per limit ƒ Л L, and ( c ^ ) , with upper limit c^ Combining Proposition 2 and the 
assumptions we get (2 21) D 
Theorem 8. Let E be Hausdorff Assume (2 15b) and (2 16b), that ƒ is use and that there is 
a net (Km) of compact sets such that (2 24) holds for F = E and consequently for all F € J7 
If (2 28) and (2 29) hold then (2 25) holds for all F e Τ 
Proof. A simple adaption of the proof of Theorem 7 D 
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Continuity of ƒ allowed us to drop the assumptions on E in Theorem 4 in case В = 
Τ (cf. Remark 2). It has an even stronger effect in the case of Theorem 7. The following 
theorem puts no assumptions on E, and the condition around (2.24) is dropped as well. 
However, it is valid only in case Β = Τ and all ƒ„ USC. Furthermore condition (2.28) 
must be strengthened a bit: let (2.28*) be (2.28) with [/„a" > L] replaced by [ƒ > L]. 
The main idea in the proof comes from Varadhan (1984). 
Theorem 9. Assume (2.15b) and (2.16b) with В = Τ, that ƒ is continuous and ƒ„ is USC for 
all n, and that с e SM. If (2.28*) and (2.29) hold then (2.25) holds for all F e T. 
Proof. First we prove the case c(E) < oo. Let F e J7. Choose e > 0. Let L > 0 be 
such that 
lim sup ( / f
n
dc
n
) < е. (2.31) 
п-юо \J{f>l·] j 
Let M e N be such that ^ < с Define for к € {1 , . . . , M} the closed set Fk := 
F Π [(к - l)j¡ < f < kjfr\. Now F Π [ƒ < L] = U^Fjt, and therefore 
г
 м
 г г / fndc
n
 < Σ / f
n
dc
n
 + / ¡ndcn. (2.32) JF ¿Tl JFk J[f>L] 
There is an TV e N such that for all η > N and all к 
(№)Г< №)+е < к± + е. (2.33) 
For these η 
JFfndcn < ( fci+e) 1 7 0 ^^,) (2.34) 
and thus, from (2.32) and Proposition 2, 
limsupl ƒ f
n
dc
n
) < max lim sup (kj^ + t) c°"(Fis) V б 
< max (fci + c) c{Fk) V e. (2.35) 
For all e e Fk we have kjc¡ +t< /(e) + 2e, hence 
limsupi ƒ fndcn] " < sup(/(e) + 2«)c({e}) V e. (2.36) 
This holds for all e > 0, and (2.25) follows because с is bounded. 
Now the case c(E) = oo. Let F € T. Choose δ > 0. Let L > 0 be such that 
lim sup Ц f
n
 d(c
n
 - ciL>))a" < δ. (2.37) 
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The foregoing applies to the sequence {c\^>) with limit J L ' This gives 
limsupf / f
n
dc
n
) < l i m s u p ( / /„dc^'J V δ 
<sup/(e)c ( i )({e})V¿ < sup/(e)c({e}) V δ (2 38) 
ееГ eeF 
and (2 25) follows D 
We have proved the following two versions of Varadhan's theorem 
Theorem 10. Assume that E is first countable for 1С, c"" - % с and f%" —» ƒ uniformly on 
compact sets and that ƒ is continuous If (2 28) and (2 29) hold then (2 17) holds for all G G G 
and (2 21) holds for all К e К, 
Theorem 11. Assume that c°" - ^ r 6 SM and (c£n) isequitight Assume also that j'£" —> ƒ 
uniformly and that ƒ ÍS continuous and fn is use for all η If (2 28*) and (2 29) hold then (2 17) 
holds for allGeG and (2 25) holds for all F e F 
Remark 9. The conclusions in these theorems amount to new LDPs if all indefinite 
integrals are capacities (cf section 2 5) Theorem 10 gives a new VLDP and Theorem 11 
gives a new NLDP 
2.5 The indefinite Choquet integral 
For a function ƒ E —> [0, oo] and a capacity с the indefinite Choquet integral f1 ƒ dc 
of ƒ with respect to с is the map 4 i-> /j ƒ dc — Jo°°c({> e .4 /(e) > ί}) di In this 
section we try to determine under what conditions it is again a capacity and when the 
map (ƒ, г) ь-> ƒ1 ƒ dc is continuous 
To fmd an answer to the first question we have to verify inner and outer regularity 
Following Vervaat (1988) and Norberg and Vervaat (1989) we interpret this as semicon-
tinuity of the restrictions to G and K. We endow G with the topology with as a base all 
sets {G e G К С G} with К 6 К, Similarly, we endow 1С with the topology generated 
by {K e К. К С G} with G e G Now 7 Çu/C -• [0,00] can be extended to a capacity 
by (2 2b) iff the restriction 7 G - • [0,00] is LSC and the restriction 7 /C - • [0,00] is 
use 
Assume for the moment that all indefinite integrals are capacities To answer the 
second question we have to verify semicontinuity of evaluations The map (ƒ, c) >-> 
¡l ƒ dc is vaguely (narrowly) continuous iff (ƒ, c) i-> J^ ƒ dr is LSC for all A G Ç and 
use for all A e 1С {A e Τ) 
These observations suggest that we study the joint semicontinuity of the mappings 
( ƒ, с, А) ь-> $\ f dc for A G G, A e 1С and A e Τ For now we shall concentrate on G 
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and /C Both maps will be split into parts, that will be treated in five lemmas To be able 
to formulate these properly we have to establish some further notation Recall that C\ 
and C\. denote С with one-sided topologies With \JS{E)\. (or USJ,) we denote US = SM 
with the relative topology of C\. Analogously, LS(Z?)t is the collection LS(£) (or LS) of 
all LSC functions ƒ E —> [0, oc], with the topology generated by the sets of the form 
{ƒ fA{K) > x} with К e К, and χ e (0, oo) Thus, identifying sets with their indicator 
functions, G has the relative topology of L S ^ ) ! If E is Hausdorff, K. has the relative 
topology of С (E)ii-
Lemma 1. If E is Wilker, the map Π LS(£)|x LS(£)t-)· LS(£)T that maps ( ƒ, g) >-> f g is 
continuous 
Proof. Observe that for all χ G (0, oo) 
{e ζ E f(e)g(e)>x} = \J{eeE f (e) > y,g(e) > -} (2 39) 
!/>0 У 
which guarantees ƒ g € LS 
Let Л = {h e LS hA(K) > χ} be an open subbase element in LS(.E) j and 
take (ƒ, g) e Π_1(Λ) Now (fg)A(K) > τ and with each e e К there are y
e
, z
e
 > 0 
such that /(e) > y
e
, g{e) > zt and yeze = χ By lower semicontinuity of ƒ and g 
there is an open G
e
 Э e such that fA(G
e
) > y
e
 and gA{G
e
) > z
e
 The collection 
{G
e
 e e К} covers К There is a finite set I с К such that К is already covered 
by {G
e
 eel} Because E is Wilker there exist compact sets K
e
 с G
e
, for eel, 
such that К С LìeeIKe Now 
n t ' i e L S hA(Ke)>ye}x [}{helS hA(Ke)>ze} (2 40) 
eel eg/ 
is an open neighborhood of (ƒ, g) For all its elements {hx, h¿) we have 
П(/і
ь
 h2)*(K) = inf{/ii(e)/i2(e) e e К} 
> min hA{K
e
)h${K
e
) 
ее/ 
> min y
e
z
e
 = χ (2 41) 
hence Π - 1 (Λ) is open D 
Corollary 2. If E is Wilker, then the map LS(£)Tx Q{E) -»• LS(£)T that maps (f,G)^flG 
is continuous 
Lemma 2. If E is locally compact, then the map Φ LS(£) | χ C(£)t-> LS((0, oo))t ί^αί 
maps (f, с) to the function ψ 11-+c({e e E f (e) > t}) is continuous 
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Proof. From (2.2d) it is clear that ψ is decreasing. If t
n
 i £, then φ{ί
η
) t p(f ) by (2.2e), 
hence ψ is LSC and indeed Φ is a map into LS((0, oo)). 
Let Λ = {·</) G LS((0, oc)) : >л(0 > -r}, with ƒ С (0, oo) compact and χ G (0, oo). 
Take an element (ƒ, c) in the inverse image of Л. Let φ be the image of (ƒ, c). Put 
to = sup I. Because φ is decreasing, φ £ A means that c({e G E : f (e) > ί0}) > χ. 
Hence by (2.2b) there is a compact set К С {e G E : f (e) > ί0} such that c(Ä") > χ. 
By local compactness of E there are open t/ and compact L such that К CU С L С 
{e G E : f (e) > ί0}. Now {g G LS : flA(L) > ίο} is open in LS(£)t and contains ƒ, 
and {ci G С : d([/) > χ] is open in C(E)t and contains с For (g, d) in their product 
one has Ф(д, сі)л(І) = d({e G E : 17(e) > t0}) > d(I) > c/({/) > x, hence the image of 
(<7, d) is in Л. D 
Lemma 3. The map from LS((0, 00) )t to [0, 00] that maps φ to J™ φ(ί) dt is LSC. 
Proof. Fix χ e (Ü, 00) and choose φ G LS((0, 00)) such that /0°° ip(t) dt > x. There 
exists a simple function <j < ψ such that also /0°° g(t) dt > x. It can be written as 
g = Σ™
=ί
 а,1д, with At disjoint. Now j0°° g(t) dt = Σ)"=1 а, \{Аг), where A denotes 
the Lebesgue measure. There are compact ƒ, С А
г
 such that even Σ"
= 1 аг Х(Іг) > χ. 
For t G Λ we have <¿?(í) > fl(í) = а
г
 and therefore φΑ{Ι1) > n¡- Now define 
Λ = nW;eLS((0,oo)):^(/,)> ( ! ! }, (2.42) 
1 = 1 
an open neighborhood of φ. For ψ G Λ we have V" > Σ ^ ι я
г
1/, and therefore 
$~il,{t)dt>x. D 
Remark 10. Lemma 3 strongly resembles Fatou's lemma. The stronger convergence 
assumption (liminftp^/) > ψΛ(Ι) for all compact ƒ С (0, oo) instead of limΊηίφ
η
(χ) > 
φ (χ) for all x G (0, 00)) is essential. One can easily construct an example that shows 
that Fatou's lemma does not hold for nets in general. 
Taking Corollary 2 and Lemmas 2 and 3 together we arrive at 
Corollary 3. If E is locally compact, then the map (ƒ, c, G) н> J ¿ / de is LSC on LS(E) î 
χ C(E)U g (E). 
The maps ƒ ы- /¿ ƒ de, с ы· J¿ ƒ de and G 1-4 ¡¿ f de are LSC even without the local 
compactness assumption. This can be seen by an easy adaptation of the proofs above. 
Regarding the second question we don't gain more than that. However, later on we 
shall see that an ad-hoc proof does give a sharper answer to the first question. 
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We now proceed with upper semicontmuous analogues to the lemmas above 
Lemma 4. If E is locally compact, the map Φ from US(£) |x C(E)ix ЦЕ) to US((0, oo))l 
that maps ( ƒ, c, K) to the function -φ t >-> c({e e К f (e) > t}) is continuous 
Proof. From (2 2d) it is clear that ψ is decreasing Take t
n
 t io, and dehne F
n
 = 
{e € E f {e) > tn} ThenFn j F0 and by (2 2f) also c{KFn) | с(Ю^0) This is 
V'(ín) I '/'(¿о), and it follows that indeed ψ is use 
Let Λ = {ξ e US((0, oo))* ξν(/) < χ] be a subbasic open set, and let (ƒ, c, K) £ 
Φ '(Λ) Set ί0 = ìnf ƒ Then c{{e e К f (e) > ί0}) < χ and by (2 2c) there exists 
an open G Э (e e /f /(e) > i0} such that c(G) < τ There exist an open U 
and a compact L such that {e € /f ƒ (Ρ) > ί0} С U С L С G We have /f С 
U U {e € £ ƒ (с) < ίο} and there exist an open V and a compact С such that 
KcVcCcUl>{e£E f(e) < t0} Now the sets {g € US д"{С \U) < t0}, 
{d € С d{L) < x] and {M e Κ. M с V} are open neighborhoods of ƒ, с and AT 
respectively For (g, d, M) in their product, it follows that ξ = Φ(#, ci, M) € Λ, since 
И - 0 = ¿({e G Л/
 5(e) > ί0}) < d({e e С р(е) > ί0}) < d(U) < d(L) <x D 
Lemma 5. If for a net x
m
 -> χ in US((0, oo)) 4- there exists a φ e LS((0, oo)) such that 
Ψ > Xm, X and /0°° ip{t) dt < oo, then limsup/0°° * m (t) dt < J™ χ(ή dt 
Proof. Apply Lemma 3 to the net (φ — x
m
) The following propositions guarantee 
that ψ - x
m
 e LS((0, oo)) and that ψ - x
m
 -• ψ - χ in LS((0, oo))î D 
Here φ - χ and φ - x
m
 are defined pointwise with the convention oo - oo = 0 
Proposition 7. If φ e LS(E) and χ € US(£') are such that φ>χ, then φ - χ e LS 
Proof. For each χ e (0, oo) the set 
{e e Ε φ(ε) -
 X{e) > χ} = \J {e e E φ(β) > у, X(e) < у - χ} (2 43) 
y£(x oo) 
is open in E D 
Proposition 8. Suppose that E is Wilker, that x
m
 —> χ in \JS(E)l and that φ € LS(iJ) is 
such that <p>Xm,x Then ψ-χτη^φ-χιη LS(£)t 
Proof. Let К e 1С and χ e (0, oo) be such that {φ - χ)Λ{Κ) > χ, corresponding with 
a subbasic open neighborhood of φ - χ With each e e К there are y
e
, z
e
 > 0 such 
that yt — ze = χ and φ{ε) > ye, x(e) < ze, and there is an open Ge Э e such that 
¥'A(G(.) > ye and xv(Gc) < ze The collection {Ge e € К} covers К, so there is a 
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finite I С К such that К С U,
e
/G,. Because £ is Wilker there exist compact sets 
К
г
 С Gj such that А" С и
г
€1К,. With each г e / there is an тп
г
 with χ^{Κ,) < ζ
τ
 for 
all m > тп
г
. Now if m > m, for all г e ƒ we have 
0у5-Хт) л(#) > min inf (p(e) - x
m
(e)) > min (y, - zt) = χ. (2.44) 
D 
The function φ is an integrable majorant for the ñ*ictions χ
η
. If for given ƒ and с 
we want to decide if the indefinite Choquet integral is a capacity, i.e., answer our first 
question, the functions to which we have to apply Lemma 5 are of the form t н-> c({e e 
K
m
 • /(e) > t}) for nets ƒ<"„, -> A" in /С. If c(A") < oo and /V(A") < oo, there is a 
G D К such that c(G) < oo and /V(G) < oo. Now the LSC function c(G)l(0,/v(G)+1) 
is an integrable majorant, since K
m
 С G for large m. Thus we arrive at the following 
result. 
Theorem 12. If E is locally compact, с is Radon and ƒ is continuous and finite valued, then 
the indefinite Choquet integral is a capacity. 
However, this result is not optimal. The following example shows that Theorem 12 
and the lemmas preceding it are not powerful enough in an essential case. 
Example 2. Let F be a closed subset of E and с a capacity on E. Then also c(F Π ·) is 
a capacity. This capacity is the indefinite Choquet integral of I F with respect to c. 
This suggests that if we do not insist on joint continuity in three variables in the con­
clusion in Lemma 2, we can do without some of the hypotheses. Indeed, in the same 
style one can prove that with с fixed the map (ƒ, G) ι-> φ is continuous even if E is not 
locally compact and that with ƒ and с fixed the map G ·-> φ is continuous even if ƒ is 
not LSC. However, in this last case LS is no longer the intermediate space, so Lemma 3 
cannot be applied. By a direct proof we shall see that any indefinite Choquet integral 
is inner regular, hence the map G >-)• /¿ ƒ de is always LSC. 
Lemma 6. Let E be a topological space. Let ƒ : E —> [0, oo] and с e C(E). Let 7 = J ' ƒ dc. 
Then 
7(A) = sup{7(A") :KCA} (2.45) 
for all Ac E. 
Proof. Only the case у (A) > 0 needs a proof. Let χ < у {A). As у (A) is the Lebesgue 
integral of the decreasing function t >-> c({e e A : /(e) > t}) we can approximate 
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7(A) from below by the integral of a simple function: there are η G N and real num­
bers 0 < i0 < ¿ι < · · • < tn < oo such that 
χ < ¿ f c - i ^ c K e € Λ :ƒ(«:)>*,}) <
 Ί
{Α). (2.46) 
1 = 1 
There exist xt < (ί, - t¡_i) c({e 6 A : f (e) > t,}) such that χ = x\ + ... + xn. By 
(2.2b) there exist AT, С {e € A : /(e) > ¿J such that xt < (t, - i,_i) с{К
г
). Set 
К := Κι U ... U К
п
. Now К £ /С and К С A and 
/•ОС 
7(АГ)= / c({eeK:f(e)>t})dt 
Jo 
>Т.^г-^-1)с{{ееК:/{е)>и}) 
1=1 
> Σ (í» - <»-ι) c(Ä-,) > ¿ ι , = ι (2.47) 
1=1 t = l 
where the second inequality holds because K% с {e € A" : ƒ (e) > í,}. D 
We have established inner regularity of ƒ ' ƒ dc in the largest generality possible. We 
may not hope for a similar statement for outer regularity (2.2c), as the following exam-
ple shows. Just as in Theorem 5 (see the remark following it) the points e where the 
pair (ƒ (e), c({e})) equals (0, oo) or (oo, 0) cause trouble. 
Example 3. Let E = IR and ƒ • χ н-> |x|~' and let с be the Lebesgue measure. Then 
7({0}) = ƒ (0)c({0}) = oo · 0 = 0 and 7(G) = 00 for all open G Э 0. 
However, by keeping two variables constant, combining Lemmas 4 and 5 and im­
mediately introducing the boundedness of ƒ and с we find that we may drop the local 
compactness. 
Lemma 7. Let E be α topological space. Let f : E -¥ [0, oo] be USC and let с e C(E). Define 
7 = ƒ' ƒ dc. Then 
j(K) = inf{7(G) : К С G} (2.48) 
for all К e K,{E)for which fv(K) < 00 and c{K) < 00. 
Proof. Let К e 1С be such that /V(A") < 00 and c(K) < 00. Obviously, -y(K) is finite. 
Let χ > Ύ(Κ). As j(K) is the Lebesgue integral of the finite decreasing function t >-» 
c({e € К : /(e) > ί}), which has support in [0, fw(K)], we can approximate "/{K) 
from above by the integral of a simple function: there are η € N and real numbers 
0 < ti < . . . < i„ < 00 such that i„ > fv(K) and, with i0 = 0, 
Ί
(Κ) < £ (tl+l - U) c({e Ε К : f (e) > t,}) < χ. (2.49) 
г=0 
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There exist х
г
 > (ί,+ι - t,) c({e e К : J (e) > í,}) such that χ — x0 + ... + Ϊ „ _ Ι . 
By (2.2c), for г 6 {0,. . ,n - 1} there exist G, D {e £ К : f (e) > t,} such that 
(ί,+ι - ij) c(G.) < х
г
. Furthermore, let G
n
 D К be such that / v (G
n
) < t
n
. Set 
n- l 
G = Π ( G , U { c e £ : / ( e ) < t , } ) n G „ . (2.50) 
г=0 
Now G is open, К С G and 
7(G) = / c ( { e e G . / ( e ) > í } ) d í Vo 
n - l 
< Σ (*.+ ! - *.) C « e e G /(C) > '·}) 
г=0 
< " ¿ (t1+1 - t.) c(G.) < £ χ, = χ. (2.51) 
г=0 ι=0 
The first inequality holds because c({e e G : ƒ (e) > t}) = 0 if i > í„ and c(G) < 
c(Go) < oo, and the second because {e e G . ƒ (e) > t,} С С
г
. D 
Lemmas 6 and 7 yield the following improvement of Theorem 12, which covers the 
case described in Example 2. 
Theorem 13. If с G С is Radon and f : E -> [0, oo] is USC and finite valued, then the 
indefinite Choquet integral is a capacity. 
Remark 11. The finiteness conditions in Theorem 13 can be relaxed. Let С be the set of 
all points e where the pair (/(e), t({e})) equals (Ü, oo) or (oo, 0). It can be proved that 
if r is subadditive, then 7 is outer regular in all К for which Κ Π С = 0. 
Remark 12. If с is subadditive and ƒ is USC, then the indefinite Choquet integral is sub-
additive. The same holds for additivity. Both statements follow by direct verification. 
If с is subadditive and tight and ƒ is bounded, then the indefinite Choquet integral is 
tight, because ƒ£„ ƒ dc < J¿c Г {E) de = fv(E) c{K% 
So far we have concentrated on answering the first question. We now formulate an 
answer to the second question as it is given by Lemmas 1- 5. Again we first have to 
establish some notation. Let C+(E) be the set of all continuous [0, oo)-valued functions 
on E, provided with the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets. Let C
r
(E) 
be the set of all Radon capacities, with the vague topology. 
Theorem 14. If E is locally compact, then the map 
C+(E)xCr(E) Э (f,c)^ffdc e Cr(E) (2.52) 
is vaguely continuous. 
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Inspecting the proof of Lemma 2 shows that even with G fixed we cannot abandon the 
assumption of local compactness of E So Theorem 14 is the best we can at present 
If we want to give an analogue of Theorem 14 for the narrow topology, with all ca-
pacities tight, we shall have to adapt Lemmas 1-4 Formulating a narrow equivalent 
of Lemmas 1 and 2 requires a change of topology on LS and Q By LS(F)"fr we denote 
LS with the topology generated by the sets {ƒ /A(F) > x} By Ç(E)ft we denote Q 
with the relative topology, with base {G F с G} 
Lemma 8. If E is regular, then the map Φ LS(F)ftx Ct(E)tx ö(F)ft-» LS((0, oo))t that 
maps (ƒ, c, G) to the function t н-> c({e 6 G f (e) > t}) is continuous * 
Proof. Take A, I, and χ as in the proof of Lemma 2 Let (ƒ, c,G) € Φ~ ' (Λ) and set 
φ = <b(f,c,G) and ¿o = sup/ Then tp(t0) > x, and by lower semicontinuity of φ 
there is an s > t0 such that <p(s) > χ There is a compact К С {e S G ƒ (e) > s} 
such that c(K) > x, and there are an open U and a closed L such that К с t/ С L с 
{e e G ƒ (e) > s} Now as open neighborhoods for ƒ, с and G with product in the 
inverse image of Л we can take {g £ LS gA(L) > t0}, {d e Ct d(U) > x} and 
{V eg LCV} D 
Let US(£) ψ (resp T{E) ψ) be US(E) (T(E)) with the relative topology from С ψ, 
generated by the sets {ƒ e US(E) / V (F) < z} ({F e Τ [E) F С G}) 
Lemma 9. /ƒ Я is нотая/, then the map Φ US(£H).xC t(£)JJ.xT{E)^ US((0, oo))| t/iaf 
maps (f,c,F) to the function φ Í 4 c((e e F f (e) > t}) is continuous 
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 4 it follows that Vis use Let Λ = {ξ 6 US((0, oo)) 
£v(/) <x}beasubbasicopenset, and let (/.c, F) e Ф_1(Л) Set^ = *(ƒ, с, F) and 
ί0 = inf ƒ Then *(*о) < x, a n d by upper semicontinuity of ψ there is an s < t0 such 
that ip(s) < χ By tightness of с there is an open G D {e e F ƒ (e) > s} such that 
c(G) < χ There are closed Z, and open U such that {e e F /(e) > s } c f / c L c G 
Now for each e € F Π Uc we have /(e) < s, and there is an open G
e
 Э e such that 
ƒ V(GC) < 6 Taking the union we get an open V э F η í/c for which /V(V) < s < t 
As F с V и U, we can ñnd an open W and a closed M with F C W C M C V U Î / 
Now as open neighborhoods for ƒ, с and F with product in the inverse image of Л 
we can take {g € US gv{M nUc) < t}, {d e С d{L) < χ} and {Ν e Τ Ν с W} 
Π 
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Theorem 14 has the following narrow equivalent, where C+(E) now has the topol­
ogy of uniform convergence and C
r ( (E) is the space of all tight elements of Cr (cf. also 
Remark 12). 
Theorem 15. If E is normal, then the map 
С+(Е)хСгЛЕ) Э (f,c)^ jlfdc e C
r
(E) (2.53) 
is narrowly continuous. 
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Chapter 3 
Sanov meets Cramer again 
Abstract. We introduce a new method for proving large-deviation principles (LDPs) 
This method amounts to "mixing" a collection of LDPs with a sequence of probability 
measures that obeys itself an LDP As an illustration, we construct from empirical mea-
sures a sequence of capacity-valued maps that can be considered as an indexed collec-
tion of LDPs The index 1 coincides with Sanov's theorem By taking a Poisson mixture 
we establish a new connection with Cramer's theorem 
Key words and phrases Empirical measures, capacities, large deviations, Sanov's theo-
rem, Cramer's theorem 
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3.1 Introduction 
Let μ be a probability measure on a Polish space E Let (Xk)keN be a sequence of 11 d 
random variables with law μ It is well known that the empirical (probability) mea­
sure, 
Ln=iJ:&xk (31) 
fc=l 
converges to μ as the sample size η tends to infinity That is, 
P{d(L
n
, μ) > α} -> 0 for any α > 0, (3 2) 
where d is the distance between measures given by the Prohorov metric The event 
{d(L
n
, μ) > α], with а > 0, is an example of a large deviation for L
n
 Sanov's theorem 
(1957) describes the asymptotic behaviour of the probabilities of such large deviations 
For example, it shows that the rate of convergence in (3 2) is exponential, and it gives 
the rate constant explicitly as a function of α and μ 
hm i F{d(L
n
, μ)>α} = - inf {Η(ν) d(v, μ) = а) ч (3 3) 
η—>οο п 
whenever α is a continuity point of the infimum In (3 3) the infimum is taken over all 
probability measures г/, and Η is the rate function governing the large deviations of 
L
n
, given by 
Í / [Ύ- lQg τ) dß lf v « M. H{V) = \ J E ^ *d»' μ μ' (3 4) 
I oo otherwise 
A more precise statement of the theorem, as well as a general introduction to LDPs, can 
be found in Deuschel and Stroock (1989) 
Cramer's theorem (1938) on large deviations for the mean of an 11 d sample, 
¿ ¿ X t = / x L n ( d r ) , (3 5) 
k=\ JE 
can be deduced from (3 3) and (3 4) via a contraction principle (in this case a projection 
from Ln to JE Χ Ln(dx)) Reversely, Cramer's Theorem has been generalized so much 
that it m fact implies Sanov's theorem Let M(E) be the space of all finite positive mea­
sures on E, endowed with the topology of weak convergence 
Cramer's Theorem. Let Ykbe nd random variables with values in V, which is either R or 
M(E)1 Let V* be the topological dual ofV, and let { , ) denote the duality relation Define 
1
 We present the theorem restricted to К or M(E), because a formulation for general topological vec-
torspaces V or parts thereof, introduces awkward topological conditions on V 
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φ V* -> Rbytp{s) = Е е < 4 > | ) If ¡р{ъ) < oc for all s e V' then the law of ¿ E L i * * 
satisfies an LDP wif/i rate function I given by 
/(tO = sup((s,w)-Iog¥>(s)) (3 6) 
The case V = M(E) and К
л
 = 6Xk gives Sanov's theorem The rate function H in Sanov 
can thus be calculated from (3 6) 
In this paper equations (3 3) and (3 4) will be obtained via a grotesque detour The 
purpose is to present a new transformation technique for LDPS of which we hope that it 
will prove useful in large-deviation theory in general The original idea came from Ver-
vaat (personal communication) A generalized form will be the subject of forthcoming 
work by the author (cf Gerntse (1995c)) 
The technique runs as follows Let c
nx
(x > 0) be the law of τξ^ Σ[=ι ¿xk (here [m] 
denotes the smallest integer larger than or equal to nx), and let cn0 = ¿o 
1. We use Cramer's theorem to obtain an LDPcn ι » —» с for some, not yet characterized, 
г From this we deduce that c
n Tn » —> cx for any convergent sequence xn -> χ in [0, oc), 
where c
x
( ) = c(j ) x for χ > 0 and c0 = <50 This is the most technical part of the 
paper 
2. For each n, we mix the collection {c
n т
 те [0, oc)} with a probability distribution 
on [0, co), namely, that of the average of η Poisson(l)-distnbuted random variables 
Cramer's theorem applied to the latter and Varadhan's theorem applied to the func­
tions τ ι-> c
nx
(A), for various sets А С Μ (E), allow us to deduce the LDP for the mix­
tures 
3. The nth mixture is exactly the distribution of the average of η Poisson point pro­
cesses, for which the LDP follows from Cramer's theorem From this connection we 
deduce an explicit expression for с 
Since с
Пі
і is the law of L
n
, 1 -3 provide a new way of deriving Sanov from Cramer 
3.2 Preliminaries 
Following O'Brien and Vervaat (1991) we interpret an LDP as a convergent sequence of 
capacities In this section the relevant definitions will be presented 
1. Let E be a Hausdorff topological space Let V(E) denote the collection of all sub­
sets of E, and G{E),T{E) ΆηάΚ.(Ε) the subcollections of all open, closed and compact 
subsets (We shall drop the argument E if there is no risk of confusion ) We denote by 
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A a generic subset of E, and by G, F and К (possibly with subscripts) generic open, 
closed and compact subsets 
2. A capacity on .Eis a function с V(E) -> [0, oo] such that 
e(0) = 0, (3 7a) 
c{A) = suv{c(K) К С A) for all A ("inner regularity"), (3 7b) 
c{K) = inf {c{G) G D K} for all К ("outer regularity") (3 7c) 
A capacity с is 
subadditive if c(K
x
 U tf2) < c{Kx) + c(K2) for all KUK2, (3 8a) 
additive if c(K
x
 U tf2) + ο{Κγ Π íf2) = c ^ ) + c(K2) for all ЛГЬ K2, (3 8b) 
a sup measure if c(A"i U X2) = тах{с(Л:1), с(ЛГ2)} for all KUK2 (3 8c) 
The space of all capacities is denoted by C(E) (sometimes by C) The subspaces of all 
subadditive capacities, additive capacities and sup measures are denoted by SA(E), 
AD{E) and SM{E), respectively 
Examples of additive capacities are tight finite measures Examples of subadditive 
capacities are sup measures as well as all capacities of the form cQ, with с e AD and 
α e (0,1] 
A subadditive capacity с is tight if for each e > 0 there exists a compact К such 
that c(Kc) < e The space of all tight subadditive capacities is denoted by SAt, the 
intersection of SA( with AD by ADt, etc 
3. On C(E) we define two topologies, the vague and the narrow Both have a subbase 
given by all sets {с € С c(G) > у} and {с e С с(А) < у}, where t/ e (Ο,οο) and G G Q 
for both topologies, and A e К, for the vague topology, resp A € Τ for the narrow 
topology 
The vague topology is the weakest topology that makes the maps с н-> c(A) upper 
semicontinuous (use) for A = К and lower semicontinuous (LSC) for A = G Vague 
convergence of a sequence or net (c
n
) to c, denoted by c
n
 - % c, is equivalent to 
hm inf c
n
 (G) > г (G) for all G, (3 9) 
hmsupc
n
(K) < t{K) for all К (3 10) 
The narrow topology and narrow convergence (c
n
 -^ -> c) have similar characteri­
zations, with "compact" replaced by "closed" 
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4. A large-deviation principle (LDP) is a statement of the type c"n -> с ш SA for some 
«
n
 -> 0 in (0,1) A prefix is added to "LDP" to indicate in what topology the conver­
gence takes place, unless that is clear from the context 
Any sup measure с is entirely determined by the USC function e i-> c({e}), namely 
c(A) — sup{c({e}) e 6 A}forall.4 The limit in an LDP is automatically a sup measure 
In the large-deviation literature this limit is usually written as c( ) = exp(-/( )), where 
e и /(e) is the LSC rate function, while the LDP itself is usually written as a
n
 log c„ ( ) -» 
5. O'Brien and Vervaat (1991, 1993) have studied the topological properties of C(E) 
They have used their results to give new and more general proofs of some well-known 
large-deviation results O'Brien (1992) studies convergence of sequences of capacities, 
in particular in the context of large deviations In his paper, E is called first countable 
for K, if any К has a countable neighborhood base 
3.3 Empirical measures as capacities 
From now on we shall assume that E is Polish Let μ, (Х^)кеы and L
n
 be as in section 
3 1 Note that L
n
 is a random element of M(E) Let c
n
 e Ml{M{E)) denote its law 
(Here M and M\ denote the collections of all finite positive measures resp probability 
measures ) Since M(E) is Polish itself (cf Billingsley (1968)), c
n
 is a probability mea­
sure on a Polish space and therefore is tight By Theorem 3 9 in O'Brien (1992) c
n
 is the 
restriction of a unique capacity, that we shall denote by the same symbol This identi­
fication yields c„ e ADt(M{E)) 
Cramer's theorem shows that the sequence (c
n
) obeys a narrow LDP, ι e , 
c
n
i -^ r (3 11) 
in SAt(M(E)) for some с e SMt(M(E)) Our goal in this paper is to characterize the 
limit с via a new method, different from the one provided by Cramer's theorem The 
first step is to attach an extra parameter to the objects in (3 11) 
Definition. For χ e [0, тс) let c
n x
 and c
x
 be the capacities on M(E) defined by 
c
nl( ) = c M ( ¿ ) ( т > 0 ) , (312) 
Cno — δ0, (3 13) 
resp 
c
x
( ) = ( r ( ì ))* ( ι > 0 ) , (314) 
c0 = ¿o, (3 15) 
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where -A = {-ν ν e A} 
X *• X J 
It is clear from (3 12) that с
 x
 is the law of ^ Σ,ί™! &xk {x > 0) 
Note that the scalar multiplication on M(E) is continuous, which ensures that aG 
is open {aK is compact) for all G (resp K) and a > 0 From this and (3 11) it follows 
that for every fixed χ an LDP holds 
Cnx" - ^ c
x
 (316) 
The key theorem in our transformation technique states that this convergence actually 
holds locally uniformly in χ, ι e , that the collection {c
nx
 η e Ν, χ G [0, oc)} obeys a 
locally uniform large-deviation principle 
Theorem 1. For any convergent sequence x
n
 —t χ in [0, oc) 
f n i „ " - ^ с* (317) 
znSA t(M(£)) 
The proof of Theorem 1 is deferred to section 3 7 In sections 3 4-3 6 we continue with 
the argument and show how Theorem 1 can be used to derive an LDP for mixtures of 
c „ w r t the parameter χ 
3.4 Application of Varadhan's theorem 
In this section we apply Varadhan's theorem to a mixture of the LDPs in (3 16) In gen­
eral, statements as in the conclusion of Theorem 1 will be needed to show that the nec­
essary conditions are met In the following lemma these conditions, as they appear in 
one-sided versions of Varadhan's theorem in Gerntse (1995b), are verified 
Lemma 1. 
(?) For closed F с M (E) the татр χ ι-> c
x
{F) is use, and for all compact L с [0, oo) 
hmsupsupc
n I "(F) < supcx(F) (318) 
η-toa i g t igL 
(гг) For open G С Μ (E) the map χ н-> c
x
(G) is LSC, and for all compact L С [0, oo) 
hminf infc
n I»(G) > inf cx{G), (319) 
n—юо xç-L x£L 
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Proof, (г) Suppose that χ ι-> c
x
(F) is not use. Then there is a sequence (x
n
) with 
x
n
 —> χ in [0,oo) such that hmsup<-In(F) > r x (F). Hence there exist у e К and 
e > 0 such that hm sup c I n (F) > j/ + e > у > cx(F), and a subsequence (xn(t)) such 
that c
x
.k.(F) > у + e for all /с. The capacity cx is tight, so there is an open G D F 
with c
x
(G) < y. Since M(E) is metric there exist an open G' and a closed F ' with 
F с G' с F' С G. For fixed Jfc we have 
H m i n f k ^ j V o ^ c (C), (3.20) 
and so there exists an L* such that for all / > L^ 
h*
nWY (G') > cx„(t)(G') - e. (3.21) 
Choose a strictly increasing sequence (l{k)) in N such that l(k) > Lk for all k. Now, 
¿(λ) —> oo and „^(A:) —> a; as fc —» 00, and also 
μ , ^ ^ ^ ^ μ , ^ ^ ί Ο > р , „ ( к ) ( С ) - е 
>
 C l „ w ( F ) - £ > у. (3.22) 
However, this contradicts 
lim sup \c
m
,InJ * (F') < C l (F') < c,(G) < j/, (3.23) 
k—>oo 
which must hold since [б((*),
т?1(1Ь)] '<k) - ^ cx by Theorem 1. 
Suppose that (3.18) fails. Then there exist t > 0 and a subsequence (тг(/г)) in N 
such that for all к 
s u p f r
n ( f c ) J ^
T ( F ) > sup C l (F) + e (3.24) 
For every к pick i fc 6 L such that 
\cn(k)J^(F) > supcx(F)+e. (3.25) 
Since L is compact, the sequence (xk) has a convergent subsequence, хщ —> ?o £ L 
as i —> 00. From Theorem 1 it follows that 
[ c ^ i o w o ] ^ -^ c*o a s / ^ 0 0 (3.26) 
and this gives 
cX0(F) > lim sup [cn{Hl))iXkJ =WUT(F) 
¡-ЮО 
>bupc I(F) + 6. (3.27) 
However, this is impossible since xç, G L, which proves (3.18). 
(гг) Proved by straightforward transcription of the proof of (г). Π 
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We can now apply one-sided versions of Varadhan's theorem. 
Theorem 2. Let (7„) be α sequence of probability measures on [0, oo), that obeys the LDP 
7n" - ^ 7- Ifhn")is equitight, then 
( 7 CnA-№n(x)Y - ^ sup c ( - ) 7 ( W ) . (3-28) 
\/[o,oo) / ie[o,oo) 
Proof. By Lemma 1, condition (2.16a) in Gerritse (1995b) is satisfied by the functions 
x >-> cn¡x(G) with limit χ ι-» cz(G). Thus Theorem 4 in that paper gives 
liminf (i c„ i X(G)d7n(i))" > suP C l(G)7({i}) (3.29) 
for all open t/ с [0, oo). Similarly, condition (2.16b) is satisfied by χ *-¥ cn¡x(F) with 
limit χ i-> cT(F), and Theorem 5 gives 
l imsupf/c
n i I (F)d7 n (x)y < supCl(F)7({x}) (3.30) 
n-*oo \JL / xeL 
for all compact L С [0, oo). By Theorem 6 and Remark 8 in Gerritse (1995b) equi-
tightness of (7„» ) implies that (3.30) is valid for all closed L. The special choice U = 
L = [0, oo) yields (3.28). D 
If all indefinite integrals are capacities (which will be the case for the special choice of j
n 
in the next section), then (3.28) is a new LDP. If this is not the case, "-2->" i
s
 understood 
to be defined by (3.9) and (3.10). 
3.5 Poisson mixing 
In this section a choice will be made for the capacities 7„, in such a way that (3.28) be­
comes an LDP for averages of Poisson point processes. In section 3.6 we shall be able 
to exploit this fact to compute the limit in Sanov's Theorem. 
Let (Nj) be a sequence of i.i.d. Poisson(l)-distributed random variables, indepen­
dent of (Xk)· Let 7
n
 be the distribution of the average ¿ Σ "
= 1 N}. Cramer's theorem 
states that 7„ " - ^ 7 for some 7 6 SMt([0,00)), and that (7,,») isequitight. Thus, (3.28) 
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holds by Theorem 2. Furthermore, 
r
 oo η 
/ c
n
,
x
(-)dln(x) = Σ ν ( · ) ρ { ; Σ ^ = ;} 
JÍ0.OO] __n n __i J = l 
i = 0 Jfc=l j = l 
oo г η 
= Σ Ρ { ^ Σ ^ 6 · , Σ ^ = 0 
1=0 / t = l j = l 
= P U Σ ί^€·} . (3.31) 
The observation that Σ ^ <5л'* is a Poisson point process with intensity measure μ now 
shows that the indefinite integral J[0iOO) cn>1( · )¿7n(z) is exactly the law of the average 
of η i.i.d. Poisson point processes. This is a key observation that shows the usefulness 
of our mixing method. It allows us to finish the argument that was started in section 
3.3. 
3.6 Identifying the limits 
In the previous sections several capacities have appeared as limit in an LDP. In this 
section Cramer's theorem will be used to obtain explicit expressions for two of them, 
namely 7 and the RHS in (3.28) (which we shall henceforth denote by ζ). From this an 
expression for с follows. The derivation will proceed in three steps. 
1. Let J be the rate function that governs the large deviations of averages of Poisson(l) 
random variables, i.e., J(x) — - log7({:c}). In the language of Cramer's theorem we 
have V" = V = R and tp(s) = exp(es — 1). By elementary calculus we find from (3.6) 
that 
J(x) = xiogx-x + 1 (3.32) 
for all χ 6 [0,oo). 
2. Let I be the rate function that governs the large deviations of averages of Poisson 
point processes with intensity measure μ, i.e., I(u) = — \og(,({u}). Here we have V = 
M(E) and V* = Сь(Е), the space of all continuous and bounded functions ƒ : E —> R, 
with duality relation (ƒ, v) = j E fdv. 
Lemma 2. For ν e Μ (E) 
\jE (log %) du -u(E) + l ifu^ß /(ι/) = i JE ν ° *•»•> J ^ (3.33) 
00 otherwise. 
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Proof. Let N be a Poisson(l)-distributed random variable. The random measure 
Π = Σ%=ι ^ Xk is a Poisson point process with intensity measure μ. For ƒ e С
Ь
{Е) 
we have 
ψ{!) = E exp«/, Π)) = Ç Ϋ{Ν = г} E (exp ( ƒ /<ffl) | ЛГ = t) 
oo oo 
= e-'Er Ee'<Xl>+ + № ) = e - ' S H E e № ) ) ' 
1=0 г=0 
= e"
1
 exp ( Е е ' ™ ) = exp (j es άμ - \\ . (3.34) 
By (3.6) we have 
I (и) = sup [J fdv - JË(ef - 1)άμ : f G Cb{E)} . (3.35) 
(г) Suppose that ν <C μ. Let д = j - , and set ƒ * = log д. For any measurable function 
h • E -» M either the equality fEhdu = fEhgάμ holds (e.g., when /ι € Cb(E)) or 
both integrals are undefined. Hence
 ч 
/(ι/) = sup {|E (ƒ<? - e ' + l) άμ : ƒ € C6(£)} . (3.36) 
Since f'g — e!' + 1 = .9 log 5 - 9 + 1 > 0, the integral JE( f 'g - eJ' + 1)άμ =: β is well 
defined. A standard approximation of ƒ * with continuous and bounded functions 
shows that I(u) > β. Actually equality holds. If β = oo then this is obvious, so 
assume β < oo. Let ƒ 6 Сь{Е) and define h .= ƒ - ƒ*, which is a measurable 
function on E. Now compute 
/ £ (ƒ«, -ε' + ί)άμ-β = JE ((ƒ - ƒ*) s - e*" (e'" '* - 1)) ¿μ 
= ƒ (/i0 - S(eh - 1)) άμ = ί (h - eh + l) άν < 0, (3.37) 
since eh > h + 1. Hence ί(ι^) < /3 and we have proved that 
I(v) = JE(glogg-g + 1) άμ = ^ (log £) d^  - *(S) + 1. (3.38) 
(гг) Suppose that ν ·£ μ. Then there exists a measurable Л with u(A) > 0 and 
μ(/1) = 0. Let у be such that i>{A) > у > 0. Fix m e Ν, and let α > ^1*1 and 
0 < e < jsbf. Then there exist G with ^(G) < e and i" с G with i/(F) > 3/. By 
Urysohn's lemma there exists an ƒ G Сь{Е) such that 0 < ƒ < a, ƒ = 0 on Gc and 
ƒ = α on F. Now 
[ fav> f f au = au{F) >ay>m + l (3.39) 
Vij JF 
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and 
[ (e' - ί)άμ = f {e1 - \)άμ < (ea - l)ß(G) < (e* - l)e < 1 (3.40) 
JE Ja 
and therefore I(v) > m + l - l = m. This holds for any m, so that I(v) = oo. D 
3. Let Я : Μ (E1) —> [0, oo] be the rate function that governs the large deviations of 
(L
n
)
neN, i.e., H{v) = - logc(i/). From (3.28) it follows that 
e - ' M
=
 sup C X ( I / ) 7 ( { I } ) = sup c(ii/)*7({i}) 
ie[0,oo) ig[0,oo) 
= SUP
 е
" ^ ( і , )
е
^ ( х )
= е
- і п
Г і
( х Я ( і , ) Ы ( х ) ) > ( 3 i 4 1 ) 
zg[0,oo) 
It is clear that H{^v) = oo if ι φ ν {E), since L
n
 is a probability measure. This gives 
I{y) = v{E)H{1±r)V) + J{y(E)). (3.42) 
If ι/ e Μι(Ε) then i/(£) = 1, and hence 
H(V)JL(U*®dV = L&i0*®dli ήΐ/<<μ> (3.43) 
loo otherwise. 
This is equation (3.4), so the argument that was started in section 3.3 is completed. 
3.7 Proof of Theorem 1 
In this section Theorem 1 will be proved. This will be done in three steps. First we 
prove vague convergence of c„ j I n » to cx in the case χ / 0. Then we prove that also 
narrow convergence holds. Finally we extend these results to χ = 0. 
1. Let x
n
 —> χ in [0, oo) with χ > 0. Without loss of generality we may assume that 
x
n
 > 0 for all n. LetC = С {Μ (E)), /С = ÌC(M{E)) and Q = Q{M{E)). We endow K. with 
the topology generated by the sets UG := {K G /С : К С G}, where G e o · Similarly, 
we endow ö with the topology generated by the sets к := {G e Ç : К с G}, where 
К elC. 
The proof of the following theorem uses continuity of several elementary opera­
tions involving capacities, real numbers and open and compact sets. This continuity 
will be stated and proved in Lemmas 3-7 below. Joint continuity of the scalar multipli­
cation on M(E) will play a crucial role. 
Theorem 3. c
n ^ ,X
n 
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Proof. Since frii„] —» oo as η —> oo, it follows from (3.11) that c^
nXn\ f"
1
"
1
 —
υ
-+ с. By 
Lemma 3, taking the positive powers of a capacity is a jointly continuous operation. 
Hence, with ^^ -> x. it follows that 
c¡nxJ^cx. (3.44) 
Let К G /С. By Lemma 4, -^A" —> j X in /C. Lemma 5 shows that the evaluation 
of a capacity in a compact set is a jointly semicontinuous operation. This proves 
lim sup Cn,
x
J (K) = l imsupc r„n l ï(^A-) < <*{±K) = cx{K). (3.45) 
Let G G Q. By Lemma 6, ±G -> jG in Q. This, (3.44) and Lemma 7 yield 
liminfcniI„-(G) > cx{G). (3.46) 
D 
Lemma 3. The map (a, 7) >-> yafrom (0,00) χ С /«to С is vaguely continuous. 
Proof. We shall show that the inverse image of one type of element of the standard 
subbase for the vague topology on С is open. For the other type a similar argument 
holds, with all inequality signs reversed. 
Let Л = {7 6 С : η{Κ) < у}, with К e KL and y £ (0,00). Choose (a, j0) in the 
inverse image of Л. Pick ζ such that Ίο{Κ) < ζ < у. Now the set 
{β e (0, 00) : ζ* < у) x {7 € С :
 Ί
{Κ) < zi} (3.47) 
is an open neighborhood of (a, 70) that is contained in the inverse image of Λ. D 
Lemma 4. For all К € Kl the map a >-> а К from (0,00) into K. is continuous. 
Proof. Take a AT € /C fixed. By continuity of the scalar multiplication, aK is compact 
for α e (0,00). Let G be an open set. If the inverse image of UQ under а н-> aK is 
empty then it is open, so assume that it is not empty and pick a in it. Hence aK с 
G. By the (joint) continuity of the scalar multiplication, for every ν e К there are 
an open I
v
 Э a and an open V„ э ν such that I„VU с G. Now К is covered by 
{V„ : ν e К}. There exist m € N and uu...,
 ш
 e К such that К с US 1 V
v<. Define 
I = П™ 1 h,, which is an open neighborhood of a. Let β € I. For all и e К there is 
an г G {1,..., τη} with ν e Κ,· Also /3 G ƒ„,, hence /3i> G G. We have βΚ с G and 
/Ж G M
c
. • 
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Lemma 5. The map (7, A) i-> 7(A') from С χ 1С into [0, 00] is (vaguely) sequentially USC. 
Proof. Let 7„ - ^ 7 in С and A'„ ->· A in £. Let η[Κ) < ц. Since Μ [E) is Polish, 
it is first countable for K. Hence Corollary 2.4 in O'Brien (1992) can be used, which 
shows that there exists an open G D К with lim sup 7
n
(G) < y. For all η sufficiently 
large 7„(G) < у and K
n
 С G and thus η
η
{Κ
η
) <
 7 n (G) < 2/. D 
Lemma 6. For all G € G the map а н-> aG from (0, 00) zrcfo <? ¡s continuous. 
Proof. Take aG e G fixed. Each set QG is open by the continuity of the scalar mul-
tiplication. Let К с Μ (E) be compact. If the inverse image of к under α ι-> aG is 
empty then it is open, so assume that it is not empty and take a in it. Hence К с aG, 
and ±K С G. By Lemma 4 there exists an open I' Э ¿ with /Ά' С G. Define 
ƒ = {/(£ (Ο,οο) • 1 e I'}. Then ƒ is open, a e I, and for every β e I we have 
¿А" с G, hence Л" с ßG. D 
Lemma 7. Г/іе map (7, G) ь-> y(G)from С χ G into [0,00] ¿s (vaguely) sequentially LSC. 
Proof. Let 7„ - ^ 7 in С and G
n
 -> G in Ç?. Let 7(G) > 2/. There exists a compact 
К С G such that 7(A') > y. Since M(E) is first countable for /C, Corollary 2.3 in 
O'Brien (1992) can be used, which shows that there exists a compact А' с G such 
that 7„(A'') > y for large n. Since А" с G
n
 eventually, 7„(G„) > j
n
{K') > y toi η 
sufficiently large. D 
2. Next we show that in Theorem 3 we actually have narrow convergence. This time 
the proof only needs one lemma, Lemma 8 below. 
Theorem 4. с
П:Хп
" -^ cT. 
Proof. Theorem 3.12 in O'Brien and Vervaat (1991) states that an equitight, vaguely 
convergent sequence of capacities converges narrowly. We prove equitightness of 
Theorems 4.9(a) and 4.10 in O'Brien (1992) show that, on a metric space, any se­
quence of tight subadditive capacities that converges narrowly to a tight limit is 
equitight. Hence (c„") is equitight. Let e > 0. Since x
n
 —> χ and χ > 0 we can 
choose a δ > 0 such that δ~^~ < t for all n. By equitightness of {c
n
*) there exists a 
compact K
e
 such that с
п
п(Щ) < δ for all n. Let К = \J£=l xnKt U xKt, which is a 
compact set by Lemmas 4 and 8. We now have ^- Kc с K\ for all n. Thus 
c„,I„"(A")=cínl„1¿(¿Ac) 
< ( с
Г м
„ і т £ т ( І С ) ) " < ¿ ^ < f. (3.48) 
D 
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Lemma 8. If K
n
 -> К in 1С, then \J^
=l Kn U К is compact. 
Proof. Let {GL : ι € Τ} be an open cover of the union. Then К с \JL GL, so there 
are finitely many Gtl,..., Gim such that К с G t l U • • · U Glm. Since Kn -> K, also 
Л"„ с G t ] U · • · U G l m for all η large enough. Select G¿m+1,..., Glp that cover the 
remaining Kn. Now {G t , , . . . , Glp} covers the union. D 
3. To finish the proof of Theorem 1, we show that the conclusion of Lemma 4 also holds 
for sequences xn —» χ with χ = 0. 
Theorem 5. c
n
,In » -^ -> c0/or яЯ i n -> 0 ¿и [0, oo). 
Proof. If x
n
 = 0 then c
n i n » = c0, hence without loss of generality we may assume 
that x
n
 > 0 for all n. Then c
n i „ is the law of 
Î^T Σ ^ , (3.49) 
a random measure with total mass x
n
. 
Let G с Μ [E) be open. If 0 £ G, then co(G) = 0 and (3.9) holds for (c„. I n"). If 
0 e G, then there exist B b . . . , Bm in the standard subbase for the narrow topology 
on M(E) such that 0 € Bx П • · · Π B m с G. Since subbase elements of the type 
{J/ € M{E) : v{0) > y) never contain 0, each В
г
 must be of the type {v € M (E) : 
{Н
г
) < yt} for Я, С E closed and уг > 0. For η large enough xn < уг for all г, in 
which case 
¡nxn] 
T^T Σ δ*ΛΕ) < Уг with probability 1, (3.50) 
and thus 
fm„l 
c^.{Bt) = Ρ { ^ Σ 6хк(Н,) < у,} = 1. (3.51) 
J f c = l 
From this we see that c
n
,Xll(G) = 1 for η sufficiently large, which proves (3.9). 
Let F С M (E) be closed. If 0 e F, then c{F) = 1 and (3.10) holds. If 0 0 F, 
then 0 e Fc and by the previous argument it follows that CniXn(F) = 0 eventually 
and (3.10) holds. D 
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4.1 Introduction 
Let X and Y be topological spaces Let Y Y be the collection of all maps ƒ X —> Y, 
and C(X, Y) the subcollection of those maps that are continuous The compact-open 
topology, rco, on KA IS generated by the sets 
{feYx f(K)cG}, К с X compact, G с Y open (41) 
The relative compact-open topology on C(X, Y) has been studied extensively Chapter 
XII in Dugundji (1966) gives an exposition of the main results In this paper we shall 
be interested in sequential compact-open convergence, ƒ„ -^» ƒ, of arbitrary ƒ„ to a 
continuous limit ƒ 
In Section 4 2 we establish two characterizations The first connects compact-open 
convergence to uniform convergence on compact sets when Y is a uniform space The 
second gives a criterion in terms of convergence of }
п
(т
п
) to ƒ (x) for all convergent 
sequences x
n
 -» χ in X In a more restricted context these characterizations are well 
known 
In Section 4 3 we investigate under what conditions compact-open convergence is 
determined by the sets in (4 1) when G is restricted to a subbase for the topology on 
Y This provides a third characterization, which will be especially useful when this 
subbase naturally splits into parts, since the compact-open topology splits into parts 
accordmgly 
Sections 4 4 and 4 5 deal with special choices for Y Section 4 4 considers Y = R = 
[-σο, oc] Section 4 5 considers Y = С (E), the space of all capacities on a topological 
space E (the Appendix gives the relevant definitions) 
The motivation for this study comes from probability theory A large-deviation 
principle (LDP) is a statement of the type 
liminf a
n
log/*„(G) > - mí 1(e) for all open G С E, (4 2) 
hm sup a„\ogßn(F) < -mí I (e) for all closed F С E, (4 3) 
n-юо e£F 
where (μ
η
) is a sequence of probability measures on E, a
n
 G (0,1) tends to 0 as η —• 
oo, and Ι E —> [0, oo] is a lower semicontinuous (LSC) rate function By denning 
c(A) = exp(— inf /(e)) and dropping the logarithm, an LDP can be seen as an mstance 
eeA 
of convergence of μ"" to с This can be given a well-deñned interpretation as an instance 
of convergence m C(E) (see O'Brien and Vervaat (1991)) 
A mixing result for a collection (μ£"
τ
 -¥ c
x
)
xeX of LDPs is a statement about the 
limit behaviour of J
x
 μ
η x
(A)y
n
(dx) for various А с E when (7,,) is a sequence of mea­
sures on X By taking a mixture of a collection of LDPs, Chaganty (1993) and Gerntse 
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(1995b) have independently obtained an LDP for the bootstrap empirical measure, an 
important quantity in statistics. This was done by application of one-sided versions of 
Varadhan's theorem (1966) (see Gerritse (1995a)). These versions describe the limit be-
haviour of (¡χ μ
ηίΧ
{Α)η
η
{άχ))α" for A open or closed. To apply them, our collection of 
LDPs must satisfy the following conditions: 
lim inf inf μ"" (G) > înf cJG) for all open G c £ , (4.4) 
n->oo хек n , x ~ хек K ' r 
lim sup sup μ * ^ ) < sup с, (F) for all closed F С E, (4.5) 
n->oo χζΚ ' хек 
χ ι-> с
х
 is continuous. (4.6) 
These three conditions are the main reason for the existence of the present paper. We 
want to give an equivalent set of conditions that is more tractable than (4.4)-(4.6). Ulti­
mately, this will open up the way to more applications of the mixing method described 
above (cf. Gerritse (1995b)). It appears that general properties of compact-open topolo­
gies provide a better understanding of (4.4)-(4.6). Results in Sections 4.4 and 4.5 show 
that conditions (4.4) and (4.5) are equivalent to compact-open convergence of the maps 
χ ι-> μ°η
χ
 to ι и Cj as η -> oo. Section 4.2 shows that the three conditions together are 
equivalent to the more easily verifiable condition 
M°,xn ->• °r in C{E), for all x
n
 -»• χ in X. (4.7) 
4.2 Compact-open convergence of functions 
This section gives two characterizations of sequential compact-open convergence. For 
continuous functions these characterizations follow from results that are well known 
(cf. Kelley (1955), Chapter 7, or Dugundji (1966), Chapter XII). However, we have not 
found them in the literature in the generality presented here. 
Theorem 1 characterizes compact-open convergence in terms of uniform conver­
gence on compact sets (this notion is defined for functions with values in a uniform 
space; in the Appendix the definitions and some fundamental properties are given). 
The equivalence is formulated for sequences, but is valid for nets in general. Theorems 
2 and 3 characterize sequential compact-open convergence in terms of a condition on 
sequences. 
4.2.1 Uniform convergence on compact sets 
In the Appendix the definition of uniform space is given. 
Theorem 1. If (У, U) is α uniform space, X is arbitrary and f is continuous, then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
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(ή }
n
^finY\ 
(гг) f
n
 converges to ƒ uniformly on compact sets. 
Proof, (г) => (гг): Assume that f
n
 - ^ ƒ. Let К С X be compact and let U G U. We 
must show that {(f
n
(x), ƒ (ж)) : χ G А"} С Í7 for гг sufficiently large. 
For each χ € К there is by Lemma 12(гг) (see the Appendix) an open set G
x
 <zY 
such that ƒ (i) e G
x
 and G
x
 χ G
x
 С U. Since F is regular by Lemma 12(ггг), there 
are open U
x
 and closed F
x
 such that ƒ (i) e Ux с F z с G x. Now ƒ (А") с LWA- ί/χ, 
and by compactness there are xi,...,x
m
 e К such that f(K) с U™ ι ^i, • Thus А" с 
U,=i / _ 1 ( F * , ) · Define A\ = Α" Π f~l{FXi). Thus A", is compact, А" С U™ ι A't! and 
ƒ (Kt) С GX i. By the convergence assumption there is an TV G N such that f„(K,) С 
G
x% for all n> N and all г. Let n > N. For each χ G A' there is an г such that χ G А'г. 
We have ƒ (τ) G G*, and ƒ„(*) G G,,, so that (/„(ι), f {χ)) Ε f/. 
(гг) =>• (г): Assume that ƒ„ converges to ƒ uniformly on compact sets. Let А" С X 
compact and G С Y open be such that ƒ (А) С G. We must show that f
n
{K) С G 
for all η sufficiently large. 
For each χ ζ К there exists, by the definition of the uniform topology, an U
x
 G U 
such that U
x
(f(x)) С G. By Lemma 12(¿) there exists a symmetric VX£U such that 
Vx oVx С i/,-. Since V^(/(x)) is a neighborhood of f(x), there exists an open Ox 
such that ƒ (л) G 0 3 С ЦДх)). Let у e Ox and 2 G Цт/). Then {f{x),y) G V,- and 
(y,z) G Vi, so that (/(x), 2) G VxoÎ4 С Ux. Hence 2 G Ux(f(x)) С G. Thus V;(y) С G 
for all y G O
x
. We now have AT С Ц^к· f~l{O
x
) and there exist 2:
ь
 ... ,x
m
 G A" such 
that К С U™ ι ƒ "'(Οχ,)· Let V = П™
 х
 Vx¡. Then V G U by (U3) (see the Appendix), 
and V is symmetric. Thus there exists an N G N such that {(/„(χ), f(x)) : χ G А"} С 
V for all η > N. Let n > N. For τ e К there is an ι such that /(x) G 0
Χλ
. We 
have (/(ι), ƒ„(*)) G V, hence/
n
(x) G К(Дх)) С 14, (/(χ)) С G. Thus f
n
(K) с G. 
D 
Example 1. For Y = E and continuous ƒ : X -> К, 
/π - ^ ƒ <=> sup |/
π
(χ) - ƒ (ж) I -> 0 /or д// campaci А" С А' (4.8) 
тек 
In Section 4.4 further characterizations are given. 
4.2.2 Characterization in terms of sequences 
Theorem 1 gives a characterization with a global character. Lemmas 1-4 below provide 
a local characterization. They are valid for sequences but not for nets in general. 
Lemma 1. Let f
n
 -^> f and let f be sequentially continuous. Then for any convergent se­
quence x
n
 —> χ in X also fn{x
n
) —> f{x) in Y• 
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Proof. Letx„ —> xmX Let G с У be an open neighborhood of Дх) Since ƒ (i„) -» 
ƒ (x) there exists an N0 e N such that ƒ (i„) G G for all η > N0 The set A" = {x, xn 
η > N0} is compact in X, and ¡(К) С G Therefore an Νχ e N exists such that 
f
n
{K) С G for all η > Ni For η > max{7V0, N1} we now have Д(х„) € ƒ„(#) С G 
This proves that /
n
(x
n
) -> ƒ (x) Q 
We next turn to the reverse implication We shall prove that, under reasonable as-
sumptions, from / „ (T„ ) -» Дх) for all convergent sequences x
n
 —> χ it follows that 
f
n
 - ^ ƒ and that f is sequentially continuous The following lemma will be needed 
It shows that the sequences condition passes over to subsequences of ( ƒ„) 
Lemma 2. Let f
n
,f X —> V be such that /
n
(r
n
) -> ƒ (x) m У for all convergent sequences 
x
n
 ^ χ in X Let a N -> N fee strictly increasing Then fQ(„){xn) -> Дх) ш У/or я// 
convergent sequences x
n
 —»· χ in X 
Proof. Dehne β Ν —> N by /3(m) = max{n α(η) < m} The maximum is taken 
over a finite set since a is stncly increasing Let x
n
 -» χ in X For m € Ν, define 
w
m
 = хд(
т
) Observe that /3(a(n)) = η This implies that /3(m) —>• oo and hence 
w
m
 -> χ as m —• oo By assumption f
m
(w
m
) —> /(χ), and by selecting the subse­
quence o(n) also fn(n){wa(n)) -> ƒ (x) as η —> oo The proof is completed by substi­
tution Of WQ(„) = X/3(n(n)) = Zn • 
Lemma 3. Let X be first countable, and let /
n
(x„) —> ƒ (x) /и У for all convergent sequences 
i„ - H ι« X Then f
n
 -^> ƒ 
Proof. Suppose the conclusion does not hold Then there exist a compact К с X, an 
open G e y and a strictly increasing a N ->• N such that ƒ (А") С G but ƒ„(„) (К") í¿ 
G for all η For π e N there exists an x
n
 e К such that /
a
(n)(x
n
) ^ G Since ЛГ is 
first countable and К is compact, the sequence (x
n
) has a convergent subsequence 
Χβ(
η
) -> χ for an χ e A and a strictly increasing β N —> N Lemma 2 implies 
fa(ii(n)){xß(n)) -> / ( Έ ) But then Дх) g G, which contradicts f (К) с G D 
On first countable spaces continuity and sequential continuity are equivalent We 
therefore can summarize Lemmas 1 and 3 as the following theorem 
Theorem 2. Let X be first countable and let ƒ be continuous Then the following statements 
are equivalent 
(0 fn^L 
(n) fn(xn) —> Дх) in Y for all x
n
 -> χ in X 
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The topological space Y is called regular at y G Y, if for all G Э y with G С Y open 
there exist an open U С Y and a closed F С Y such that y G ¿7 С F с G Thus, \ is 
regular if Y is regular at y for all y G У 
Lemma 4. Let У be regular at f(x)for all χ e X, and let f
n
(x„) —»• ƒ (я) m Y for all conver­
gent sequences x
n
 —> χ in X Then ƒ is sequentially continuous 
Proof. Let x
n
 —> χ in X and suppose ƒ (i„) y^ /(x) Then there exist an open G Э 
f (χ) and a strictly increasing a N —• N such that ƒ (xQ(n)) ^ G for all η Since Y is 
regular at ƒ (x), there exist an open U С Y and a closed F С Y such that ƒ (χ) € U С 
F С G Now, for all η G N we have ƒ (r„(„)) G F c , and because /
m
(xQ(n)) —» ƒ (xQ(„)) 
as m —> oo there exists an M„ G N such that /
т
(ха(„)) G F c for all m > M
n
 Choose 
/? N -> N strictly increasing such that β(η) > М
л
 Then f0(n)(xa{n)) e Fc С Uc 
and, since ƒ/*(„) (a;Q(„)) —> f{x) by Lemma 2, also f(x) G Í7C This is a contradiction 
D 
Theorem 2 and Lemma 4 prove the following theorem, whose conditions are satisfied 
if λ' and Y are metrizable 
Theorem 3. If X is first countable and Y is regular, then the following statements are equiv­
alent 
W fn -^-> ƒ and ƒ is continuous, 
(ii) /n(^n) —> Д а ) in ^ for all ι
π
 —> χ ш Χ 
4.3 Thinning to subbases 
The topology on У will in many situations be defined via a subbase This will for in­
stance be the case in Sections 4 4 and 4 5, where we study compact-open convergence 
of R- and C(iJ)-valued functions In the present section we study the topology gener­
ated by the sets in (4 1) with G restricted to a subbase for the topology on Y In general 
this topology is smaller than the compact-open topology However, convergence to a 
continuous limit in the smaller topology implies compact-open convergence (cf The­
orem 4 below) This result and its corollary Theorem 5 below, are important for the 
application as described in (4 4)-(4 7) 
Let G = G (Y) be the collection of all open subsets of У For А с G let τ
Λ
 be the 
topology o n V x generated by the sets 
{feYx f(K)cA}, (4 9) 
where К С X is compact (as for the compact-open topology) and A G A (this is gener­
ally more restricted than for the compact-open topology) We shall denote convergence 
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of ƒ„ to ƒ in (Yx, τ
Α
) by ƒ„ —> ƒ. By definition Тсо = т
д
, and тд с т
со
 for general Л с С . 
We want to know under what conditions f
n
 —> ƒ implies fn -^> ƒ, especially when A 
is a subbase or a base for the topology on Y. For the application that we have in mind 
we need the specific case where Y is the space of capacities. 
4.3.1 The topology r¿ 
Let An be the collection of all finite intersections of elements of A. Thus, if A is a sub-
base for the topology, then An is a base. 
Lemma 5. т
А
 = т
А
п for all А С G-
Proof. For a generic element Αι η ... η A
n
 of An 
{ƒ G Yx : ƒ (А') С Л П . . . П 4 } = Π {/ £ Y* • f (К) С Л}· (4.10) 
ι = 1 
D 
Lemma 5 and the following proposition show that if <S is a subbase and X is Wilker, 
then continuous functions have the same neighborhoods in TS and rro. A topological 
space is Wilker if for all К с Giö G¿ with К compact and Gt open there exist compact 
sets Kt С Gt such that К С ΛΊ U Κ2- A Hausdorff space is Wilker. 
Proposition 1. Let X be Wilker and let В be a base for the topology on Y. Let f
a
 e Yx be 
continuous. Then for U С Yx the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) U is a T
co
-neighborhood off0, 
(n) U is a Tß-neighborhood of f0. 
Proof. Since т
в
 С т
с
 , obviously (гг) => (г). To show the reverse, let U С Yx be a 
7-,.,,-neighborhood of fo- We may assume that U is in the standard subbase for the 
compact-open topology, i.e., [ƒ = {ƒ€ Yx : f(K) с G} for some compact К с Χ 
and open G с Y. For every χ e К there is a B
x
 € В such that /o(x) 6 B
x
 с G. 
We have a; G /о-1(Дг)' which is an open subset of X, and К С Uie/c Ιο1(Βχ)- There 
exist χ ι , . . . , x
m
 e К such that К с U^i /¿"'(β*.)· Because X is Wilker, for each г 
there exists a compact Kt <Z X with ΑΊ С /0
_1
 (Д.,) and А' С U™ ι A",. It now follows 
that 
771 
Л е р И / е У * :/(tf,)cB,,} 
771 
с Г К / е У * :/(*,)cG} 
!=1 
С {ƒ € Yx : /(А-) С G} = U, (4.11) 
which proves that U is a rB-neighborhood of /0. D 
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Corollary 1. Let X be Wilker and let S be a subbase for the topology on V The relative topolo­
gies ofr
s
 and т
со
 on C(X, Y) are equal 
This corollary can be found as statement 5 1 (a), page 264, in Dugundji (1966) There, 
however, X is demanded to be Hausdorff 
4.3.2 Convergence in r¿ 
Theorem 4. Let X be first countable or Wilker, let S bea subbase for the topology on Y and 
let f X -> F be continuous If fn —> ƒ, then ƒ„ - ^ ƒ 
Proof. If X is Wilker the conclusion follows from Proposition 1 We shall prove the 
conclusion when X is first countable Suppose ƒ„ —У ƒ Let x
n
 —• χ in X Let 
S e S be a subbasic open neighborhood of ƒ (a;) Then there is an N0 e N such 
that f(x„) € S for all η > N0 The compact set К = {x,xn η > N0} is such that 
f{K) с S By assumption there exists an Ni e N such that f„(K) с 5 for all η > ΛΊ 
Hence, for all η > тах{Л'0, Ν,} we have /„(i„) e f„{K) с S (Compare with the 
proof of Lemma 1 ) Since 5 is a subbase for the topology on У, we have proved that 
fn{xn) -> f{x) Now Lemma 3 implies f
n
 - ^ ƒ D 
The continuity condition in Theorem 4 is not redundant, as the following example 
shows 
Example 2. Take X = Y = К and В = {{a, b) a,beR} Let 
, 0 if χ < 0, 
m ={
 t n /» * 
1 if 0<x, 
0 if ι < 0, 
nx if 0 < z < ± , (412) — П 
1 if k < χ 
It is easy to check that ƒ„ - A ƒ but not ƒ„ - ^ ƒ Use for instance G = (-¿ ±) U (f f ) to 
prove the latter 
Suppose that the topology on Y is generated by a collection of maps, ι e , let there 
be given topological spaces {Ζχ λ 6 Λ} and maps {π
Α
 Y —» Ζχ A e Λ} such that 
the topology on Y is the smallest topology for which all π
λ
 are continuous In this case 
S = {πχ1 (U) λ e Λ, U С Ζχ open} is a subbase for the topology on Y 
Theorem 5. If X is first countable or Wilker and ƒ is continuous, then f
n
 - ^ ƒ in Yx iff 
ТА ° к - ^ ТТЛ о ƒ ш Z^/or я// A € Л 
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Proof. This immediately follows from Theorem 4 and the identity 
{ƒ Л * ) С π
λ
-'(*/)} = {ƒ h o / ) ( / f ) C Í / } (413) 
D 
Theorem 5 will be important in Section 4 5 It will enable us to translate compact-
open convergence of C(£)-valued functions to compact-open convergence of R-valued 
functions 
Note that continuity of ƒ implies continuity of all π
λ
 о ƒ, so that Theorem 4 can be 
used for proving compact-open convergence in Zx 
4.4 Implications for the real line 
In this section we present the consequences of sections 4 2 and 4 3 for compact-open 
convergence of real-valued functions The following general lemma ensures that we 
only have to study the case Y = R 
Lemma 6. Let Ζ с Y he endowed with the relative topology of Y Then Zx С Υλ, and the 
compact-open topology on Zx coincides with the relative topology of the compact-open topology 
on Yx 
Proof. First note that Zx = {ƒ e Yx f{X) с Ζ} For all compact К с X and 
open G с У we have 
Zx η {ƒ e Yx f (К) с G} 
= {feYx f(X)cZ}n{feYx f(K)cG} 
= {fezx f(K)cU}, (414) 
where U = Ζ Π G is a genene open subset of Ζ D 
Henceforth take Y = R Dehne the collections Sd = {[-oo, y) y € M} and Su = 
{(y, oo] ¡/ G M} The collection 5 = Sd и 5„ is a subbase for the Euclidean topology 
on R With R | we shall denote R endowed with the (one-sided) topology generated 
by Sd R t is defined analogously, generated by Su A function ƒ X -> R is upper 
semicontinuous (USC) iff ƒ is continuous interpreted as function X —> RJ,, it is lower 
semicontinuous (LSC) iff ƒ is contmuous as function X -¥ R1 We shall study the 
topology TSd on R The topology т5ц is similar 
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4.4.1 Characterizations of rSd 
For a function ƒ : A' -> R and a set Л С A' define fw(Ä) = sup{/(.¿) • χ e A} and 
r{A) = mi{f(x):xeA}. 
Lemma 7. IfX is first countable and ƒ is use, then the following statements are equivalent: 
(г) fn^f, 
(гг) lim sup f
n
(x
n
) < f {χ) for all convergent sequences x
n
 —> χ in X, 
n—>oo 
(ггг) hm sup Я(ЛГ) < fw {К) for all compact К С Χ. 
ТІ—юо 
Proof. Equivalence of (г) and (гг) follows from Theorem 2 and the facts that rSd is 
the compact-open topology on Щх and j/„ —» i/ in Щ. iff hm sup,,.,^ y
n
 < у 
(г) => (ггг): Assume that f
n
 —^ ƒ and choose К С X compact. If /V(K") = oo 
there is nothing to be proved. If f^(K) < oo, then we can choose у > fv(K), hence 
ƒ (К) С [—oo, y). For large η we have /„(/f) С [-oo, у) and thus f„ (K) < y. Hence 
h m s u P f M O O # ( t f ) < y . 
(ггг) => (г): Assume that l i m s u p ^ ^ f%(K) < fv(K) for all compact К С Χ. 
Choose К с X compact and non-empty, and у e M such that f (К) с [-со, у). 
Since ƒ attains its supremum on every non-empty compact set, /V(A') < y, so that 
f„{K) < у for large n. For these η we have /
n
(A') С [—oo, y). D 
Remark 1. In the proof of the equivalence of (г) and (ггг) in Lemma 7 first countablility 
of X is not used. 
4.4.2 Compact-open convergence of real-valued functions 
The combination of Lemma 7, its counterpart for S
u
, Theorem 4 and the observation 
that f
n
 —> ƒ iff fn —^> ƒ and fn —4 ƒ proves the following theorem. 
Theorem 6. IfX is first countable or Wilker and j is continuous, then: 
ƒ lim infMOO ƒ £ ( * ) > A t f ) , „ , „ ^ v ,
Д 1 ~ 
ƒ„ —• / Ф> for all compact К с X (4.15) 
1 \imsuPn^iï(K)<r(K) 
Recall that another characterization is given by Example 1. 
The following example shows that we cannot omit the continuity condition. 
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Example 3. Consider fn(x) = xn on [0,1] with the Euclidean topology Then ƒ„ converges 
pointwise, but not uniformly on compact sets, to ƒ = 1щ For К с [0,1] compact and non­
empty we have 
hmmf ƒ£(#) = Jim /„(inf K) = f(míK) = fA(K) and 
limsup rn{K) = km fn(supK) = /(sup K) = /v( tf) (4 16) 
H-»oo n-»oo 
By Lemma 6, all results in this section so far extend to R-valued functions 
4.4.3 Intermezzo 
The remainder of this section will be devoted to some remarks regarding two special 
subspaces of R These remarks are not relevant for our main argument, but interesting 
per se and closely related to the previous The subspaces in question are US(A'), the 
space of all USC functions X ->· R, and LS(X), the space of all LSC functions X -> К 
We endow US(X) with the relative topologies of r
s
 and rSd (these will be denoted by 
the same symbols) In the literature US(X) is usually endowed with the hypo-topology 
Thypo, generated by the sets 
{ƒ G US(X) Г{К) < a} for compact К С Χ, (4 17) 
{ / e U S p O f{G)>a} for open G С Χ, (418) 
where α G Ж The hypo-topology is useful for probabihsts, for instance in the study 
of extremal processes (cf Vervaat (1988)) We study the relation between the hypo-
topology and the other topologies, as well as convergence in the hypo-topology 
From the fact that ƒ attains its supremum on compact sets it immediately follows 
that 
{ /GUSpO Г(К) < a} = {ƒ e USpO ДА-) С [-oc,a)}, (419) 
so that TSd С Thypo The set 
{ƒ G US(A-) /V(G) > a] = U {ƒ G US(.Y) f (χ) > a} 
xeG 
= U í / e U S p O 7({x})c(a,oo]} (4 20) 
is open in T5U Since TS IS the coarsest common refinement of TSU and rSd, we have rhypo с 
TS 
Note that ƒ is USC iff - / i s LSC The epi-topology repl on LS(X) is defined by declar-
ing ƒ i-> — ƒ a homeomorphism It follows that т5ц с терг С TS on LS(X) and that the 
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coarsest common refinement of rhypo and тгрг on C(X, Щ coincides with rco when X is 
first countable or Wilker. In smaller generality this last fact is part of Theorem 2 in Ver-
vaat(1981). 
Property 3.4 (a) in Vervaat (1988) gives the following characterization for conver­
ge in the hypo-top 
Lemma 8. In US(JV) 
genc ology (denoted by ƒ„ -^» ƒ): 
^ c | l i m i n f / n v ( G ) > r ( G ) for all open G CX, 
i hm sup К{К)<Г(К) for all compact С X. 
Lemma 7 characterizes the second line. The following lemma gives a similar character­
ization of the first line. It is well-known in optimization literature, where usually the 
formulation for the epi-topology is given (cf. Attouch (1984)). 
Lemma 9. If X is first countable, then the following statements are equivalent: 
(г) lirninf /v(G) > fv(G)forall open G с Χ, 
(гг) for all χ & X there is a sequence x
n
 -> χ such that lim inf f
n
(x
n
) > f(x). 
Proof, (г) => (гг): Let χ e Λ' and let (G
m
) be a decreasing countable neighborhood-
base for x. By (i) we have liminfn^oo /^(G
m
) > f(x) - ^ and therefore η{τη) = 
min{yv e N fX(G,„) > ƒ(./•) - £ for all η > Ν} is well-defined in N. Next, define 
α : N —> N recursively as follows: 
ft(l) = 7(l). α(τη + 1) =max{7(7n+l),a(m) + l}. (4.22) 
Then a is strictly increasing and such that f%{G
m
) > f(x) - ¿ for all η > a (m). 
Define β(η) = max{m : a(m) < n}. Since β(α(τη)) = m we have β(η) -4 ocas 
η —> oo. Furthermore, a(/?(n)) < η and therefore fn{Gß(n)) > f {χ) - щ^- Pick 
^n € Gflf,,) such that /n(:cn) > /(χ) - ^ k . Since β(η) -> oc we have i n -> ι and 
l immfn^oo/
π
(τ„) > f {χ). 
(гг) =>• (г): LetG С A'be open and let α < /V(G) There i s a n i e G with /(.τ) > a, 
and by (гг) there is a sequence ж
п
 -> .r such that f
n
{x
n
) > a for large n. For large η 
also χ
η
 e G, hence ƒ* (G) > f
n
{x
n
) > a. D 
A set F с X is closed iff its indicator function is USC. Thus F(X), the space of 
all closed subsets of X, can be identified with a subset of US(A'). The relative hypo-
topology on T{X) is better known as the Fell- or compact topology. It is studied, for 
instance, in the literature on random closed sets. The characterization of Fell conver­
gence in T(X) that follows as a special case from Lemmas 7, 8 and 9 can be found as 
Theorem 1-2-2 in Matheron (1975). 
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4.5 Implications for the space of capacities 
In this section we turn to compact-open convergence of capacity-valued functions. The 
application that we have in mind concerns maps ƒ„ that are of the form </£", where g
n
 is 
measure-valued and a
n
 | 0 in (0,1) (compare with conditions (4.4)-(4.7)). In this case, 
for each χ e X pointwise convergence f
n
(x) —> ƒ (x) amounts to an LDP. 
Let E and X be topological spaces. Let C(E) be the space of capacities on E. In the 
Appendix the relevant definitions are given. We shall endow C(E) with the narrow 
topology. With obvious adjustments all results are valid for the vague topology as well. 
For G С E open, let the map TTG' C{E) -v R | be defined by nc(c) = c(G). Similarly, 
for F С E closed, let the map nF • C(E) -> Щ be defined by я>(с) = c{F). 
Lemma 10. Let X be first countable or Wilker and let ƒ e C(E)X be continuous. Then the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(ι) f
n
^finC(E)x, 
(¿г) π° ο /
π
-^> π 6 ' ο f for G С E open and TTF О ƒ„—£> 7i> o f for F <Z E closed, 
(in) for all open G с E, closed F с E and compact К с Χ: 
liminf ( π σ ο /
η
) Λ ( # ) > ( 7 Г ° о / № ) , (4-23) 
limsup (nFofny(K) < (TrWrW (4.24) 
Proof. The narrow topology on C(E) is the smallest topology for which the maps 
7TG and 7i> are all continuous. Thus, equivalence between (г) and (гг) follows from 
Corollary 5. Lemma 7 and its counterpart for S
u
 prove equivalence between (гг) and 
{in). D 
Lemmas 3 and 4 yield the main result of this paper, that will allow us to replace 
(4.4)-(4.6) by (4.7). 
Theorem 7. Let X be first countable, let ƒ G C(E)X be continuous and let fn(xn) —> ƒ (x) 
for all xn ->• x. Then (4.23) holds for all open G с E and (4.24) holds for all closed F с E. 
Furthermore, ifC(E) is regular at f(x)for all x, then ƒ is continuous. 
With f
n
(x) = μ°"
χ
 and ƒ (x) = c
x
, the inequalities (4.23) and (4.24) are exactly condi­
tions (4.4) and (4.5). The sequences condition in Theorem 7 is exactly (4.7). 
This choice for }
n
{x) implies that f(x) is a supremum measure for all i , so that by 
the following lemma (4.7) implies (4.6). 
Lemma 11. Let E be a normal topological space and let c0 G С (E) be a supremum measure. 
Then C(E) is regular at c0. 
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Proof. Let U be an open neighborhood of c0. Then there exist η, τη e 14, open sets 
G, с E, closed sets F3 с E and α„ b: G (0, oo) such that 
co G Π {с : c{G%) > at} Π f) {с : c(F,) < fc,} 
J = l 
с и. 
(4.25) 
Let г € { 1 , . . . , η}. Choose a[ such that co(G,) > a't > аг. Then there is a compact 
/С, С G, such that с0(А",) > a[. There exist an open G\ and a closed F/ such that 
KtcG[C F[ с G,. The set К = {с e C(E) : C(G;) > a[} is open, the set Lt = {c G 
C(£) : c(F,') > <} is closed, and c0 G
 г
 С L, С {с : c(G.) > α,}. 
Letj 6 {1,..., τη}. Choose Ö^,Ö;'such that co(Fj) < b'j <Ь}< b3. For each χ e F3 
we have co({i}) < b", and there is an open O
x
 э χ with ^(Oj) < ò". Define the open 
set 03 = UieF Ox. Then c0{O3) = sup{c0(Ox) : χ G F3) < 6". There exist an open 0^ 
and a closed F'3 such that F3 с 0'3 с F¡ с O r The set W3 = {c G С (Я) : C(F/) < Ъ'3} 
is open, the set M, := {c G C(£) : c(O^) < ^ } is closed, and Co € W3 с M3 с {c : 
c{F3) < öJ .Thus 
Co G 
which proves the lemma. 
η m 
П к п п ^ 
1 = 1 ] = i 
с 
Пі.ппм, 
J = l 
с и, (4.26) 
D 
4.6 Appendix 
4.6.1 Uniform spaces 
We present the definition and some properties of uniform spaces. We follow Bourbaki 
(1965). 
Let У be a set. For sets U, V с У χ У we define U~l = {(2/2,2/1) : (2/1,2/2) e f/}, 
fi о V = {(j/!, уз) : there is an y2 G Y such that (г/,, y2) G V, (y2l 2/3) € С/}, and ί/(^) = 
{y2 € У : (2/1,2/2) £ f} · We say that U is symmetric if U = U~l. Furthermore, we let 
A = {(y,y):yeY}. 
A uniformity on Y is a collection U of subsets of У χ У such that : 
Δ с U for all U G U, 
if U G W and U с К с У χ У, then V G W, 
if {/,, t/2 G U, then t/, Π ί/2 G W, 
ift/eW, then [ Г 1 eW, 
for every U eU there is a V G U such that V о V С f/. 
(UI) 
(U2) 
(U3) 
(U4) 
(U5) 
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The pair (Y, U) is called a uniform space. On a uniform space we have a canonical 
topology, namely the uniform topology. In this topology, a set В с Y is a neighbor­
hood of y iff В = U (у) for some I/ € U. A set G с Y is open iff G is a neigbourhood of 
all its points. Without further notice we shall assume any uniform space to be endowed 
with the uniform topology. 
Lemma 12. Let (Y,U) be α uniform space, letU eU and let у e Y. 
(ι) There exists a symmetric V G U such that V oV с U. 
(n) There exists an open set G С Y such that y e G and G χ G С U. 
(m ) Y ¡s regular. 
Proof, (г) Pick W G U such that W о W С U and let V = W П W~l. Then V eU,V 
is symmetric and V о V с U. 
(гг) Let V be as in (г). By definition, V(y) is a neighborhood of y. Hence, there 
is an open G С Y such that y ζ G С V(y). Let {v,w) 6 G χ G. Since ν e V(y), 
we have (y, υ) e V and also (υ, y) G V. Since w G V(y), we have (y, w) e V. Thus 
(υ, w) 6 V о V С ί/. 
(ггг) This is Corollary 3 on page 173 in Bourbaki (1965). D 
For functions ƒ„, ƒ : X -* Y we say that / n converges to ƒ uniformly on Л с X if 
for any U Ç.U we have {(/n(i), ƒ (x)) : χ G Л} С U for η large enough. 
4.6.2 Capacities 
We list some definitions related to capacities. More details (and ample justification for 
studying large deviation principles in this context) can be found in O'Brien and Vervaat 
(1991) and O'Brien (1992). 
Let E be a topological space. Let V(E) denote the collection of all subsets of E. A 
capacity on E is a function с : V(E) —> [0, oo] such that: 
c(0) = 0, (4.27) 
c(A) = sup{c(K) : К с А, К compact} for all AczE, (4.28) 
c{K) = inf {c(G) :GDK,G open} for all К С E compact. (4.29) 
On a Polish space any probability measure μ is a capacity, as are all non-negative pow­
ers μα (calculated set-wise). For any use function ƒ:£•—> [0, oo] the set function / v ( ) 
is a capacity. Capacities of this form are called sup measures. They are exactly the ca­
pacities for which c(K¡ U K2) < тах{с(Кі), с(К2)}-
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Let С (E) be the space of all capacities on E The narrow topology on C(E) is the 
smallest topology that makes the maps с н-> c(A) LSC for all open A and use for all 
closed A The vague topology on E is the smallest topology that makes the maps с ь-> 
L(A) LSC for all open A and use for all compact A A subbase for the narrow topology 
is given by all sets 
{c 6 C(E) c{G) > a} open G С E, (4 30) 
{с 6 С (E) c(F) < a} closed F С E, (4 31) 
with a E (0, oc) 
A large deviation principle is any instance of μ°η —> с in C(£) with the narrow 
topology, where μ
η
 is a probability measures on E and a„ —> 0 in (0,1) 
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Chapter 5 
The mixing theorem 
Abstract. A mixing theorem for indexed collections of large-deviation principles is pre-
sented. Two applications are given. The first yields a generalization of the Freidlin-
Wentzell theorem on large deviations of the solutions of differential equations with 
small random noise. The greater generality comes from the fact that deterministic 
boundary conditions are replaced by stochastic ones. The second application yields 
a large-deviation theorem for the bootstrap empirical measure. 
Key words and phrases. Large deviations, Freidlin-Wentzell theorem, bootstrap empiri-
cal measure. 
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5.1 Introduct ion 
Let (μ
η
)ηεΝ be a sequence of measures on a metric space (X, d) This sequence is said 
to obey a large-deviation principle (LDP) if there exists a set function μ on X and a 
sequence (a„) in (0, oo) with a
n
 i 0 such that 
hm inf /O (G) > μ(ο) for open G С X, (5 1) 
hm sup/С (F) < /¿(F) f o r c l o s e d F c X (5 2) 
n—Mo 
If μ
η
 is the law of a random variable X
n
, then an LDP for (μ
η
) describes the exponential 
decay of probabilities as η —» oo Typically, if (μ
η
) obeys an LDP then X
n
 —» ι with 
probability 1 for some x G X, and if d(x, A) > 0 then P{X„ É A } - » 0 exponentially 
Suppose we are given a sequence of stochastic processes ({Ynx x e X}) inasecond 
metric space (E, d') and a sequence of random variables (X„) in X In this paper we 
shall prove the following theorem 
Theorem 1. Let {Yn x η € Ν, χ E X) be such that for every convergent sequence i n - > r m 
X the laws ofY
n Xn obey an LDP on E, with limit cx depending on (xn) only νια χ Let the laws 
of X
n
 obey an LDP on X with limit μ Then the laws ofY
n Xn obey an LDP on E with limit 7 
given by y (A) = sup i e A- οχ{Α)μ{{χ}) 
Our proof is based on the identity 
P{Y
nXneA} = Í ¥{ΥηχβΑ}μη(άχ), (53) 
Jx 
where μ
η
 is the law of X
n
 We shall prove a lower (upper) bound for 
(¡
х
ПУп*£ } μ
η
(αχ)Υ" (5 4) 
on open (closed) sets We use one-sided versions of Varadhan's theorem (1966) from 
Gerntse (1995b) These one-sided results prove that from an LDP for (μ„) and an appro­
priate convergence assumption on the functions f
n
 X —> [0,00] an asymptotic bound 
for (¡
λ
 ¡
η
άμ
η
)α" follows We shall use results from Gerntse (1995d) to show that the 
functions χ ь-> P{Y
n x
 e A} satisfy the necessary convergence assumptions 
Similar results have been obtained independently by Chaganty (1993) However, 
his results are less general and the paper contains a serious error 
5.2 Capacities 
In Section 5 3 we present and prove a more general version of Theorem 1 The greater 
generality comes from the fact that we formulate our results in the abstract framework 
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for large deviations that was proposed by O'Brien and Vervaat (1991) This framework 
is based on a type of set function that is more general than measures 
Let E be a topological space A capacity on E is a (0, oo]-valued set function с such 
that 
c(0) = 0, (5 5a) 
c(A) = sup{c(K) compact К С A} for Л С E, (5 5b) 
c(K) = ìnf {c(G) open G D K) for compact К с E (5 5c) 
Capacities in relation to large deviation theory have been studied by O'Brien and Ver­
vaat (1991,1993,1994) and O'Brien (1992) 
Two special types of capacities occur in this paper A capacity г is called subaddi­
tive if c(K\ U K¿) < Γ(ΑΊ) + c(K¿) for all compact sets ΑΊ, A2, and с is called a supre-
mum measure if c(Ki U K2) = ГПАХ{С(АІ), c(K2)} for all Ku K2 Supremum measures 
are fully characterized by upper semiconhnuity of the map e 1-4 c({e}) and the relation 
c(A) = sup{c({e}) e e A} for А С E 
Let C(E) be the space of all capacities on E The narrow topology on C(E) is the 
smallest topology that makes the evaluations с h-> c{A) lower semiconhnuous (LSC) 
for open A and upper semiconhnuous (use) for closed A Thus, the narrow topology 
is generated by the subbase consistmg of all sets 
{r € C(E) r(G) > x) for open G, (5 6) 
{c € C(E) ( (F) <x) for closed F, (5 7) 
with τ € (0, oo) Convergence of c„ to с m the narrow topology will be denoted by 
c„ ->• с 
Let K. denote the collection of all compact subsets of E A condition that appears 
frequently in the study of capacities is that E is first countable for К This means that 
every compact set has a countable neighborhood base (cf O'Brien (1992)) If E is Haus-
dorff and first countable for К then the space of all tight measures on E is a subspace of 
C(E), and the relative narrow topology is the topology of weak convergence (O'Brien 
(1992), Theorem 3 9) As denned in Section 5 1, μ°" is a capacity on X and (5 1) and 
(5 2) are equivalent to μ°η —> μ m С(X) Thus, an LDP can be seen as an mstance of 
convergence in the space of capacities This shows that capacities provide a suitable 
topological framework for the theory of large deviations 
Let (a„) rn (0,1) be such that a
n
 I 0 Let (c„), с in C(E) be subadditive capacities 
Definition. The sequence (c„) obeys a large-deviation principle (LDP), with rate (a
n
) and 
hmit c, if 
С -» с (5 8) 
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The sequence (cJJ") is called equitight if for all e > 0 there is a compact К с E such that 
c°"(hc) < e for all η 
5.3 Main result 
The mixing theorem that we are after deals with indexed collections of LDPs The index 
set will be a topological space X For every pair χ ζ X and π e Ν, let c
n x
 be a subad­
ditive capacity on E If for every fixed χ an LDP holds, then we shall look at the family 
(tu x)neN тел as an mdexed collection of LDPs In the mixing theorem below, Theorem 
3, the following condition appears 
Definition 2. The family (c
n x)nev¡ xex obeys a locally-uniform large-deviation principle 
(LULDP), with rate (a„) and limit (cx)xeX, if 
c
n"x„ ~*
 c
x in C(E) for all convergent sequences x„-t χ m X (5 9) 
As a first step towards the mixing theorem, we shall show that from (5 9) it follows 
that the maps ι >-» c
nx
(A) with А с E open (closed) satisfy condition (5 13) ((5 14)) 
below, which appears in a one-sided version of Varadhan's theorem in Gerntse (1995b) 
This is done by means of results from Gerntse (1995d), presented as Lemmas 1-2 below 
and summarized as Theorem 2 These results show that (5 9) implies compact-open 
convergence of the maps τ >-¥ c°n
x
 to χ ι-> c
x
 as η -> oo, and that this implies in turn 
(5 13) and (5 14) below 
Let Y be a topological space Let ƒ„ and ƒ be maps X —y Y By ƒ„ - ^ ƒ we denote 
convergence in the compact-open topology on Yx, which is the topology generated 
by the sets 
{ƒ e Υλ f {К) С G} with compact AT С A" and open G cY (5 10) 
We call Y regular at y e У if for each open G в у there exist an open U and a closed F 
such that y G U С F С G 
Lemma 1. Let X be first countable and let Y be regular at f(x)for all χ € X If f„(xn) —> 
f(x) in Y for all convergent sequences xn —> χ in X, then ƒ is continuous and ƒ„ -^» ƒ 
For А С E, defme the map π
Α
 С (E) -> [0, oo] by тг
А
(с) = c(A) For a function h E —• 
I , let /ιν(Λ) = supp e A h{e) and /ιΛ(Α) = mïeeA h(e) 
Lemma 2. Let X be first countable and let ƒ e C(E)X be continuous Then the following 
statements are equivalent 
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(г) f
n
^finC(E)x, 
(и) for open G С E, closed F С E and compact К с Χ 
liminf (π
α
ο}
η
)\Κ) > (πα°/)Α(Κ), (5.11) 
limsup (nF°fny(K) < (nFofY(K). (5.12) 
η—ve» 
We shall use Lemmas 1-2 with Y = C(E) and f
n
(x) = c°^
x
, f(x) = c
x
. For the re­
mainder of this section we assume that X is Hausdorff and first countable for K,, and 
that E is normal and first countable for fC. These conditions are satisfied if X and E 
are metrizable. Furthermore, we assume that (c
n l ) obeys an LULDP with rate (an) and 
limit (c
x
). We have, by Proposition 2.11 in O'Brien (1992), that c
x
 is a supremum mea­
sure and hence, by Lemma 11 in Gerritse (1995d), thatC(E) is regular at cT for al i i e Χ. 
Theorem 2. Under the conditions mentioned above, the map n - » ^ is continuous and 
liminf inf c"»(G) > inf cJG), (5.13) 
n-юо хек
 π , ι ν
 ' ~ хек
 v
 ' 
l imsupsupc^íF) < supCl(F), (5.14) 
n->cc хек ' хек 
for compact К С X, open G С E and closed F С E. 
Let (μ„)ηεΝ a n d β be subadditive capacities on X, such that the LDP μ"" —• μ holds. 
We shall prove asymptotic bounds for (/A- cn¡x(A)μη(άχ))α" with A open or closed, as 
announced in the introduction. Integration with respect to capacities is defined, for 
с e C(X) and h : X -> [0, oo], by 
¡ hdc = ¡ h(x) c(dx) = [°° c({x e X : h(x) > ¿}) dt, (5.15) 
Jx Jx Jo 
the so-called Choquet integral. Gerritse (1995b) studies this integral and uses it in his 
versions of Varadhan's theorem. 
If G С E is open, then (5.13) shows that the functions χ >-» c
n
,
x
(G) obey condition 
(2.16a) in Gerritse (1995b) with LSC limit χ i-> c
x
(G). We therefore may apply Theorem 4 
of that paper. This yields: 
Lemma 3. For all open G С E 
liminf (/ cnJG)ßn(dx)) > sup cx(G) μ([χ}) (5.16) 
n
^°° \Jx ) xex 
Similarly, for any closed F С E the functions χ н-> cn¡x(F) obey condition (2.16b) in 
Gerritse (1995b) with use limit χ н-> c
x
(F). We now apply Theorems 5,6 and 8 of that 
paper (see also its Remark 8). 
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Lemma 4. Let F С E be closed. If (μ"η) ¿s equitight and if μ and χ >-¥ c
x
(F) are bounded, 
then 
limsupf/ Cn,x{F)ßn(dx)) < supcx(F)ß({x}). (5.17) 
ті-юо \Jx J xex 
Let 7„, 7 be the set functions on E defined by 
7„(Л) = ƒ c
n i I(yi)pn(di), (5.18) 
Ί
(Α) = *ηρο
χ
(Α)μ({χ}). (5.19) 
I Ê A ' 
Thus, 7„ is a mixture of the capacities ( с
п І
)
і е
л · In the applications in section 5.4,7„ will 
automatically be a probability measure. Lemmas 3 and 4 prove the mixing theorem: 
Theorem 3. Suppose (μ°η) is equitight. If μ and χ ι-> c
x
(E) are bounded and j
r l is a capacity 
for each n, then (7„) obeys an LDP with limit 7. 
In the situation described in Section 5.1 we have that 7„ is the law of Y
n
,x„, so that The­
orem 1 is a corollary of Theorem 3. 
Condition (5.9) was used by Dinwoodie and Zabell (1992) in the case that cn¡x is a 
probability measure for all n, x. They call a family for which (5.9) holds 'exponentially 
continuous'. We prefer the name LULDP because there is a close relation with locally 
uniform (or compact-open) convergence of real-valued functions, as can be seen from 
Lemmas 1 and 2. 
5.4 Applications 
5.4.1 Cramer and Sanov 
A first application of the mixing theorem is presented in Gerritse (1995c), namely a new 
connection between the theorems of Cramer and Sanov. That paper is self-contained 
(and in it are early versions of results from Gerritse (1995d) and from the present pa-
per). 
5.4.2 The Freidlin-Wentzell theorem 
The Freidlin-Wentzell theorem deals with the large deviations of certain diffusion pro-
cesses in Rd. These processes arise from perturbing the differential equation 
X(t) = φ(Χ(ή), X(0) = x, (5.20) 
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where ψ Rd —> Rd is a function that is bounded and Lipschitz Let Γ e (0, oo) be 
fixed Let Xo
x
(t) denote the unique and deterministic solution of (5 20) on the interval 
[0, T] We next construct a collection of stochastic processes that are close t o X o i = 
(Xo i(i))tg[o τ] The construction is based on standard d-dimensional Brownian motion 
on [0, T], denoted by W (t) Let σ Rd -> Rd be globally Lipschitz and such that α = σσ' 
is uniformly elliptic For e > 0, let X
€ x(i) be the diffusion process on [0, Γ] that solves 
the Ito stochastic differential equation 
dX{t) = ip(X(t))dt + y/êa(X{t))dW(t), X{0) = x (5 21) 
Thus, Xex = (XiX(t))t€[o τ] is a random variable in C[0, T], the space of R e v a l u e d con­
tinuous functions on [0, T] Let a
n
 be as before and let c
n x
 be the law of X
an x
 Then 
as η —> oo, the probability measures c
n x
 converge weakly to the degenerate measure 
concentrated on X0 x Moreover, cn Xn converges to the same limit whenever xn —> x m 
Rd The following theorem gives the corresponding LDP 
Freidlin-Wentzell theorem. (Varadhan (1984), Theorem 6 3 ) Let x
n
 —> χ in Rd For any 
closed set F and any open set G m C[0, Τ], 
liminf ì l o g C n i n ( G ) > - inf Ix{f), (5 22) 
l i m s u p M o g c n l „ ( F ) < - inf / x ( / ) (5 23) 
Here Ix(f) is given by 
Ш = è Γ(Hf) - 0(/(ί)),α-4/(ί))(/(ί) - Ф(ІШ) dt (5 24) 
Jo 
if f(0) = χ and ƒ is absolutely continuous with a square integrable derivative ƒ Otherwise 
/*(ƒ) = oo 
Dehne the s u p r e m u m measure c
x
 by 
c
x
{A) = sup с-1М\ А С C[0,T], (5 25) 
/ел 
so that by the Freidlin-Wentzell theorem the family (c„
 х
)
пе
ц
 іе
к<< obeys an LULDP with 
limit ( c I ) i e R d Smce cn x is a probability measure, the map χ ь-> c x ( £ ) is bounded by 1, 
and the mixing theorem may be applied 
Let (ξ7!)πΕΝ be a sequence of R e v a l u e d random variables Let μη be the law of ξη 
If (μ„) obeys an LDP with rate (a„) and limit μ, and (μ"") is equitight, then Theorem 3 
gives 
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Theorem 4. Let Y
n
 be the diffusion process on [0, T] that solves the Ito stochastic differential 
equation 
dX{t) = iP(X(t))dt + y/c7^a(X{t))dW{t), Χ(0)=ξ
η
, (5 26) 
and let j
n
 be the law ofY
n
 on C[0, T] Then the sequence (-y
n
) obeys an LDP with rate (o„) and 
limit 7 given by 
Ί
{Α) = sup с
т
(А)ц({х}), А С C[0,T] (5 27) 
x€Ud 
Essentially, Theorem 4 says that in the Freidlin-Wentzell theorem the determinis-
tic boundary condition X(Q) = χ can be replaced by the random boundary condition 
A'(0) = C„ 
5.4.3 The bootstrap empirical measure 
The bootstrap is a resampling technique proposed by Efron (1979) It has proved to 
be a very powerful technique for estimating the quality of estimators We shall prove 
an LDP for the bootstrap empirical measure By means of the contraction principle (cf 
Dembo and Zeitouni (1993), Theorem 4 2 1 ) it is possible to derive an LDP for most 
other bootstrap quantities Similar results have been mdependently obtained by Cha-
ganty (1993) 
Let Σ be a Polish space Let Ρ be a fixed probability measure on Σ Let φι, ,φ
η 
be an 11 d sample of random variables with law Ρ Let 
L
n
 = ±( ί„ ,+ +δ
φη
) (5 28) 
be the nth empirical measure, a probability measure on Σ that gives mass - to φ
ι
 for 
г G {1, , η] The bootstrap draws an 11 d sample with law L
n
 the bootstrap sample 
φ] ,φ'
η
 Thus fora l l i j € {1, ,n} 
!*{¥>: = ¥>, I Vi, ,¥>»} = Ϊ (5 29) 
The bootstrap empirical measure is the probability measure 
К = s(^i+ +V;) (5 30) 
Let 7n be the law of L* We shall now use the mixmg theorem to prove an LDP for 
(7„) This can be done, since 7„ can be written as a mixture of laws of empirical mea­
sures w r t a fixed underlying law (cf (5 31) below) 
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Both for E and X we take M\ (Σ), the space of probability measures on Σ For χ € 
Χ, let (ξ,) be an 11 d sequence of random variables with law χ For η e N let t„
 x
 be the 
law of the empirical measure θ„
 x
 —
 ι
η
(δ
ξι
 4- + <5ç„) Thus, the indexing parameter 
χ £ X is the underlying law of the empirical measure θ„
 x
 Let μ„ be the law of L
n 
Now 
7n = / c
n i μη{άχ), (5 31) 
since i ; = θ
η Ln 
Thus deñned, cn x is a tight probability measure on the Polish space Ε = «Μι (Σ), 
and therefore c
nx
 e С (E) By Sanov's theorem (cf Dembo and Zeitoum (1993), section 
6 2) the sequence (c
n x
)
n
 obeys an LDP with rate {l
n
 ) and limit c
x
 given by 
c
x
({Q}) = exp(- | E f log f di) (5 32) 
if<2 <C a:, otherwise с
х
({<5}) = 0 The fact that the family ((^!) actually obeys an LULDP 
follows from results in Bolthausen (1984) 
Theorem 5. If x
n
 —> χ in the weak topology on X = Μ] (Σ), then (c
n Xn)n obeys an LDP 
with limit c
x 
By Sanov's theorem the sequence (μ„) obeys an LDP with rate (¿) and limit μ = cp 
given by (5 32) Hence, the mixing theorem, Theorem 3, gives an LDP for (7,,) 
Theorem 6. The sequence (7„) obeys an LDP with rate ( i) and limit η given by 
7 ({Q})= sup cx({Q}M{x}) (5 33) 
i6A(i(E) 
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Inverse and composition of 
non-decreasing upper semicontinuous 
functions 
Abstract. On the space of all non-decreasmg and upper semicontinuous real functions, 
three topologies are defined and studied Continuity of inversion and composition is 
characterized 
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6.1 Introduction 
In probability theory one frequently encounters constructions involving inverses of 
probability distribution functions. These inverses are often chosen to be elements of T, 
the space of non-decreasing and upper semicontinuous (use) functions ƒ : R —> R = 
[-σο, oo]. In this paper three topologies on 1 are studied. For each of these topologies 
we prove that inversion ƒ >-» ƒ - ' is a continuous operation and we give sufficient con­
ditions for composition ( ƒ, g) H / O J to be continuous in (ƒ, g). 
The motivation for this study comes from large-deviation theory. In Gerritse (1995c) 
we shall prove a large-deviation result for ranks. There we shall use a transformation 
that expresses ranks in terms of empirical distribution functions by means of inverse 
and composition. In the proof we shall need to know the points of continuity of this 
transformation. 
6.2 A generalized inverse 
For ƒ : R —> R, define the order inverse of ƒ as the function ƒ ~' : R -> R given by 
f-l{u) •= sup{z e R : f(x) <u}, u £ l , (6.1) 
with the convention that sup 0 = -oo. The order inverse is studied in van Rooij (1960) 
for non-decreasing transformations of complete lattices, with special attention for the 
case where these transformations are lower semicontinuous. In that paper a number 
of properties of the order inverse is given. We shall present here some more, concen­
trating on the interaction with upper semicontinuity. 
Proposition 1. For all x, и e R, 
(i)f(x)<u => x<f-\u), 
(li) if ƒ is USC, then: ƒ'(x) < и =>• χ < f~l(u), 
(in) if f is non-decreasing, then: f (χ) > и => χ > f-1 (и). 
Proof, (г) Trivial. 
(гг) Suppose ƒ is USC. If ƒ (x) < u, then there is an у > χ such that f(y) < u. 
Now χ < у < / _ 1 ( u ) by (г). 
(ггг) Suppose ƒ is non-decreasing. If ƒ (x) > u, then for у e R with ƒ (y) < и we 
have у < χ. So f~l(u) < x. D 
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Proposition 1 gives a local characterization of ƒ ~'. Proposition 2 below gives prop-
erties of ƒ " ' that have a global character and that make clear why I is the right setting 
to study order inverses. Proposition 3 below gives local properties of functions in I. 
Proposition 2. For all f :R-*R, 
(г) / _ 1 is non-decreasing, 
(гг) iff is non-decreasing, then ƒ" ' is USC, 
(іи) ( Г 1 ) - 1 e I, 
(ги) iff is USC, then ( Г 1 ) " 1 < ƒ, 
(ν) iff is non-decreasing, then (f1)'1 > f, 
(w) iff e X, then ƒ " ' eland ( Г 1 ) - ' = ƒ. 
Proof, (г) If и < ν, then ( i f R : f(x) < и} С {χ € К : /(χ) < ν} and therefore 
/-»</-Ή. 
(гг) Let χ e Ж. We prove that {и e R : / _ 1 ( u ) < ^} is open. Choose щ and j/ 
such that / _ 1 (u 0 ) < у < χ. By Proposition 1(г) we have f(y) > щ. Pick s such that 
f(y) > s > щ. By Proposition \{ui) we have f~l(s) < y < χ. Thus u0 6 (-oo, s) С 
{и € К : ƒ"'(«) <^}· 
(ггг) Straightforward from (г) and (гг). 
{w) Let™ > f(x). Wehavex < /^1(?x)byPropositionl(iz),henceíi > (f-1)'1^) 
by Proposition 1(ггг) applied to f~l. 
(ν) Let и < f {χ). Now χ > ƒ " ' ( " ) by Proposition 1(ггг) and и < (f~1)~1(x) by 
Proposition 1(г) . 
( г) Straightforward from (г), (гг), (ιυ) and (υ). D 
Proposition 3. Let f e l and x, и e R. 
(г) The limits 
f(x-) = lim f (у), / ( - o o ) = lim ƒ(</), /(oo) = lim ƒ (у) (6.2) 
3/fj. y-»-oo ¡/-too 
exist. 
(гг) If f (χ) < и, then there exists an e > 0 such that f(x + t) < и - e. 
(ггг) If f (х-) > и, then there exists an t > 0 such that f(x - ( ) > и + e. 
Proof, (г) Trivial, since ƒ is non-decreasing. 
(гг) There exist an s with ƒ (a,) < s < и, and а у > χ with f (у) < s. Set б = 
min{y — χ, и — s}. Now f(x -f e) < f (y) < s < и — е. 
(ггг) There exist ау < χ such that ƒ (у) > и, and an s such that f(y)>s>u. Set 
с = min{i — y,s — u}. Now f(x — e) > f(y) > s>u + е. Π 
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6.3 Topologies 
6.3.1 Two metrics... 
We shall define three topologies on I. We begin by defining two metrics on I, where 
we allow a metric to have value oo. For ƒ, g G I let 
d{ f, g) = inf {e > 0 : ƒ (x - e) - ε < g(x) < f(x + e) + e, Vx G K} (6.3) 
and 
o^o ( ƒ, g) = í/(arctan o/ , arctan од). (6.4) 
Notice that f{x-t)-e< g{x) for all ι € R iff ƒ (i) < g(x + e) + e for all x G R. It 
follows that the definition of d is symmetric in ƒ and g. Furthermore, one easily shows 
that if d(f, g) < e, then g(x) < f {χ + e) + e for all i e l . 
Lemma 1. 
(г) d is α metric on 1, 
(η) doo is α metric on I. 
Proof, (г) 1. For ƒ, g e 1 we have d(f, g) = d(g, ƒ) and d(f, g) > 0. 
2. Let ƒ € I . For all χ e R and t > 0 we have f{x) < f{x + c) < ƒ (x + e) + e and 
t h u s d ( / , / ) = 0 . 
3. Suppose d(f,g) = 0. Pick χ e R. If g{x) < oo, then there is a real и > g(x). 
By Proposition 3(гг) there exists an t > 0 such that g(x + e) < и - t. This implies 
f(x) < ä(x + e) + £ < u. In any case ƒ (τ) < g{x). By symmetry also g(x) < f (χ). 
This proves ƒ = g. 
4. Let ƒ, g, /ι G I . Let e > d(f, g) and <5 > d(g, h). For ι e R we have 
ƒ (x) < g(x + e) + « < h(x + e + δ) + δ + e, (6.5) 
h(x) < g(x + δ) + δ < f (χ + δ + e) + e + δ, (6.6) 
so that d{f, h) <e + 6. This proves that d(f, h) < d(f, g) + d(g, h). 
(n) This follows from (г). D 
Let M be the space of all probability distribution functions on R, that is, functions ƒ G I 
with ƒ (-oo) = 0 and ƒ (oo) = 1. In probability literature the metric d (on M) is known 
under the name Lévy-Prohorov metric. 
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6.3.2 ... and three topologies 
Let T¿ and т^ be the topologies generated by d and d
x
, respectively. Furthermore, let 
τ be the topology generated by the sets 
V
x
,
u
 = {f€l:f(x)<u}, (6.7) 
WSlU = {f£l:f(x-)>u}, (6.8) 
where x,u G R. The following lemma characterizes т-сопvergence of ƒ„ to ƒ, denoted 
byfn^f. 
Lemma 2. The following statements are equivalent: 
(г) fn - ^ ƒ in I, 
(n) for all x G R 
lim inf ƒ„(*-) > f {х-), (6.9) 
η—юо 
lim sup /„(ι) < f {χ), (6.10) 
τι->οο 
(ггг) f/zere is я dense subsef Ζ) of R swc/г f^ гя^  (6.9) and (6.10) hold for all χ e D, 
(vu) fn{x) —» f(x)for all χ G R ш нЖкЖ ƒ ¿s continuous. 
Proof. Equivalence of (г) and (гг) immediately follows from of the definition of r. 
The implication (?) => («г) trivially holds. To prove the reverse implication, as­
sume (ггг) and let y. a G IR be such that ƒ G ^
іП
. Thus f (y) < и. Since ƒ is USC, 
there is an ι G D such that χ > y and f (χ) < и. For η large enough also /
п
(з:) < и, 
by (6.10), so that f
n
{y) < υ and f
n
 G V¡,,u. Let г/,и G R be such that ƒ G W„,u. Thus 
f(y—) > u. There is an χ G D such that χ < y and f {χ—) > и. For η large enough 
we have J
n
(x—) > и which implies f
n
{y-) > и and ƒ„ € WyiU. This proves the 
equivalence of (г) and (ггг). 
The equivalence of (г) and (iv) follows because the set of continuity points of ƒ 
is dense in R. D 
The topology τ is the relative topology of what is known as the hypo-topology on 
the space of all use functions. In Gerritse (1995b) a sequential characterization of this 
topology is given. Translated to I this reads: 
Lemma 3. f
n
 - ^ ƒ iff for all χ e R 
there exists a sequence x
n
 —¥ χ with lim inf f
n
{x
n
) > f{x), (6.11) 
lim sup fn{xn) < f{x) for all sequences x
n
 —> x. (6.12) 
п—юо 
Lemma 4. ¡f fn —^ ƒ in 1 and ƒ is continuous in x, then lim inf fn(x„) > f{x) for all 
sequences xn —> x. 
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Proof. Let ε > 0. Let δ > 0 be such that \y - x\ < δ implies \f(y) - f(x)\ < e. For η 
large enough we have \x„ - x\ < \δ and f„(x - ±δ-) > f (χ - ¿<5-) - e, so that 
Л,(х») > fn(x - \δ) > f (x - ¿ Í - ) - e > f (χ) - 2e. (6.13) 
Thus lim infoco fn(x
n
) > f (x)- • 
Note that τ-convergence to a continuous limit is uniform convergence on compact sets 
(cf. Gerritse (1995b)). 
6.3.3 Relations between the topologies 
We next turn to the relations between r, r¿ and τ^. These topologies are very similar 
and they coincide on M. 
Let Bt(f) and Bf°(f) be the open e-balls around ƒ in the metrics d and d^, respec­
tively. By means of the mean value theorem it follows that for ζ e R and y > 0 
arctan(:r + y) < arctan(i) + y, (6.14) 
arctan(i — y) > arctan(i) - y. (6.15) 
Lemma 5. 
(0 Τ С Too, 
( « ) Т
т о
 С Td. 
Proof, (г) It suffices to show that with any occurrence of ƒ e VIiU resp. ƒ e Wx¡u, 
there is an 6 > 0 such that B™(f) с VXìU resp. 5e°°(/) С WXtU. 
Let ƒ G Vx¡u. Thus arctan(/(χ)) < arctan(u). By Proposition 3(гг), applied to the 
function arctan of, there is an e > 0 such that arctan(/(x + «)) < arctan(u) - e. For 
д € B f ( / ) we have arctan(g(x)) < arctan(/ (x + e)) + t < arctan(u). Thus g(x) < u. 
Let ƒ e WXiU. Thus arctan(/(x-)) > arctan(u). By Proposition З(ггг) there is an 
6 > 0 such that arctan(/ (x - e)) > arctan(u) + e. For g e Bf (f) we have 
arctan(g(x—)) > arctan(<7(x — |e)) 
> arctan(/(x — e)) — \t 
> arctan(u) + e — ¿e > arctan(u). (6.16) 
Thusp(x-) > u. 
(гг) It suffices to show that B({f) С B£(f) for ƒ e I and e > 0. Let g € Bt(f). 
Let x G R. We have g(x) < ƒ (x + e) + e and therefore, by (6.14), 
arctan(<?(z)) < arctan(/(x + e) + e) < arctan(/(x + e)) + e. (6.17) 
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We also have g(x) > ƒ (j - e) - e and therefore, by (6.15), 
arctan(g(x)) > arctan(/(x — e) — e) > arctan(/(a — e)) — £ (6 18) 
This holds for all x, and thus doo( ƒ, g) = d(arctan of, arctan og) < e < 2c D 
Convergence of fn to ƒ in rd and т
м
 will be denoted by ƒ„ —> ƒ and ƒ„ -^+ ƒ, 
respectively. By Lemma 5 we have ƒ„ —> ƒ => ƒ„ -^» ƒ => ƒ„ —^ > ƒ The following 
lemma gives sufficient conditions for the reverse implications. Note that under these 
conditions the characterizations of τ-convergence apply to the other topologies as well 
Lemma 6. Let ƒ„ -—¥ f. Let ƒ be bounded If f
n
(oo) —» ƒ (oo) and f
n
(-oo) -> ƒ (—oo) as 
η —> сю, then /
n
 —> ƒ. 
Proof. Let e > 0 Pick x0 such that ƒ (i0) - ƒ (-oo) < £ This is possible because 
ƒ(—oo) G E Similarly, pick y > x0 such that /(oo) - /(y) < e Pick xlt ,xm such 
that xm > y and 0 < i* — Xk-\ < с for к = 1, , m Let n0 be such that for all n> n0 
fn(oo) < /(oo) + £, (6.19) 
¿.(-oo) > ƒ (-oo) - e, (6.20) 
ІпЫ < f(xk) + £, (6.21) 
ƒ»(**-) > ƒ ( ι*-) - e, (6.22) 
for fc = 0, , m. Such an n0 exists by the convergence assumptions For all χ G 
[τк, z/fc+i] a n < i " > "о we now have 
fn{x) < /„(it+i) < /(it+i) + e < ƒ (ж + e) ± e, (6.23) 
/η(ι) > /«(x*-) > / ( i t - ) - e > Л і - 0 - « (6-24) 
If χ < io, then 
Λ.(ζ) < /η(aro) < / Ы + e < /(-oo) + 2e 
< f (χ + 2e) + 2e, (6.25) 
ƒ„(*) > /n(-oo) > /(-oo) - e > /( i 0 ) - 2£ 
> ƒ (a; - 2б) - 2£ (6 26) 
Similarly, if a; > xm, then 
f«{x) < fn(oo) < /(oo) + £ < /(xm) + 2£ 
< f(x + 2e) + 2e, (6.27) 
fn(x) > fn(xm-) > f{xm~) - e > /(ì/) - e 
> ƒ (oo) - 2б > ƒ (χ - 2t) - 2£ (6.28) 
For η > n0 we have d(fn, ƒ ) < 2ε For any e > 0 there exists such n0, hence ƒ„ —• ƒ. 
D 
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The restriction to sequences is not essential; the proof of Lemma 6 is valid for nets in 
general. 
Corollary 1. The relative topologies rd, τχ and τ on M all coincide. 
6.3.4 Continuity of inversion and composition 
We turn to the operations on 1 that will be used in Gerritse (1995c). Lemmas 8 and 9 
below are the important results. 
Lemma 7. Let Inv I -> 1 be defined by Inv(/) = ƒ _ 1 . Then Inv is r-continuous. 
Proof. Let/o £ Inv"1 (KIiU) so that /0_1 (χ) < u. Let s, t S R be such that/ 0 - 1 (χ) < 
s < t < и. By Proposition 1(г) we have f0(s) > χ and therefore /0(i—) > χ and 
Λ e WtiI. Let ƒ € И ^ . Then ƒ(<-) > χ and therefore ƒ(£) > x. By Proposition 
Цгп) we have f'^x) < t. Thus ƒ- ' € VIiU and /0 G WtiI С I n v " 1 ^ ) . 
Let/o e Inv_1(Vy iu) so that/ 0" '(x-) > u. Pick y,ζ such that föl(y) > и and 
у < ζ < χ. By Proposition Цггг) we get /o(u) < у and thus /0 G VUìZ. Let ƒ G KUi2. 
Then f(u) < ζ and by Proposition 1(гг) we have / - i (z) > и and thus /~'(x-) > u. 
This proves /0 G V„,2 С I m r
1
^ , , , ) . D 
Lemma 8. а{Г\д-') = d(f,g)forall f,g ζ I. 
Proof. Let d{f,g) < t. We shall prove that f~l{u) < д~]{и+е)+еЬт all и G R. Itthen 
follows by a symmetry argument that d(f~1,g~1) < с Let « E l . We may assume 
f'l(u) > —oo. Pick χ < î~x{u). By Proposition 1(ггг) we have/(χ) < и. Thus 
g[£-t)-t < u, which is g{x-c) < u+e. NowPropositionl(e)givesx-e < g~l(u+e), 
which isx < g~[(u + «) + e. Thus d(f~\g~l) < d(f,g). By Proposition 2(vi) and the 
previous we have d{f,g) = ¿((Г 1 ) - 1 - (ff-1)-1) < ¿ (Γ' , ίΓ 1 ) · Π 
For f, g e I the composition of ƒ and ρ is the function ƒ о g : R —>· R given by 
(ƒ о g)(χ) = f(g(x)). This composition is again non-decreasing and use, and thus is an 
element of X. 
Lemma 9. Let ƒ„, ƒ, #
n
, # G I be suc/г ƒ„ - Ц ƒ and gn -^-t g. If the set 
D :— {x € R : ƒ ¿s continuous at g(x)} (6.29) 
is dense in R, then ƒ„ о g
n
 —^ > ƒ о p. 
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Proof. Let l e R and let и > ( ƒ о g) (χ). By upper semicontinuity of ƒ, there exists a 
y > g(x) such that ƒ (y) < u. For η large enough we have g
n
(x) < y and f„(y) < u, 
and therefore (f
n
 о g
n
)(x) < a. This proves that hmsup(/
n
 о g
n
)(x) < (ƒ o cj)(x). 
п-юо 
Let τ € M and let и < (ƒ о p)(x-). There exists an y0 £ D such that y0 < χ 
and (ƒ о ç)(i/o) > и. We have f{g(yo)—) > и since ƒ is continuous in g(yo)- Pick 
¿o < z\ < 5(2/0) such that f{z\-) > /(г0) > и. Pick Í/I such that y0 < yx < x. For η 
large enough we have/
n
(zi—) > uandj„(yi-) > z\, and therefore (ƒ„ о q
n
){x—) > 
fn(g
n
{yi-)) > fn{zi) > fn{zi-) > u. This proves that lirninf(ƒ„ ° gn){x-) > ƒ ° 
g{x-). D 
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Chapter 7 
Large deviations for ranks 
Abstract. A large-deviation principle for ranks is proved The proof is based on a trans-
formation, acting on the empirical distribution functions of the samples, that deter-
mines the ranks This transformation is approximated by continuous maps A large-
deviation principle for the approximations is proved from Sanov's theorem via the con-
traction principle The large-deviation principle for the ranks follows by means of the 
comparison principle 
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7.1 Introduction 
Statistical procedures to decide whether the 11 d samples (Xlt , Xn) and (A'n + b , 
A
n + m ) are drawn from the same distribution can be based on rank statistics The rank 
of Xk in the combined sample (λ'Ί, , X
n
, X
n+i, , Xn+m) is the number rk given by 
n+m 
rk = # { г е { 1 , ,n + m} X,<Xk}= Σ l(-oo A 4 ] № ) , (71) 
1 = 1 
countmg the number of observations below Xk If indeed both samples are drawn from 
the same distribution and are independent, then (n, , rTl) behaves as a random sam­
ple of size η drawn without replacement from {1, , η + m} Many statistical proce­
dures are based on this observation 
In this paper we shall study the rank measure of the first sample 
Ρη = ί£δ^ (7 2) 
k-l 
Let Mi([0,1]) be the space of all probability measures on [0,1] The rank measure is a 
random element of Μ ι ([0,1]) from which the ranks can be recovered If both samples 
are drawn from the same (absolutely continuous) distribution, then p
n
 converges to 
the uniform distribution on [0,1] In this paper we shall give a refinement Namely, 
we shall prove the corresponding large-deviation principle (LDP) for the laws μ
η
 of 
p
n
, that is 
hmmf Mog/i„(G) >-inf/(i/) for open G С М,{[0,1]), (73) 
hm sup 4og/i
n
(F) <- i i i f УМ for closed F С Mi([0,1]) (74) 
τι->οο " "<Ξ Γ 
Here ƒ is a [0, oo]-valued function, the rate function, that will be identified m section 
7 4 via a variational formula For the theory of large deviations we refer the reader to 
Dembo and Zeitouni (1993) 
We conclude this introduction with a brief sketch of the proof of (7 3) and (7 4) The 
starting point will be the LDP for the empirical measures 
ίη = ΪΣ,6χ, (7 5) 
1 = 1 
as given by Sanov's theorem From this LDP it is a small step towards an LDP for the pair 
(F
n
, F
n+m), the empirical distribution functions of the first sample and the combined 
sample, respectively For the distribution function R^ of p
n
 we prove the equality 
R
n
=Tl{F
n
,F
n+Tn) (7 6) 
with TI a certain transformation Unfortunately, this transformation is not continuous, 
so that the contraction principle cannot be applied directly We shall therefore perturb 
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(Fn, Fn+m) slightly and replace Fn+m by its convolution with the uniform distribution 
on a small interval [0, en] The result is a pair (Fn, F¿+m), that lies with probability 1 in 
the set of continuity points of TZ The LDP for (Fn, F¿+m) with tn \. 0 is proved by means 
of the comparison principle of Baxter and Jain (1988) The contraction principle is then 
applied to prove an LDP for TZ(Fn, F*+m) The last step in the proof is another use of 
the comparison principle to obtain the LDP for H(Fn, Fn+m) 
7.2 Preliminaries 
Let (μ„) be a sequence of probability measures on a Hausdorff topological space E It 
is said that the sequence (μ„) obeys a large-deviation principle with rate function I if 
(7 3) and (7 4) hold and if ƒ E —> [0, oo] is lower semicontmuous with compact level 
sets, ι e , {e G E 1(e) < t) is compact for all t G (0, oo) A sequence (X
n
) of random 
variables is said to obey an LDP iff (μ
η
) obeys an LDP, with μ
η
 the law of X
n 
Let ƒ E —• E' be a continuous map from E into a second Hausdorff topological 
space E' Let μ
η
 о ƒ _ 1 be the induced probability measure on the Borei σ-algebra on E', 
denned by 
(μ
η
οΓ
ι)(Α) =
 ßn({eeE /(e) e Λ}) (7 7) 
Contraction Principle. Ι/(μ
η
) obeys απ LDP on E with rate function I, then (μ
η
°Ι~
ι) obeys 
an LDP on E' with rate function I' E' —> [0, oo] given by 
I'(y) = inf{/(x) xeE,f(x) = y} (78) 
Let (S, d) be a metric space For А С S and a > 0, let Aa be the α-neighborhood of 
A, that is 
Aa = {s G S d(s,t) < α for some ί G A} (7 9) 
Let μ, ν be probability measures on S For a > 0, let 
φ
α
(μ,ι>) = inf{<5>0 μ(^) < u(Fa) + δ for all closed F С 5} (710) 
Comparison Principle. Let (μ„) and (i/
n
) be probability measures on (S,d) such that for 
every a > 0 
lim ί:1(^¥?
α
(μ
η
,ί/
η
) = -oo (711) 
71—ЮО n 
Then (μ„) obeys аи LDP ил№ rate function I if and only if(v
n
) obeys an LDP with rate func­
tion I 
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In Dembo and Zeitouni (1993), section 4 2, the contraction principle is proved and re-
sults similar to the comparison principle are presented The comparison principle as 
given above is proved in Baxter and Jain (1988) 
7.3 Distribution functions 
Let [M, d) be the metric space of all probability distribution functions on R Thus, M 
consists of all functions ƒ M -> [0,1] that are non-decreasing, upper semicontinuous 
(use) and such that 
km fix) = 1, hm fix) = 0 (712) 
X—ЮО X—* — OO 
The metric d on M is the Lévy-Prohorov metric given by 
d(f, g) = inf {e > 0 ƒ {x - e) - e < g(x) < f(x + e) + e, for all r e l } (7 13) 
Actually, (7 13) defines a metric on X, the space of USC and non-decreasing functions 
ƒ R -> 1 = [-σο, oo] (cf Gerntse (1995b)) Let ΛΊi(R) be the space of all probability 
measures on R It is well known that there is a one-to-one correspondence between M 
and.Mi(R), given by the map Τ Мі(Ш) -> M that maps a probability measure to its 
distribution function, that is 
Τ{μ){χ) = μ((-οο,χ]) (714) 
The topology of weak convergence on М\{Щ comcides with the metric topology on 
M 
For a function h R -> R, let h ' R -> M be the order inverse of h defined by 
h l{u) = sup{x e R h(x) < a) (715) 
li h el, then /Г1 6 I , and for all x , i i e 8 
h(x) <u =Φ χ < h'\xL), (716) 
h(x) >u => т > /I_ 1(M) (717) 
Let the map 11 M x M ^  МЪе defined by 
n(f,g)=mm{l,m*x{0,(yof-iy1}} (718) 
In Gerntse (1995b) the inversion operation is studied From that paper we shall use the 
following results 
Lemma 1. Let f,g £ M If g is continuous, then К is continuous in (ƒ, g) 
Lemma 2. For all f,g el the eaualtity d( /_ 1 , g"1) = d(f, g) holds 
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7.4 The main result 
Let Ρ be an absolutely continuous probability measure on K, and let (Xk) be an i.i.d. 
sequence of random variables with law P. Let α G Qn (0,1) be a fixed rational number. 
We shall consider samples of sizes n, m such that 
^ = «. ( 7 Л 9 ) 
and regard (ΛΊ,..., X
n
, X
n
+i, •••, X
n
+m) as a combination of the samples (ΛΊ,. ., X„) 
and (X„+i, · ·., X„ + m ). In the remainder of this paper we restrict η to those natural 
numbers for which there exists an m such that (7.19) holds. Let p
n
 and L
n
 be as defined 
in (7.2) and (7.5) and let Rn be the distribution function of p
n
. Let 
L
n
,
m
 = ¿ Σ ¿л·. (7.20) 
be the empirical measure of the second sample. Let F
n
 G M be the empirical distribu­
tion function of the first sample, i.e., 
F
n
{x) = L
n
((-oo,x}) = ¿ # { i € { l , . .,n}:Xt<x}, (7.21) 
and Fn + m e M the empirical distribution function of the combined sample. The fol-
lowing equality is the key technical result in this paper. 
Lemma 3. Rn = Tl(Fn, Fn+m), with П defined in (7.18). 
Proof. 1. Rn(x) - 0 for ι < 0. Moreover, F
n+m о F~
l(y) > χ for y G К so that 
( F
n + m о F "
1 ) " 1 ^ ) = -oo and TZ{F
n
, F
n+m)(x) = 0. 
2. Rn(x) — 1 for χ > 1. Moreover, F „ + m о Fn-1(i/) < χ for y G К and therefore 
( F
n + m о F "
1 ) - 1 ^ ) = oo and n{F
n
, F
n+m)(x) = 1. 
3. Let χ G (0,1). Pick и > Rn{x), and let I = {г G {1,..., η} : ^ < χ}. Then 
#ƒ < nu. Set/3 = пип{Х
г
 . г G {1,... ,п},г ^ ƒ}. For г G {1,..., η} we have г G ƒ 
iff Х
г
 < β, so that F„(/3-) < и and F " 1 ^ ) > β. Let г0 G {1,..., η} be such that 
β = Xl0. We now have Fn+m(/3) = ^ r t 0 > x, so that Fn + m(F- 1(w)) > χ and, by 
(7.17), ( F
n + m о F "
1 ) - 1 ^ ) < u. This proves that Д,(і) > tt(F„, F
n + m )(x). 
4. Pick и > n{F
n
, F
n+m){x). One easily shows that ( F n + m о F ^ 1 ) " 1 ^ ) < 1, so 
that (F
n+m о F~
l)-l{x) < u. By (7.16), F
n+m о F "
1
^ ) > x. Set /3 = F " 1 ^ ) , so that 
/9 = sup{y G R F
n
(y) < u} and therefore Fn(ß-) < и. Define the sets I = {г G 
{1, . .,η} : Х
г
 < β] and J = {j G {1,..., η + τη) : X2 < β}. We have #1 < nu and 
# J > (n + m)x. Fori G {1,. . ,η},ι £ ƒ we have r, = #{j G {1,... , η + m} : Χ, < 
Хг] >#J> {η + m)x. Thus R^ix) = ì # { . É {Ι,.-.,η} : ^ < χ) < ^фі < и. 
Thus fín(x) < n{Fn,Fn+m){x). D 
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Lemma 3 will allow us to prove our main result 
Theorem 1. (An) obeys an LDP in M, with rate function 
J(f)= inf [ / l ( jr-i ( f f l ) ) + i ^ / l ( ^ - i ( £ ^ i ) ) j ! (7.22) 
K{9l,92)=f 
where T~ ' is the inverse of Τ defined in (714) and Ii is the rate function given m (7.23) below 
An immediate consequence of Theorem 1 is that (p
n
) obeys an LDP in M\ (R) Fur­
thermore, since most rank statistics depend continuously on the ranks, LDPs for these 
statistics can be obtained from Theorem 1 by the contraction principle 
The proof of Theorem 1 will be split into several parts (sections 7 4 1-7 4 3 below), 
following the procedure sketched in the introduction 
7.4.1 LDP for (F
n
, F
n+m) 
Our starting point is 
Sanov's theorem. (L
n
) obeys an LDP in Λ-ίι(Κ) with rate function 
h{Q) = I J l J (723) 
I oo otherwise 
This will be used to prove Lemmas 4 and 5 below 
Lemma 4. ({L
n
, L
n m
)) obeys an LDP in Mi(R) χ Mi{R) with rate function 
h(QuQ2) = Wi) + ^hiQt) (724) 
Proof. Let Gi, G2 С M\(R) be open Since L
n
 and L„,
m
 are independent and ¿ = 
, we have 1-я 1 
hmmf ¡HogP{(Ln,Lnm) f G , x G2} 
n-юо
 n l > 
= hminf -4ogP{L
n
 e Gì} 
+ ^ h n u n f i i o g P { L T O e G 2 } 
> - inf [ЛЫ + ^ Л М ] (725) 
By Theorem 2 10 in O'Brien (1992) this proves the lower bound (7 3) for all open G 
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Let(Qb<52) 6 Mi(R) χ,Μι(Κ) and let i , , x2 G (Ο,οο) besuchthat -h(Qt) < ι,-
Then there exist open G, Э Qt such that 
- inf Λ(ί/,) <x
u
 (7.26) 
l'i 6 6 ' , 
where G, is the closure of G,. Now 
lirnsup MogP{(L
n
,L
n
,
m
) 6 G , x G 2 } 
71—ЮО 
< - inf [Λ(I/J) + b ! / , W ] < xi + ^ x 2 . (7.27) 
By Theorem 2.10 in O'Brien (1992) this proves the upper bound (7.4) for all compact 
F. The upper bound for general closed F follows from exponential tightness (cf. 
Dembo and Zeitouni (1993), Lemma 1.2.18). D 
Lemma 5. ((F
n
, F
n+m)) obeys an LDP in Μ χ M with rate function 
W,9) = / і ( ^ _ 1 ( Л ) + ψ КГ1 (*&)). (7.28) 
Proof. The map Π : Mi{R) x Mi(R) -^ M x M given by 
(ι/,,ίΑ,) ^ (^(ί/Ο,^ίαι/, + (1 - Q)J/2)) (7.29) 
is continuous. Since L
n + m = aLn + (1 - a)£„,m we have (Fn, Fn+m) = ü(Ln, L„>m). 
By the contraction principle and Lemma 4, an LDP for ((F„, Fn+m)) holds with rate 
function 
I3(f,g) = mi{I2(uuu2) : П К ^ ) = (ƒ,<?)}. (7.30) 
This yields (7.28) because Π-1 (ƒ, g) = ( ^ " " Ч Л ^ ' Ч ^ ) ) · ü 
7.4.2 LDP for U(Fn, F*n+m) 
If λ"ι increases a little bit, then it can become larger than some other X„ in which case 
the rank π increases by 1. This shows that p
n
 does not change continuously with X\. 
In other words, 11 is not continuous in (F„, F
n + m ) . We shall perturb Fn+m slightly, so 
that we restore the continuity and can use the contraction principle. This is formulated 
in Lemmas 6-8 below. 
For e > 0, let u(e) be the distribution function of the uniform distribution on [0, «J. 
For ƒ, g e M, let ƒ * g be the convolution of ƒ and g. 
Lemma 6. For f e M and Í > 0 
W f {x - e) < (ƒ * u(f ))(*) < f (x) for all χ e К, 
( iz)d(/*u(e),/)<c. 
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Proof, (г) Elementary. 
(¿г) Follows from (¿) via (7.13). D 
Let en e (0, oo) be such that en 1 0, and let F*+m = Fn+m * u(en). Let Mc С M be 
the collection of all continuous distribution functions. Note that F*+m e Mc and that 
the restriction of Tl to Μ χ M
c
 is continuous. 
Lemma 7. 
(?) ((F„, F*+m)) obeys an LDP in Μ χ M with rate function I3. 
(гг) ((F„, Fn+ m)) obej/s яи LDP in M x Mc with rate function І3\мхмс 
Proof, (г) The function 
<Ші,0і),(/2,й)) = d(/l,/2)+d(ffl,ff2) (7.31) 
defines a metric onjVI X J M that generates the product topology. Let a > 0. For η 
large enough we have f„ < a, so that by Lemma 6(гг) 
d2((Fn, F„*+J, (Fn, F n + m )) = d(Fn*+m, F n + m ) < en < a. (7.32) 
Let μ
η
 and v
n
 be the laws of (F„, F
n + m ) and (F„, F r*+ m), respectively. By (7.32) we 
have μ
η
(Α) < v
n
{Aa) for η large enough for all А С M χ M, so that ψ
α
(μ„, v
n
) = 0 
(recall (7.10)). Thus 
hm Mog(y9
α
(μ
τl,г/π) = -oc (7.33) 
τι—ЮО
 n 
The claim now follows from the comparison principle and Lemma 5. 
(гг) The claim follows from (г) via the following elementary property: 
Let (μ
η
) obey an LDP in a topological space E with rate function I. Let А С Ebe 
endowed with the relative topology. If μ
η
(Α) = I for all η and 1(e) = oo for e e Ac, then 
(μ„) obeys an LDP in A with rate function I\A. 
The proof of this property is elementary. Note that / 3(/, g) = oo if g φ Mc. • 
Lemma 8. [~R(F
n
, F¿+rn)) obeys an LDP m M with rate function 
h(h) = mi{I3(f,g) • K(f,g) = Ц (7.34) 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the contraction principle. D 
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7.4.3 LOP for n{F
n
,F
n+m) 
Let 
R'
n
 = n(F
n
,F;+m), (7.35) 
and let μ
η
 and i/
n
 be the laws of R^ and η*, respectively. By Lemma 8, (v
n
) obeys an 
LDP. We shall prove in Lemmas 9-11 that there exists a sequence e„ 4- 0 such that (7.11) 
holds for а > 0. We then use the comparison principle to obtain the LDP for (μ
π
)· This 
will complete the proof of Theorem 1. 
Lemma 9. There exists α sequence t
n
 e (0, oo) with e
n
 I 0 such that 
lim MogP{|X, -X2\ <2en} = -oo, (7.36) 
П-ЮО
 n K
 ' 
Hm ì log Ρ {Зг =¿ j : \XX - X, \ < 2en) = -oo. (7.37) 
Proof. Let ρ be the density function of Ρ with respect to the Lebesque measure λ. 
By Lebesgue's theorem on majorized convergence 
/ Ρ l[p>m] dX I 0 as m —> oo. (7.38) 
Set m„ = min{m 6 N : ƒ ρ \\p>m\ d\ < e-™2} and e„ = ^-e"" 2 . Define the set 
A
n
 = {x e К : p(z) < m
n
}. We now have 
P{|Xi - X2\ < 2en} = Г dx [ '" dyp{x)p(x + y) 
J-oo J-2i„ 
= dx dy p{x)p(x + y) 
JA
n
 J-2t
n 
Í r2tn 
+ dx dy p{x)p(x + y) 
JA'n J-2en 
< mn / dy dx p(x + y) + / dx p(x) 
V-2e„ JAn JAcn 
< 4enm„ + Ι ρ l[p>m„] dA 
< Se""2. (7.39) 
This proves (7.36), from which (7.37) follows via the inequality 
V{3i¿j:\Xt-X}\<2ea} < {n +mf Y {\XX - X2\ <2en) . (7.40) 
D 
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For the remainder of this paper, let e
n
 be as given by Lemma 9. 
Lemma 10. 
(г) If \Xt -Xj\> 2enfor all ι, j € { 1 , . . . , η + m} with г φ j , then d(Ä„, Д;) < ^ . 
(гг) For a > 0 
too ì log F {diRn, Я;) >a} = -oc. (7.41) 
Proof, (г) Under the condition stated we have 
#{¿ 6 {1 , . . . ,n + m} : Х
г
 e (.τ - e
n
,x + t
n
}} < 2 (7.42) 
for all χ € M, and thus by Lemma 6 
^ + m i 1 + «») - •P'n+mí1) < Fn+m{x + Ên) - F n + m ( i - ε
η
) 
= ΪΪ5;#{* : * . € ( * - « » > * + £„]} 
< Hl·· (7.43) 
From this we find, again by Lemma 6, that for all χ G К 
F
n + m( JF 7 l- |(x))<FnVn(F- 1(a:) + en) 
<F
n
- + m (F- 1 ( a ;)) + ^ ï ï 
and 
< F n + m ( F - 1 ( a ; + ^ ) ) + ^ . (7.45) 
It follows that d(F¿+mo F~l, Fn+jno F~l) < ^ j . The claim now follows by Lemma 
2, recalling (7.6), (7.18) arid (7.35). 
(гг) For η sufficiently large 
Ρ Η ^ , Λ ; ) >a}< r{d{R
n
,IO > ^ } 
< Р { Э г / ; : | Х
г
- ^ | < 2 е „ } (7.46) 
where the second inequality follows from (г). Use Lemma 9. D 
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Lemma 11. Equation (7.11) holds. 
Proof. If F{d{R
n
, R*
n
) >a}<b, then for all А С M 
μ
η
(Α) = P{Rn e A} 
= P{ñ„ e A, d(ñ„, Д;) < a) + P{ñ„ e Л, din», R'
n
)>a} 
< Р { Я ; € л"} + РМЯп- д ; ) > а } 
<^„(Aa) + ò (7.47) 
and hence ψ
α
(μ-η, v
n
) < δ, recall (7.10). Thus φ
α
(μ
η
, "η) < Р{с((Ап, Л^) ^ а ) a r , d t n e 
claim follows by Lemma 10(гг). D 
Lemmas 4-11 complete the proof of Theorem 1. 
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Summary 
This thesis is about large deviations, a subject from probability theory. A sequence 
of measures (μ„) on a topological space E is said to obey a large-deviation principle 
(LDP) with rate function I if 
hmmi±logßn(G)>-mi{I{T):xeG} for open G С E, (8.1) 
lim sup A l c ^
n
( F ) < - inf{/(a;) : χ e E} for closed F С E. (8.2) 
π—>οο 
Capacities on E are set functions on E with certain regularity properties. Radon mea­
sures are capacities, as well as the positive powers of Radon measures. In the narrow 
topology on C, the space of capacities, convergence of c
n
 to с is characterized by 
Inn uif cJG) > c(G) for open G С E, (8.3) 
η—>oo 
hm sup c
n
{F) < c{F) for closed F С E. (8.4) 
71—>00 
Thus, an LDP for (μ„) is equivalent with μ„» —> с in С, where с is given by c(A) = 
exp(- mf{/(x) : χ e A}). O'Brien and Vervaat (1991) conclude that С is the right ab­
stract setting for the study of large deviations. We say that a sequence of capacities (c„) 
obeys an LDP if c
n
" —» r. 
The first subject of this thesis is Varadhan's theorem (1966) on integral transforma­
tions of LDPs. This theorem says that from (8.1) and (8.2) it follows that for continuous 
and bounded ƒ : E —> [0, oo] 
lim ¿log ( ί ΓάμΛ = sup (f(x) - I(x)). (8.5) 
n-»oo « \JE J x e E 
We generalize this theorem to LDPs for capacities. This is done by splitting (8.5) into a 
lim inf inequality, which we obtain from (8.1) for lower semicontinuous ƒ, and a lim sup 
inequality, which we obtain from (8.2) for upper semicontinuous ƒ. We define integra­
tion w.r.t. capacties and prove some continuity properties of the integral. The results 
remain valid when in (8.5) the sequence of powers ( ƒ") is replaced by an arbitrary se­
quence (ƒ„), as long as these sequences are close in an appropriate way. 
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The second subject of this thesis is a mixing theorem for LDPs The idea behind this 
is to replace the functions ƒ„ by capacity valued maps, and subsequently interpret the 
integral in (8 5) as a mixture of a collection of capacities Let c
n x
 be a capacity on a 
second space E', for each η e N and χ ζ E We consider the maps χ ь-> c
n x
 and take 
for ƒ„ the evaluations i H c
n j : ( G ) and χ >-> cn x (F), for open G С E' and closed F с E' 
Suppose that for all convergent sequences x„ -» a; we have 
tn i„ " -> c
x
 (8 6) 
In this case we find that the mixtures 
τ
άμ
η
 (8 7) L 
obey an LDP If c
n>x is the probability distribution of a random variable Yn x and μ„ is 
the distribution of a random variable X
n
, then (8 7) is precisely the distribution of Y
n
 χ
η 
For the translation of (8 6) to the conditions of Varadhan's theorem a characterization 
of compact-open convergence of capacity-valued maps is needed 
We give three applications of the mixing theorem The first application gives a new 
connection between the theorems of Cramer and Sanov We mix a collection of empir­
ical measures with a Poisson distribution, which yields a Poisson process 
The second application gives a strengthening of the Freidhn-Wentzell theorem (cf 
Freidhn and Wentzell (1970)) This theorem gives an LDP for a collection of stochas­
tic differential equations with noise, where the noise converges to 0 This result was 
known with deterministic boundary conditions By mixing different boundary values 
we prove a version with stochastic boundary conditions 
As a third application we prove an LDP for the bootstrap empirical measure, which 
we write as a mixture of empirical measures 
The last subject of this thesis is an LDP for 'rank statistics' Let {X
x
, , X
n
) and 
(X
n
+1, . Xn+m) be two mdependent 11 d samples from an absolutely contmuous dis­
tribution Let Γι, ,r
n
 be the ranks of ΛΊ, , X
n
 in the combined sample We study 
the random measure 
J t = l n + m 
It converges to the uniform distribution on [0,1] as η —> oo We prove the LDP that 
describes the speed of this convergence and characterize the correspondmg rate func­
tion A problem that has to be solved in the proof is the fact that the ranks depend in 
a non-conhnuous way on the observations 
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Samenvatting 
Dit proefschrift gaat over grote afwijkingen, een onderwerp uit de kanstheorie Men 
zegt dat een rij maten (μ
η
) op een topologische ruimte E voldoet aan een grote-afwij-
kingen-principe (GAP) met entropiefunctie I als 
hm inf ì log/i„(G) > - inf{/(x) χ € G] voor open G С E, (9 1) 
hmsupMogp
n
(F) < -inf{/(i) χ & F} voor gesloten F С E (9 2) 
Capaciteiten op E zijn verzamehngsf une ties op E met enige regulanteitseigenschap-
pen Radon-maten zijn capaciteiten, evenals de positieve machten van Radon-maten 
In de nauwe topologie op C, de ruimte van de capaciteiten, wordt convergentie c
n
 —> с 
gekarakteriseerd door 
hin inf c
n
(G) > c(G) voor open G с E, (9 3) 
hm supc
n
 (F) <t{F) voor gesloten F с E (9 4) 
ті-юо 
Een GAP voor (μ
π
) is dus equivalent met μ
η
* —> с in С, als г gegeven is door c{A) = 
exp(- т({І(т) χ e A}) O'Brien en Vervaat (1991) concluderen dat С het juiste ab­
stracte kader is voor de studie van grote afwijkingen We zeggen dat een rij capacitei­
ten (c
n
) voldoet aan een GAP als c
n
« —• с 
Het eerste onderwerp van dit proefschrift is de stelling van Varadhan (1966) over 
integraaltransformaties van GAPs Deze stelling zegt dat wanneer (9 1) en (9 2) gelden, 
dan voor continue begrensde ƒ E —> [0, oo] 
hm ì log ( / Γάμ
η
) = sup (f (χ) - Ι (χ)) (9 5) 
We generaliseren deze stelling naar GAPs voor capaciteiten, waarbij we (9 5) splitsen 
m een hm inf ongelijkheid, die we uit (9 1) afleiden voor onder-halfcontinue ƒ, en een 
hm sup ongelijkheid, die we uit (9 2) afleiden voor boven-halfcontmue ƒ We definieren 
de benodigde mtegratie m b t capaciteiten en bewijzen enige continuiteitseigenschap-
pen van de integraal De resultaten blijven geldig wanneer in (9 5) de rij machten ( ƒ") 
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vervangen wordt door een willekeurige rij (/„) zolang beide rijen maar op de juiste 
manier op elkaar lijken 
Het tweede onderwerp van dit proefschrift is een mengstelling voor GAPs Het idee 
hierachter is de functies fn te vervangen door afbeeldingen met waarden in de ruimte 
van de capaciteiten, waarna de integraal in (9 5) gezien kan worden als een mengsel 
van een collectie capaciteiten Zij cn x een capaciteit op een tweede ruimte E', voor ie-
dere n E N e n i É È We beschouwen de afbeeldingen і и г
п І
е п vullen de evalua­
ties χ i-> c
nx
(G) е ш ь ) c
nx
(F) in op de plaats van ƒ„, voor open G С E' en gesloten 
F С E' Veronderstel dat voor alle convergente rijtjes x
n
 —ï χ geldt dat 
C
n
 x„ " -> c-x (9 6 ) 
In dit geval vinden we dat de mengsels 
τ
άμ
η
 (9 7) L 
aan een GAP voldoen Als c„
 x
 de kansverdeling is van een stochast У
п І
еп;і„ de kans­
verdeling van een stochast X
n
, dan is (9 7) precies de kansverdelmg van Y
n Xn Voor 
de vertaling van (9 6) naar de voorwaarden voor de Varadhan stelling is het nodig om 
compact-open convergentie van capaciteitwaardige functies te karakteriseren 
We presenteren drie toepassingen van de mengstelling De eerste toepassing legt 
een nieuw verband tussen de stellingen van Cramér en Sanov Hiertoe wordt een col-
lectie empirische maten gemengd met een Poisson-verdeling, waardoor een Poisson-
proces ontstaat 
Als tweede toepassing geven we een verscherping van de stelling van Freidlm en 
Wentzell (1970) Deze stelling beschrijft een GAP voor een collectie stochastische diffe-
rentiaalvergelijkingen met ruis, waarbij de ruis naar 0 convergeert Dit resultaat was 
bekend met deterministische randvoorwaarden Door verschillende beginwaarden te 
mengen bewijzen we een versie met stochastische beginvoorwaarden 
Als derde toepassing bewijzen we een GAP voor de bootstrap empirische maat Dit 
doen we door deze maat te schrijven als mengsel van empirische maten 
Het laatste onderwerp van dit proefschrift is een GAP voor 'rank statistics' Laat 
(Χι, , X
n
) en (X
n
+i, , Xn+m) twee onafhankelijke 11 d steekproeven zijn uit een 
absoluut continue verdeling Laat π , , r„ de rangnummers zijn van X\, ,X
n
 bin­
nen de gecombineerde steekproef We bestuderen de stochastische maat 
P„ = ± Ê < ^ - (98) 
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Deze convergeert naar de uniforme kansmaat op [0,1] als η -» oo. We bewijzen het GAP 
dat de snelheid van deze convergentie beschrijft en karakteriseren de bijbehorende en-
tropiefunctie. Een obstakel in het bewijs is het feit dat de rangnummers op een niet-
continue wijze van de waarnemingen afhangen. 
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